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Note to the reader

The findings in this thesis are intended for future designers, 
researchers and medical professionals who are considering 
ͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ˷ʊڑ˰ɤɒʧɆǸ˓̻̇ͅڑʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ͣڑǸ˷ɒڑΨǸ˷ʹڑ
to look at the problem from a different perspective. The 
results are vague and aim to be a source of inspiration 
for further research and development in the domain.

The content of this thesis is inspired by, but not 
strictly following, a traditional research structure. My 
process has adapted and evolved as new insights and 
ʅʧ˷ɒʧ˷ʊͣ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑͣɤͅڑʊ̻̇ͅջڑǅžڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹڑʔǸΤɤڑȿɤɤ˷ڑ
uncovered. Additionally, I am coming from a point of 
view that has yet to be included in the development of 
this research project. Even though some hypotheses 
about the current state of the problem were made before 
I started the project, it is not in a designer’s nature 
to take on trust results without first investigating the 
origin of the problem. The following quote from Jerald’s 
ƙʔɤڑǅžڑȦ̇ˋڑՄԐԎԏԔՅڑɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤͣڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑɆɤͣͣڑΨɤ˓˓տ

“A human-centred design principle, like lean methods, 
is to avoid completely defining the problem at the 
start and to iterate upon repeated approximations and 
modifications through rapid tests of ideas with real users”



Abstract
This thesis explores and imagines how educational virtual 
ͅɤǸ˓ʧʹζڑՄǅžՅ̇ͣڑʅʹΨǸͅɤڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤɒڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑͣǸȿ˓ɤջڑɒɤͣʧͅǸȿ˓ɤڑ
and engaging for nursing students at NTNU, Trondheim. 
An existing solution from the research project “VirSam” 
the Department of Public Health and Nursing is used as a 
platform for testing and a springboard for new ideas. 

Through interviews, observations and user tests the master’s 
student has found that nursing students experience a feeling of 
unrealised potential in their education with regards to simulation 
ʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊջڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤ̻ͣͣ̇ڑʧȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑʅ̇ͅڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒʧ˷ʊڑǅž̇ͣڑʅʹΨǸͅɤڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒζڑ
program is very much welcomed by both students and educators. 
ǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑɆɤɒͅɤ̻̇ͅڑ˓Ɇ˓ʧ˷ʧɆǸڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇ڑ˷ǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇ڑ
training represents a good start, however, the application is 
experienced as too limited regarding functionality and scope to 
be thought of as a long-term solution for procedure training. 

ǅžڑʧ˷ڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑʅʧͣͅʹڑɤα̻˓̇ͅɤɒڑʹʔ̇ͅʊʔڑǸ˷̇ڑȿ˃ɤɆʹʧΤɤڑ
literature study of relevant topics. Subsequently, a process of 
exploration and insight gathering creates an understanding 
of the current solution and context of use. The findings are 
then analysed and concretised to actionable ideas. The 
ideas focus on meeting the student’s need for scalability and 
feedback, receiving good feedback by students, educators 
and other relevant contributors. Additionally, the thesis 
ɒʧͣɆ̇ΤɤͣͅڑʹʔǸʹڑͣʧ˷ʊ̻ڑǸʧͣ̇ͅڑʅͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣջڑΨʔɤͅɤ̇ڑ˷ɤڑʧͣڑʧ˷ͣʧɒɤڑǅžڑ
and the other is observing and subsequently giving feedback, 
can be of great educational and motivational effect. 

Still, the master student’s research suggests that there are 
unrealised needs in nursing education perceived by the students, 
ΨʔʧɆʔڑǸͅɤڑʹ̇˷ڑ˰ɤʹڑȿζڑʹʔɤڑ˷ɤΨڑǅž̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑǸ˓̇˷ɤռڑƙʔɤڑʹʔɤͣʧͣڑ
ͅɤʅ˓ɤɆʹͣڑ̻̇˷ڑʹʔɤ̇ͅڑ˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑɒʧͣɆͣͣʧ˷ʊڑʹʔǸʹڑʧʹڑ
ͣʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑȿǸͣɤɒڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷ʔɤͅɤ˷ʹͣڑʹͅɤ˷ʊʹʔͣڑǸ˷ɒڑΨɤǸˋ˷ɤͣͣɤͣ̇ڑʅڑǅžջڑ
as well as be evaluated against what the students feel is lacking in 
the education. The master’s student concludes by suggesting and 
ʧ˓˓ͣʹͅǸʹʧ˷ʊڑʔ̇Ψڑǅžͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑͣɤɒͣڑ̇ʹڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹɤڑ˰̇ͅɤڑɆʔǸ˓˓ɤ˷ʊʧ˷ʊջڑ
complex and stressful scenarios than what is presented in 
VirSam’s solution, exemplified through a future concept.

Further exploration into the presented solution’s end-
user effects is needed in order to draw more concrete 
conclusions on possible next steps. More experimentation 
ڑɤɤɒɤɒ˷ڑʧͣڑ˷ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇ڑͣͅʧ˷ʊ˷ڑ˷ʧڑǅžڑʧ˷ʹɤʊͅǸʹɤڑ̇ʹڑʔ̇Ψڑ˷̇
to understand the technology’s role in the context.

Denne masteroppgaven utforsker og illustrerer hvordan 
̻ɤɒǸʊ̇ʊʧͣˋɤڑծΤʧͅʹǸ˓ͅڑɤǸ˓ʧʹζկڑՄǅžՅ̻̇ͅڑʊͅǸ˰˰ɤͅڑˋǸ˷ڑȿ˓ʧڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤʹڑʅ̇ͅڑ
å være mer brukbar og engasjerende for sykepleierstudenter ved 
NTNU, Trondheim. En eksisterende løsning fra forskningsprosjektet 
“VirSam” ved Institutt for samfunnsmedisin og sykepleie er brukt 
som en plattform for testing og springbrett for nye ideer. 

Gjennom intervjuer, observasjoner og brukertester har 
masterstudenten funnet at sykepleierstudenter kjenner et 
urealisert potensiale for mer simulasjonstrening i utdannelsen, 
̇ʊڑ˰˓ʧʊʔɤʹɤ˷ڑʅ̇ͅڑȿͅˋڑǸΤڑǅžڑɤ̊ͅڑ˷ͣˋɤʹڑǸΤڑȿȓɒɤڑɤ˓ɤΤɤ̇ͅڑʊڑ
˓ȜͅɤͅɤռڑǅžՑ̻̇ͅʊͅǸ˰˰ɤʹڑʅ̇ͅڑˋ˓ʧ˷ʧͣˋ̻ͣ̇ͅڑɤɒζͅɤʹͅɤ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ˓ǸʊɤʹڑǸΤڑ
VirSam representerer en god start, men programmet oppleves 
som for begrenset med tanke på funksjonalitet og omfang for å 
være en langsiktig løsning for mangelen på prosedyretrening. 

ǅžڑʧͣڑζˋɤ̻˓ɤʧɤʹɒǸ˷˷ʧ˷ʊڑɤͅڑʅ̊ͣͅʹڑʹʅ̇ͣͅˋɤʹڑʊ˃ɤ˷˷̇˰ڑɤ˷̇ڑȿ˃ɤˋʹʧΤڑ
litteraturstudie av relevante tema. Deretter følger en prosess 
med utforsking og samling av innsikt fra brukskonteksten. 
Funn er så analysert og konkretisert til håndfaste tiltak brukes 
til videre ideutvikling. Ideene har fokus på å møte individuelle 
studentenes behov for skalerbarhet og tilbakemelding, og 
har fått god tilbakemelding fra studentene, lærere og andre 
medvirkende. Det blir også gjort eksperimenter hvor to-og-to 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹɤ ջͅڑɒɤͅڑɤ˷ڑɤͅڑʧڑǅž̇ڑʊڑʊ˃ɤ˷˷̇˰ʅ̊ͅɤ̻̻̇ͅڑʊǸΤɤ ջ̇ͅڑʊڑɤ˷ڑ
utenfor og observerer og deretter gir tilbakemelding, som ga 
indikasjon for å kunne gi gode lærings- og motivasjonseffekter.

Masterstudentens undersøkelser indikerer at det er uløste 
utfordringer opplevd av studenter ved utdanningen som ikke 
ˋǸ˷ڑȿ˓ʧڑʹͣ̊˓ڑʹʹ̊˰ڑ˰ɤɒڑǅžڑǸ˓ɤ˷ɤռڑTɤ˷˷ɤ̻̻̇ڑʊǸΤɤ˷ͅڑɤʅ˓ɤˋʹɤͅɤͅڑ
̇˰ˋͅʧ˷ʊڑǅžͣڑʧ˷̇ͅڑ˓˓ɤڑʧͣڑζˋɤ̻˓ɤʧɤʹɒǸ˷˷ʧ˷ʊջ̇ڑʊڑɒʧͣˋʹɤͅɤͅڑǸʹڑ
ȿͅˋڑʧ˷ˋ˓ɒɤͅʧ˷ʊڑǸΤڑʹɤˋ˷̇˓̇ʊʧɤ˷ڑȿͅɒɤڑʹǸڑʔ̊ζɒɤڑʅ̇ͅڑǅžͣڑʧ˷ɤڑ
iboende styrker og svakheter, samt evaluere det opp mot hva 
som oppleves som mangler av studentene. Masterstudenten 
ˋ̇˷ˋ˓ɒɤͅɤڑ˰ɤɒ̇ڑʊڑʧ˓˓ͣʹͅɤͅɤͅڑǸʹڑǅžڑȿͅɒɤڑȿͅˋɤͣڑʹʧ˓ڑȓڑ
simulere mer utfordrende, komplekse og samarbeidende 
opplevelser, eksemplifisert av et fremtidig konsept. 

Videre utforskning av det presenterte konseptets 
sluttbrukereffekter må gjennomføres for å kunne 
trekke tydeligere konklusjoner. Mer utforsking omkring 
ʧ˷ˋ˓ɒɤͅʧ˷ʊڑǸΤڑǅžڑʧͣڑζˋɤ̻˓ɤʧɤͅʹɒǸ˷˷ʧ˷ʊڑʅ̇ͅڑȓڑȿɤɒͅɤڑʅ̇ͣͅʹȓڑ
teknologiens fremtidige rolle i brukskonteksten.         

Sammendrag



About the project

This master’s thesis is an exploratory design 
project focusing on the usage and possibilities 
for nursing education in virtual reality. 

The master’s contract has been created to have as much 
room for exploration and design research as possible, 
and still be tied to and relevant for the domain and similar 
research. Having the project be of the exploratory variety 
leaves room for experimentation and tangents on the 
expense of depth. The project goal has been to present 
a broad view on the problem, and use the findings to 
create possible future solutions for the problem space.

The project has been defined and written by own 
initiative, and should not be considered a part of 
the ongoing research project VirSam. VirSam’s 
research and results are to be considered a case in 
this project, and the results of this project have no 
guarantee to be implemented in further research. 



Dictionary

VR

AR

MR

XR

HMD

Quest 2

VirSam

Øya Helsehus

ABCDE

NEWS

ISBAR

Clinical procedure

Clinical

Stakeholder

Contributor

Target user

Virtual reality, all-encompassing immersive digital 
environments. Often experienced through HMD’s

Augmented reality, digital overlay over the real 
world where digital elements are augmented

ģʧαɤɒͅڑɤǸ˓ʧʹζջڑ˰ɤͅʊɤڑȿɤʹΨɤɤ˷ڑǅžڑǸ˷ɒڑ�žڑΨʔɤͅɤڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑ
worlds can react to real environments and objects

ģžڑǸ˷ɒڑ�žڑǅžջڑʅ̇ͅڑ˰ɤͅʹڑɆ̇˓˓ɤɆʹʧΤɤڑɤǸ˓ʧʹζջͅڑαʹɤ˷ɒɤɒ_ڑ

Head mounted display

HMD from Meta (formerly Oculus / Facebook)

“Virituell Samhandling”, ongoing 
research project at NTNU

Campus for nursing education in Trondheim

Clinical procedure, see page 81

Clinical procedure, see page 82

Clinical procedure, see page 83

Described workflow of steps to be 
performed to solve a task

Observation and treatment of actual patients 
rather than theoretical or laboratory studies

Interested party that can influence 
the concept or product

Someone who has influenced the 
decision-making and process

The intended demographic for the solution
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01 
INTRODUCTION
This chapter will introduce the topic and research 
questions of this thesis, as well as an introduction 
to the target users and contributors.
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01 Introduction

19

Motivation and 
importance of topic

ǅʧͅʹǸ˓ڑžɤǸ˓ʧʹζڑՄǅžՅڑʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊζڑʔǸͣڑʹʔɤ̻̇ڑʹɤ˷ʹʧǸ˓ڑ̇ʹڑȿ̇ʹʔڑ
digitise current practises and offer new ways of educating 
nurses, as well as make knowledge more accessible 
and standardised for students across institutions. The 
ʧ˰˰ɤͣͅʧΤɤڑɤʅʅɤɆʹڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑ̻̇˷ڑʧʹͣڑͣɤͣͅڑʔǸ̻ͣ̇ͅڑΤɤ˷ڑ
ڑĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑԐԎԏԓւڑՄƋɆʔ˰ʧɒʹջڑ˷ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇ڑʅ̇ͅڑɤʅʅɤɆʹʧΤɤڑȿɤڑ̇ʹ
ɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗւڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅջڑɤ̻ͣɤɆʧǸ˓˓ζڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ˰ɤɒʧɆǸ˓ڑ
ʅʧɤ˓ɒڑՄ�ʹʧɤͅͅɤύջڑŶʧɤͅɆɤջڑǅɤʊǸͅǸջڑİ˓ʹɤͅڑڑƋǸ˓Ǹ˷ɒջڑԐԎԎԗւڑ
�̇˰ʧ˷ζˋʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԘւڑAɤͅʊڑڑƋʹɤʧ˷ͣȿɤˋˋջڑԐԎԐԎւڑ�ȓͣȿǸˋˋڑ
ɤʹڑǸ˓ռڑԐԎԏԗւڑǈǸ˷ڑڑĘǸ˰ջڑԐԎԏԙՅռڑ¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑʹʔɤͅɤڑǸͅɤͣڑɤΤɤͅǸ˓ڑ
limitations with the technology, among them the core 
ɒɤͣʧʊ˷̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑǸ˷ɒڑʧ˷ʹɤͅʅǸɆɤͣڑՄƋʹǸʅʅɤͅʹڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑ
ԐԎԐԎւڑĘǸɆˋ˷ɤ ջͅڑԐԎԏԓւڑĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗւڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑ
Design represents an important translational layer between 
human users and solutions, however it is a perspective 
that is having problems integrating into research and 
̻ͅǸɆʹʧɆɤڑՄǭʧ˰˰ɤͅ˰Ǹ˷ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԎԗւڑĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗւڑ
ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑƙʔɤͅɤʅ̇ͅɤջڑÅͣڑɤɤڑʧʹڑǸ̻ʹڑ̇ʹڑɤα̻˓̇ͅɤڑʔ̇ΨڑΨɤڑ
can make sure that needs of the end-user, the student, 
Ǹͅɤڑ˰ɤʹڑΨʔɤ˷ڑʅǸɆɤɒڑΨʧʹʔڑ˷ɤΨڑʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊʧɤͣͣڑɆʔڑǸͣڑǅžռ

Nursing is a socially critical occupation, and ensuring 
that all graduating students have experienced the 
same level of quality in their education is an ongoing 
process. In 2019 the Department of Education in the 
Norwegian Government presented their regulations on 
national guidelines for nursing education, valid from 1st 
̇ʅڑĉ˓ζڑԐԎԐԎڑՄĎ˷˷ͣˋǸ̻ͣɒɤ̻Ǹͅʹɤ˰ɤ˷ʹɤʹջڑԐԎԏԙՅջڑΨʧʹʔڑ
varying degree of successful implementation of the 
ʊʧɒɤ˓ʧ˷ɤͣڑՄ�˰˷ɒͣɤ˷ջڑģռջڑžǸͣ˰ͣͣɤ˷ջڑÅռڑڑƋΤɤͅɒ̻ͅջڑ
ƋռڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑƙʔɤͅɤͣڑɤɤ˰ͣڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑ˰̇̇ͅڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷ɤΨ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ
regarding nursing education that are yet to be fulfilled. 

Purpose and research questions
The purpose of this thesis is to contribute 
towards understanding and conceptualising 
ʔ̇ΨڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑʔɤǸ˓ʹʔڑ
professionals in general and nurses specifically. 

�ʧͣͅʹջڑÅڑɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹɤڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_ڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑͣʧ˷ʊڑ
design heuristics. Through user-testing with 
the target demographic and subsequent semi-
structured interviews, I obtain an understanding 
of the purpose and usability of the application. 

Second, I ask the student how they feel about the study 
programme, and what they would like to see be improved. 
This is acquired through interviews and observations.

ƙʔʧͅɒջڑÅڑʧ˷ΤɤͣʹʧʊǸʹɤڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹڑʧ˷ڑΨʔʧɆʔڑǅžڑʧͣڑʧ˷ʹɤ˷ɒɤɒڑ̇ʹڑ
be used. Through interviews with the students, educators 
and other contributors, I will obtain a designers perspective 
of how the study is currently planned and structured, and 
Ɇ̇˷ͣʹͅɆʹڑǸ˷̻̇ڑʧ˷ʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑΨʔɤͅɤڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑȿɤͣʹڑͣɤɒռ

Last, I develop my concepts based on the 
insights from the former research questions. 
žǸʹʔɤͅڑʹʔǸ˷ڑʅ̇Ɇͣʧ˷ʊڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤͅڑɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑ
institute and study, this chapter focuses on the 
individual student’s requirements and needs.

žŽԏրڑ¡̇Ψڑʧ̻ͣ̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑ
experienced by target users, and what can we 
learn from it to construct future concepts?

žŽԐրڑHow is the study program for nursing education 
in Trondheim experienced by its students?

žŽԒրڑ“In what context of nursing education 
˰ʧʊʔʹڑǅžڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑ̇ʹڑȿɤͣʹڑ˰ɤɤʹڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹժͣ ڑ
educational goals and requirements?”

žŽԓրڑHow can we best meet the student’s 
ͅɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑʹ̇̇˓Ե

The basis of this thesis has been built upon, but is 
not limited to, VirSam’s developed application for 
ʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤռڑ�AIT_ڑʧͣڑǸڑɆ˓ʧ˷ʧɆǸ˓ڑ
survey tool for evaluating the patient’s condition. 
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Contribution
As mentioned in the Note to Reader section, I am entering 
this project from a perspective that is heuristic. Meaning: 
not fully developed and with elements that need to be 
explored further. Arguably, this is also the most valuable 
Ɇ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹʧ̇˷ڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʹʔʧͣڑʹʔɤͣʧͣռڑžɤͣɤǸͅɆʔڑɆ̇˷ɒɆʹɤɒڑʅ̇ͅڑ
ʹʔʧͣڑʹʔɤͣʧͣڑǸȿ̇ʹڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧ˷ɒʧɆǸʹɤͣڑʹʔǸʹ̇ڑ˷ɤ̇ڑʅڑ
the biggest hurdles is, in fact, the design of the program. 
This is true not only of the user interface but of the value 
̻̻̇̇ͣͅʧʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʧ˓ʧʹζ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤɒڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹռڑ

Creating products and solutions is a balancing act of 
resources and knowledge. The user’s wants, needs and 
expectations change continuously, and knowing how to 
adapt and change the solutions to better fit the needs is 
Ǹڑɒ̇˰Ǹʧ˷̇ڑʅڑʧʹͣ̇ڑΨ˷ռڑƙʔɤڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹͣڑʧʹɤ̇ڑʅڑǅž̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑȿζڑ
VirSam has, arguably, been mainly driven by the domain 
of science and technology. It is where science and 
technology interact with human users that we find design. 

ǈʔɤ˷ڑ˓̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڑǸʹڑǸ̻̇ͅڑȿ˓ɤ˰ڑΨʧʹʔڑǸڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤͅժͣ ڑʧ˷ɒͣɤʹջ˰ڑ
you are looking at the users in conjunction with the 
solution. Designers continuously alternate between 
“solving the right problem” and “solving the problem in 
the right way”, and they are not afraid of deviating from 
the planned route. Designers are not driven by science or 
technology per se. Instead, we apply scientific methods 
to find the problems and use new technology to solve 
them. At the end of the day, designers are driven by 
the end-users and their requirements. The presentation 
and execution of this mindset applied to the research 
questions is what the reader will find in this thesis.

This thesis has used the reframing method, an 
alternative design methodology, in conjunction with 
human-centred design and design-based research to 
answer the research questions. The result is a new 
take on how to look at procedure training for nurses 
ʧ˷ڑǅžռڑƙʔɤڑʹʔɤͣʧͣڑʧͣͣڑʹͅɆʹͅɤɒڑʧ˷ڑʹʔͅɤɤڑ˰Ǹʧ˷ڑɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͣͅջڑ
all looking at the problem at different levels. 

Scope

1.

2.

3.

As stated, this thesis uses learnings and solutions from 
the ongoing research project called VirSam. Using an 
already established foundation has been valuable for this 
thesis’ progression, but also means that the results of 
this thesis will naturally be viewed in the context of the 
work done by VirSam. In order to differentiate this thesis’ 
contributions the scope needed to be clearly defined. 

In the early stages of the thesis, it was decided that 
there were three ways to advance the project: 

Aʧ˓ɒڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑǸ˓ͅɤǸɒζڑ˰ǸɒɤڑȿζڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ڑ
to target certain user groups (for example 
professional novice users) more specifically.

ÅʹɤͅǸʹɤڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_ՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ̇ʹڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤڑ
more of simulation training as it is today (for 
example, including soft-skills like empathy).

Take a step back and evaluate, speculate, and ideate 
ΨʔǸʹ̇ͅڑ˓ɤڑǅžڑɆ̇˓ɒڑʔǸΤɤڑʧ˷ͣڑˋʧ˓˓ՑȿǸͣɤɒڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռ
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From the outside perspective it is arguably clear that 
ʹʔɤڑͣǸʊɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊζڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑʔɤǸ˓ʹʔڑ
̻̇ͅʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ͣڑʧͣڑʧ˷ڑʧʹͣڑɤǸͅ˓ζڑɒǸζͣڑՄ�̇˰ʧ˷ζˋʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԘւڑ
AɤͅʊڑڑƋʹɤʧ˷ͣȿɤˋˋջڑԐԎԐԎւڑ�ȓͣȿǸˋˋڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռڑԐԎԏԗՅռ̇�ڑʧ˷ʊڑ
into this project I personally was a sceptic of the utility 
ΤǸ˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑ՟ڑʧʹժͣ ڑɤ˃ɒʧɆɤ̻ͣͅڑƙʔɤͣɤڑʧʊʔʹԵͅڑʊʧ˰˰ʧɆˋջڑǸڑʹͣ˃ڑ
might seem like I’ve made a terrible mistake choosing 
this project, but I would argue against it. Having someone 
Ψʔ̇ڑʧͣͣڑʹ̇˷ڑ˰ʧʹʹɤ˷ڑȿζڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑ˰ʧͣɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑ̇ʹڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ
experience might be more effective in the long run. 
I’m entering with an eagerness to explore how this 
technology can be used to aid in the education of the 
people who are going to take care of me when I’m sick. 

Therefore, I chose outcome number 3, 
and for some specific reasons:

ǅžڑʔǸ̻ͣͣڑɤɆʧʅʧɆͣڑʹͅɤ˷ʊʹʔͣڑǸ˷ɒڑΨɤǸˋ˷ɤͣͣɤͣڑʹʧɤɒ̇ͣڑ̇ʹڑʅʹՑڑǸ˷ɒڑ
hardware that are still undiscovered and developing

Learning a skill is an educational journey that 
takes time, and some parts of this journey 
˰ʧʊʔʹڑȿɤڑȿɤʹʹɤͣͅڑʧʹɤɒڑʅ̇ͅڑǅžڑʹʔǸ˷̇ڑʹʔɤͣͅ

žɤՑʹʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊڑʔ̇ΨڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑɆ̇˓ɒڑǸ˷ɒͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑ
developed to best meet the end-user’s requirements 
might result in new and interesting ideas

There is room and need for conceptual innovation, rather 
focusing on incremental iteration of VirSam’s applications

Goal
The goal is to create clear strategies, guidelines, 
user journeys and design concepts for VirSam 
(and other recipients in the medical educational 
field) to help them create better product 
̇ʅʅɤͅʧ˷ʊͣڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣռڑ
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Target users
The target users are the pool of students who have been 
interviewed and used for testing VirSam’s application and 
later concepts. They were at several occasions throughout 
the fall between August and November, and were found 
through personal acquaintances and recruitment posters 
at the campus (see Appendix C for the poster). 

In total, 10 individual target users were recruited for the 
ͣʹɒʧɤͣռڑƙʔɤڑʹǸͅʊɤʹڑͣɤͣͅڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤɒڑԏͣʹڑʊͅǸɒɤڑԻ˷ڑ֟ڑԔՅջڑ
Ԑ˷ɒڑʊͅǸɒɤڑԻ˷ڑ֟ڑԏՅջڑԒͅɒڑʊͅǸɒɤڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑԻ˷ڑ֟ڑԏՅڑ
and professional nurses with almost a year of working 
ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤڑԻ˷ڑ֟ڑԒՅڑԻʹʔɤڑ˓ǸʹʹɤͅڑǸͅɤڑǸ˓ͣ̇ͅڑɤʅɤͅͅɤɒڑ̇ʹڑǸͣڑ
students in the thesis). Their ages ranged from 18 to 27 
years old. In order to have as good of a representation 
of the end-user base as possible, it was preferred they 
ʔǸɒڑ˓ʧʹʹ˓ɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑʧ˷ڑǅžռڑƙʔɤڑʊ̻̇ͅڑΨɤͅɤڑǸͣˋɤɒڑ̇ʹڑ
participate in an interview or a test a total of three 
ʹʧ˰ɤͣջڑǸ˷ɒڑΤǸͅʧɤɒڑʧ˷ͣڑʧύɤڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑԒڑ̇ʹڑԏԎ̻ڑǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹ˷ʹͣռ

Contributors
The contributors are people who have been interviewed 
for this project about their expertise and/or experience, 
and asked to evaluate and offer opinions regarding 
the topic and final concepts. The contributors were 
recruited as seen necessary throughout the semester, 
and were  found through personal acquaintances 
and searching online. They were selected based on 
the relevance to the project topics. Each contributor 
was interviewed once during the semester. 

The group is made up of 9 contributors from different 
companies and organisations. These included the 
study program coordinator and educators from Øya at 
NTNU, professor at NTNY, former nursing education 
students, design science researcher from Sintef, 
mentor at Trams, curriculum manager at MedEasy 
and product developers at Laerdal Medical. 

Complete list of contributors are found in Refrences.
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Process timeline

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԏ՞ԎԏրڑŶ̇ͅɆɤͣͣڑʹʧ˰ɤ˓ʧ˷ɤ
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�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԏ՞ԎԐրڑ�Ǹ˷ʹʹڑɒʧǸʊͅǸ˰̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑ˃ɤɆʹ
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02 
METHODOLOGY
This chapter will present the methodologies 
that have been used to conduct the research, 
evaluate the findings and present the results. 

Methodology

30

32

29

40

02

Scientific research and design

Design theory

žɤͣɤǸͅɆʔڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒͣ
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and design 

Design-based 
research

Tɤͣʧʊ˷ՑȿǸͣɤɒͅڑɤͣɤǸͅɆʔڑՄTAžՅڑʧͣڑǸͅڑɤ˓ǸʹʧΤɤ˓ζڑծ˷ɤΨկͅڑɤͣɤǸͅɆʔڑ
method that has arisen alongside the focus on design as 
Ǹ̻̇ͅڑʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷̇ڑΤɤͅڑʹʔɤڑ˓ǸͣʹڑɆ̻̇˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑɒɤɆǸɒɤͣڑՄ�˷ɒɤͣ̇ͅ˷ڑڑ
ƋʔǸʹʹɆˋջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑģ̇ͣʹڑʅͅɤ́ɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑͣɤɒڑǸͣڑǸڑɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇˰ɤ˷ʹڑ
˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒ̇˓̇ʊζڑʧ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑTAžڑȿɤ˷ɤʅʧʹͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑǸڑ
more practical research methodology that bridges the 
difference between research and practice in formal 
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑTAžڑǸͣڑǸڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒ̇˓̇ʊζڑʧͣڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤɒڑȿζڑǸ˷ɒڑ
for educators that want to improve the impact, transfer 
and translation of educational research into measurable 
ʧ˰̻̇ͅΤɤɒ̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧɆɤڑՄĉ̇ͣɤ̻ʔջڑԐԎԎԓւڑ�˷ɒɤͣ̇ͅ˷ڑڑƋʔǸʹʹɆˋջڑ
ԐԎԏԐՅռڑƙʔɤڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒ̇˓̇ʊζڑʔǸͣڑȿɤɤ˷ڑˋ˷̇Ψ˷ڑʹʔ̇ͅʊʔ̇ڑʹʔɤͅڑ
Ǹ˓ʧǸͣɤͣջͣڑɆʔڑǸͣڑծɒɤͣʧʊ˷ՑͅɤͣɤǸͅɆʔկڑՄŀʔڑڑžɤɤΤɤͣջڑԐԎԏԎՅڑ
Ǹ˷ɒڑծɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇˰ɤ˷ʹͅڑɤͣɤǸͅɆʔկڑՄİ˷ɆɤʧɊȗ̇ջڑƋʔɤͅͅζջڑڑ�ʧȿͣ̇˷ջڑ
ԐԎԎԓւڑŀʔڑڑžɤɤΤɤͣջڑԐԎԏԎՅջڑȿʹڑʔǸͣڑɆ̇˷Τɤͅʊɤɒڑʹ̇ΨǸͅɒͣڑ
ծɒɤͣʧʊ˷ՑȿǸͣɤɒͅڑɤͣɤǸͅɆʔկռڑTAžڑǸ̻̻̇ͅǸɆʔɤͣͅڑɤͣɤǸͅɆʔջڑ
in education, by using intervention to gain insight into 
˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ͅڑɤǸ˓ʧͣʹʧɆڑʧ˷ՑΨ̇ͅ˓ɒڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹͣڑՄĉ̇ͣɤ̻ʔջڑԐԎԎԓՅջڑǸ˷ɒڑ
ɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤɒڑȿζڑʹʔɤڑʅ̇˓˓̇Ψʧ˷ʊڑՄ�˷ɒɤͣ̇ͅ˷ڑڑƋʔǸʹʹɆˋջڑ
ԐԎԏԐՅրڑծAɤʧ˷ʊͣڑʧʹǸʹɤɒڑʧ˷ڑǸͅڑɤǸ˓ՑΨ̇ͅ˓ɒڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹկռ

Design versus 
science research

The medical field has intrinsically been based on science 
Ǹ˷ɒͅڑɤͣɤǸͅɆʔռڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑՄԐԎԏԖՅڑɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤͣڑʹʔɤͣڑɆʧɤ˷ʹʧʅʧɆڑ
method as an approach where observations lead to 
hypotheses, which are then tested in carefully controlled 
and replicable environments using pre-made protocols. 
To ensure the validity of the tests’ results, the results 
should be replicated several times. Through analysis, 
conclusions are drawn from the results. It is a tried and true 
methodology, and in most research projects considered 
Ǹڑծȿɤͣʹ̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧɆɤկռڑ¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑՄԐԎԏԖՅڑǸ˓ͣ̇ͣڑǸζͣտ

ǈʔɤ˷ڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǸͣڑɆʧɤ˷ʹʧʅʧɆڑǸ̻̻̇ͅǸɆʔջڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷ʹɤ˷ʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑ̇ʹڑȿʧ˓ɒڑ
upon previous knowledge to do experiments, document the 
results and lay the foundation for others to either replicate 
or build upon. In comparison, the intention of using a 
design-based approach is not necessary to document 
everything with the goal of having others replicate the 
ͅɤͣ˓ʹڑՑڑʹʔɤڑʊ̇Ǹ˓ڑʧͣڑʹʔɤͅڑɤͣ˓ʹڑʧʹͣɤ˓ʅڑՄǭʧ˰˰ɤͅ˰Ǹ˷ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԎԗՅ
ՄÅT_ŀՅռڑŀʅڑɆ̇ͣͅɤջڑʧʹڑʧͣڑȿɤ˷ɤʅʧɆʧǸ˓ڑʅ̇ͅڑ˰Ǹ˷ζͅڑɤǸͣ̇˷ͣڑ̇ʹڑʔǸΤɤڑ
proper documentation of the process, but this should not 
come at the expense of designing the solution. Arguably, 
whereas the scientific approach prides itself by creating 
set plans and following them, the design-based approach 
is not afraid of, but in fact encourages, rapid evaluation and 
changing of plans and protocols based on new insights. 

“Best practises are not the ‘truth’ but have 
been found to be useful in the way we think 
about design and interaction. Studying theory 
can be useful, but VR development should 
always follow pragmatism over theory.”
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Design Theory

Design thinking
Design thinking is a well-known concept at this point, 
both within the design community and beyond. Tim 
ȦͅΨ˷ջڑʹʔɤڑɤαɤɆʹʧΤɤڑɆʔǸʧ̇ͅڑʅڑÅT_ŀջڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤͣڑʧʹڑǸͣڑՄÅT_ŀՅրڑ

Design thinking is a viewpoint, mindset, and philosophy. 
It is a way of thinking about the world – how humans 
interact with each other, physical products, and digital 
ʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊζڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒւڑÅT_ŀՅռڑTɤͣʧʊ˷ڑʹʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊڑʧͣڑ
found in the intersection between desirability, viability 
Ǹ˷ɒڑʅɤǸͣʧȿʧ˓ʧʹζ̇ڑʅڑǸ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ڑՄÅT_ŀՅջڑǸ˷ɒڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤͣͅڑǸ˓ΨǸζͣڑ
consider the most minute detail in every decision, and 
how all these minute details add up to an experience 
ՄžǸύύ̇ˋڑڑƋʔʹɤջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑƙʔɤڑͣɤͅڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹ̇ڑʅڑ
use is always in the centre of design thinking, and every 
small interaction, graphical element, snippet of audio 
and line of text is supposed to be evaluated by the end 
ͣɤͅڑՓڑʹ̇˷ڑʹʔɤڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤͅڑ̇ͅڑɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇ɤͅڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅռڑ

It is a common misconception that designers focus solely on 
the visual and aesthetics of computer software and physical 
ʔǸͅɒΨǸͅɤڑՄǭʧ˰˰ɤͅ˰Ǹ˷ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԎԗՅռڑƙʔʧͣڑʧͣͣڑʹ̇˷ڑ̻ͅͅʧͣʧ˷ʊջڑ
as even practising designers are having problems with 
ɒɤʅʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʧɒɤǸڑՑڑʹʔɤͅɤڑʧͣͣڑ̇˷ڑʧ˷ʊ˓ɤڑɒɤʅʧ˷ʧʹʧ̇˷ڑՄÅT_ŀՅռڑ
Some describe it as “the discovery of mental models”, 
“a discipline focused on the whole instead of the parts” 
Ǹ˷ɒڑծǸڑɒɤͣʧͅɤڑ̇ʹڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒڑͣɤͣͅկڑՄǭʧ˰˰ɤͅ˰Ǹ˷ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑ
ԐԎԎԗՅռڑƙʔʧͣͣڑȿɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͅڑʧͣڑʹ̇˷ڑʹͅζʧ˷ʊڑ̇ʹڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ջڑ
but rather present design in the context of this thesis.  

“... a human-centred approach to innovation that 
draws from the designer’s toolkit to integrate the 
needs of people, the possibilities of technology, 
and the requirements for business success”

Human-centred design

ƙʔɤڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤͅڑʔǸͣڑǸڑɒʧʅʅʧɆ˓ʹ̇ͅڑ˓ɤڑʧ˷ڑǸ˓˓̇ڑʅڑʹʔʧͣռڑǈɤڑǸͅɤڑʹͣͅʹɤɒڑ
with crafting these complex experiences, all within set 
ʹʧ˰ɤ˓ʧ˷ɤͣڑǸ˷ɒڑȿɒʊɤʹͣռڑǈɤڑ˰Ǹˋɤͣڑɤ˷ͣɤ̇ڑʅڑʧɒɤǸͣջڑ˰Ǹˋɤڑ
things look pretty and aid in usability and understanding. 
Designers with experience have a built-in gut feeling telling 
them what works and what does not, but these are still 
only gut feelings. Decisions need to be evaluated by the 
users, making designers simply messengers for end-users 
˰̇ͅɤڑʹʔǸ˷ڑǸ˷ζʹʔʧ˷ʊڑɤ˓ͣɤڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑ

Human-centred design is a cyclical process 
that has its origin in the end-users’ needs and 
ͅɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣռڑ�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞Ԏԏͣڑʔ̇ΨͣڑǸͣڑʹǸ˷ɒǸͅɒʧͣɤɒڑ
Τɤͣͅʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑ¡IṪ̻ͅڑɆɤͣͣջڑÅƋŀԙԐԓԏڑՄÅƋŀջڑԐԎԏԙՅռ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞ԎԏրڑƋʧ˰̻˓ʧʅʧɤɒڑʧ˓˓ͣʹͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
̇ʅڑʹʔɤڑ¡IT_̻̇ͅڑɆɤͣͣڑՄÅƋŀՅ
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Double Diamond
Throughout the steps of the HCD process, a designer 
typically varies between looking broadly at the problem, 
and focusing on smaller parts of it. This process of 
diverging and converging is a fundamental design process 
ɆǸ˓˓ɤɒڑʹʔɤڑṪȿ˓ɤڑTʧǸ˰̇˷ɒڑՄTTՅ̇ڑʅڑɒɤɆʧͣʧ̇˷ڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊջͣڑɤɤ˷ڑ
in �ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞ԎԐ. DD is about considering several options, 
Ǹ˷ɒڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑǸʹڑɤΤɤͅζͣڑʹɤ̻ڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ¡IṪ̻ͅڑɆɤͣͣռڑAζڑ
asking if we are considering the right problem and the right 
outcome at each step, no problem is left unexplored and 
ԐԎԏԒՅռڑՄÅT_ŀՅՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑ˷Ɇ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅɤɒڑʹɤʅ˓ڑʧͣڑ˷ʹʧ̇˓̇ͣڑ̇˷

In this thesis, both design thinking, human centred design 
and double diamond have been used as decision-making 
frameworks for evaluating insights, ideas and concepts.

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞ԎԐրڑÅ˓˓ͣʹͅǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑծɒ̇ȿ˓ɤڑ
ɒʧǸ˰̇˷ɒծ̻̇ͅڑɆɤͣͣڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅ

Reframing method
The reframing method is a central influence for this thesis. 
Åʹڑʹʧ˷ʹͣڑǸ˷ɒڑǸʅʅɤɆʹͣڑɤΤɤͅζͣڑʹɤ̻ڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑɆɤͣͣւڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑɆͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊڑ
research questions and goals, to deciding how to conduct 
insights and evaluate findings. In short, the reframing 
method is apt for creating products and services that last, 
ȿ̇ʹʔڑ˷̇ΨڑǸ˷ɒڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑʅʹͅɤڑՄ¡ɤˋˋɤͅʹڑڑǅǸ˷ڑTʧ˃ˋջڑԐԎԏԏՅռ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞ԎԒրڑžɤʅͅǸ˰ʧ˷ʊڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒڑ
Մ¡ɤˋˋɤͅʹڑڑǅǸ˷ڑTʧ˃ˋջڑԐԎԏԏՅ
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The reframing method consists of three layers and two 
phases, shown in �ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞ԎԒ. Even though the reframing 
method is a defined framework, it is open for interpretation. 
Here is how I have interpreted it for my thesis:

The reframing method is based on an already existing 
product. In this thesis, we will define a product as a “tool 
ͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑǸڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹկڑՄŀͣʹɤͅΨǸ˓ɒɤ ջͅڑŶʧʊ˷ɤ ջͅڑAɤͅ˷ǸͅɒǸڑڑ
Ƌ˰ʧʹʔջڑԐԎԏԓՅՄ¡ɤˋˋɤͅʹڑڑǅǸ˷ڑTʧ˃ˋջڑԐԎԏԏՅռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑͣʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ
reframing method, one deconstructs the product into 
these two parts: the tool itself and the context of which 
the tool is supposed to be used. These two parts are then 
evaluated and understood in isolation from each other. 
The tool is evaluated from an objective and opportunistic 
point of view - what is seemingly good and bad about 
the tool? The context is all about understanding where, 
how and who is going to use it. After evaluating and 
understanding the tool and the context separately, the 
two parts are then put back together to create either a 
new perception, aim, strategy, or even an entirely new 
̻̇ͅɒɆʹڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤڑʅʹͅɤڑՄ¡ɤˋˋɤͅʹڑڑǅǸ˷ڑTʧ˃ˋջڑԐԎԏԏՅռ

�%6�%�3"���20"!�1%"�/"#/�*&+$�*"1%,![

ÅʅڑÅڑΨɤͅɤڑ̇ʹڑʹɤͣʹջͅڑɤɒɤͣʧʊ˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑʧʹɤͅǸʹɤڑ˷̇ڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ǅž՞ڑ
application, I would get a great understanding of how this 
specific application was put together, its strengths and 
its weaknesses. However, I would know nothing about the 
decisions made to create it, the original scope, the original 
problem or the vision that has led to it all. I would only 
ͣ̇˓Τɤڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑȿ˓ɤ˰ͣڑɆͅɤǸʹɤɒڑΨʧʹʔʧ˷ڑʹʔɤ̻ͣڑǸɆɤ̇ڑʅڑ�AIT_ջڑ
not knowing if they were mere symptoms of a larger 
ʧͣͣɤռڑǈʧʹʔڑʹʔɤͅڑɤʅͅǸ˰ʧ˷ʊڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒջڑÅڑǸ˰ڑʹǸˋʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑɤ˷ʹʧͅɤڑ
product apart, taking three steps upstream and finding 
out where the problems and needs really come from. 
Through deconstruction I will get a greater understanding 
of the construction itself. I might even realise there are 
other ways to put it together again than I expect.

The reframing method differs from the human-centred 
design process in how designs are evaluated. HCD 
arguably evaluates designs more binary - did this 
design meet the specified requirements - yes or no, and 
ΨʔζԵڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅռڑƙʔɤͅڑɤʅͅǸ˰ʧ˷ʊڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒڑ˰Ǹˋɤͣڑ
use of a different way of evaluating designs, namely 
end-user effects. These end-user effects are more 
abstract than specified requirements, but also might 
lead to more possibilities when it comes to the final 
designs. The end-user effects are the parameters to 
evaluate the product against as the tool and context is 
put back together. In order to more easily communicate 
the constructed end-user effects, visions are used to 
make them more grounded and relatable. To be clear, 
the reframing method does not replace human-centred 
design, rather, it complements and expands upon it.
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The reframing method is used inherently throughout 
the thesis and can be viewed in the structure itself.

ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ is dedicated to understanding the tool 
that is virtual reality technology. A tool is created 
for a specific purpose, and the purpose in this case 
is education. The context of which this is used is 
clinical procedure training of nursing students.

In 04 Exploration and Insights we evaluate the 
tool from a heuristic point of view. The aim is to 
˷Ɇ̇Τɤͅڑʹʔɤڑɒ̇ժͣ ڑȿζڑǅžջڑջ˓̇̇ʹڑʔɤʹڑʅ̇ڑͣʹɒ̇˷ժڑǸ˷ɒڑ
ɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹʧ˷ʊڑǸڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹڑʧ˰̻˓ɤ˰ɤ˷ʹǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ռڑAζڑ
doing this, a greater understanding of the usability 
of the tool is obtained and can be used to better 
utilise the inherent strengths and weaknesses. 

In 04 Exploration and Insights we also move our attention 
towards the context - where is the tool supposedly 
being used, who is going to use it, how are they using it, 
and why are they using it? The chapter concludes with 
key findings that are brought into the next chapter.

05 Analysis acts as the turning point in the reframing 
method. This is where everything that has been 
taken apart is put back together. The chapter starts 
by taking the key findings from the previous chapter 
and uses them to construct the aforementioned 
end-user effects and subsequent focus areas.

 After that, 06 Experimentation presents tangible 
concepts to be evaluated against the end-user effects. 

The last chapter, 07 Imagining, uses the learnings 
from all the chapters and envisions future usage of 
the product, completing the reframing method.
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Research methods

Data collection

The concepts presented in the Design Theory chapter 
acts as mindsets that have tinted the entire process. In 
addition to these mindsets we have the more tangible 
methods. In this chapter we are going to take a look at 
several established-, experimental- and something in-
between frameworks for researching, defining, developing, 
user-testing and delivering results in this thesis.

This chapter will present the general idea and structure 
surrounding the methods. The methods are not 
presented in any particular order, and later chapters 
will refer to the methods when they are applied.

As discussed in the scope, the contribution from 
this project is more holistic than narrow. My main 
goal was to obtain an understanding of the problem 
space that spanned multiple levels from multiple 
angles. The insights from this thesis has come 
from three main sources: background study, target 
users and contributors, as presented earlier. 

This project has used a wide variety of methods 
for collecting insights: Parallel insight gathering, 
interviews, prototyping, observation and user testing. 

��/�))"))�&+0&$%1�$�1%"/&+$
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The insights gathered for this project has been 
unconventional, but effective. Insights and research 
might normally be done sequentially - one phase followed 
by another phase. This thesis has adopted a more 
parallel approach to insight-gathering. For instance, the 
recruited students have in some cases been interviewed 
about their needs as well as performed user tests of 
ʹʔɤڑɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇ɤɒ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռ

Interviews are a method for collecting firsthand 
personal accounts of experience, opinions, attitudes 
Ǹ˷ɒ̻ڑɤͅɆɤ̻ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑİ˷ͣʧɒɤͅɤɒڑ
one of two methods of survey research, questionnaires 
being the other, interviews come in several degrees 
of structure. Structured interviews follow a set script 
and are considered more controllable in terms of time-
keeping and analysis, but may in turn be experienced 
Ǹͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹ˓ڑǸ˷ɒڑʧ˰̻ɤͣ̇ͅ˷Ǹ˓ڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑ
Unstructured interviews also have conversational 
topics and are in turn less strict and harder to analyse, 
but allow for conversational tangents and be more 
Ɇ̇˰ʅ̇ͅʹǸȿ˓ɤڑʅ̻̇ͅڑǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹ˷ʹͣڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅ
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This project has opted in using the version in-between 
structured and unstructured: semi-structured. The 
questions have been open-ended, allowing the 
participant to more freely talk about their opinions 
ͅɤʊǸͅɒʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʹ̻̇ʧɆڑՄ�̇̇ɒΨʧ˷ջڑԐԎԏԏՅڑǸ˷ɒڑʊ̇ͅڑ˷̇ڑɤ˓ɤΤǸ˷ʹڑ
ʹǸ˷ʊɤ˷ʹͣڑՄŶ̇ͅʹʧʊǸ˓ջڑԐԎԏԒՅռڑƙʔ̇ʊʔڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ڑɤʅʅɤɆʹʧΤɤڑ
conversational strategy, semi-constructed interviews are 
prone to bias from the interviewer. Interviews are also 
somewhat unfitting for predicting future needs and wants 
ՄŶ̇ͅʹʧʊǸ˓ջڑԐԎԏԒՅڑȿɤɆǸͣɤ̻ڑɤ̻̇˓ɤ̇ڑʹͣ̇˰ڑʅʹɤ˷ڑʧ˰Ǹʊʧ˷ɤڑʹʔɤڑ
future based on their current situation and intentions 
ՄŶ̇̇˷ջڑĎ̇ɤʔ˓ɤ ջͅڑڑAɤʔ˓ɤ ջͅڑԐԎԏԓւڑĎΤǸ˰ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑڑ

The topics of interest have been ever evolving 
ʹʔ̇ͅʊʔ̇ʹڑʹʔɤڑʹʔɤͣʧͣռڑǈʔǸʹͣڑʹǸͅʹɤɒڑǸͣڑɤα̻˓̇ͅǸʹ̇ͅζڑ
questions to better understand the problems, got 
more specific into the defined areas of issues.

Observation can be described as “attentive looking 
Ǹ˷ɒͣڑζͣʹɤ˰ǸʹʧɆͅڑɤɆ̇ͅɒʧ˷ʊ̇ڑʅ̻ڑʔɤ˷̇˰ɤ˷ǸկڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ
¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑÅʹڑʧͣڑǸ̻ڑǸͣͣʧΤɤڑΨǸζ̇ڑʅڑʊǸʹʔɤͅʧ˷ʊڑ
insights by witnessing what is being said and done. 
The method can be used discreetly (unobtrusive), 
participatory (in conjunction with f.ex. an interview) or 
ʊʧɒɤɒڑԻͣɤͅڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊԼڑԻ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ڑڑģǸͅʹʧ˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑ

This project has used observation alone and in conjunction 
ΨʧʹʔڑͣǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊռڑǈʔɤ˷̇ڑȿͣɤͅΤʧ˷ʊڑʔ̇Ψͣڑˋʧ˓˓ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
and training is done today at campus, a “fly-on-the-wall” 
approach was used in order not to impact the results. 
ǈʔɤ˷̇ڑȿͣɤͅΤʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑͣǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊջͅڑɤ˰ǸͅˋͣڑΨɤͅɤڑ
noted and used as part of the subsequent interview. 

Something to keep in mind whilst doing and 
evaluating observations is the Hawthrone effect, a 
non-specific effect where the one being observed 
changes their behaviour due to the fact that they are 
ȿɤʧ˷ʊ̇ڑȿͣɤͅΤɤɒڑՄƋɤɒʊΨʧɆˋڑͅ�ڑɤɤ˷Ψ̇̇ɒջڑԐԎԏԔՅռ
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“Prototyping” is a very broad and vague term used 
to describe functional experiments. A prototype is an 
unfinished experience created to evaluate if a design meets 
the set requirements. “The primary purpose of a prototype 
is to tackle one or more product risks (user value, 
ͣǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζջڑʅɤǸͣʧȿʧ˓ʧʹζջڑ̇ͅڑΤʧǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζԼկڑԻIǸʊǸ˷ջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑƙʔɤͣɤڑ
requirements can be either defined by users, stakeholders, 
aesthetics, functions, or a combination of all of them. 
The prototype itself can be of varying fidelity according 
ڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑģǸͅʹʧ˷ջڑڑ˷̇ʹՄ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊڑɤͣʹɤɒʹڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑʧͣڑʹΨʔǸڑ̇ʹ

This project has opted for prototypes of different 
fidelities from low to high to target decided end-user 
effects. Low-fidelity prototypes are commonly used 
throughout the design process, often as concept sketches 
ʧʊʔՑ¡ڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑǸ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջ¡ڑڑ˷ՄģǸͅʹʧڑɤʹɆռڑζȿ̇Ǹͅɒͣ̇ͅʹͣڑ̇ͅ
fidelity prototypes in turn are more refined, and tend to 
ʊɤ˷ɤͅǸʹɤڑ˰̇ͅɤڑɒɤʹǸʧ˓ɤɒڑʅɤɤɒȿǸɆˋڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑ
ԐԎԏԐՅռڑƙʔɤͣɤڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑ˰̇ͅɤڑɆ˓̇ͣɤ˓ζͅڑɤͣɤ˰ȿ˓ɤڑʹʔɤڑʅʧ˷Ǹ˓ڑ
̻̇ͅɒɆʹռڑƥͣʧ˷ʊڑ˷̇˷Ցǅž̻̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤͣڑ̇ʹڑʹɤͣʹ̇ͣڑ˰ɤʹʔʧ˷ʊڑʹʔǸʹڑ
Ψ̇˓ɒ̇ڑʹʔɤͅΨʧͣɤڑȿɤڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑΨ̇˓ɒڑɤαɆ˓ɒɤڑʹʔɤڑʧ˰˰ɤͣͅʧΤɤڑ
ɤʅʅɤɆʹ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑʹʔ̇ͅʊʔڑ¡ģTժͣ ջڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑ
ڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑͣ˷Ɇ̇˷Ɇ˓ͣʧ̇ڑ˓ɤǸ˷ʧ˷ʊʅ˰ڑɒͅǸΨڑ̇ʹڑɒʧͣͣʧ˰ʧ˓Ǹͅڑ̇̇ʹ
ԐԎԏԖւڑĎΤǸ˰ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑƙʔɤͅɤʅ̇ͅɤջڑʹʔɤͅɤڑʧͣڑǸڑ˷ɤɤɒڑʅ̇ͅڑ
ʔʧʊʔՑʅʧɒɤ˓ʧʹζ̻̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤͣڑʅ̇ͅڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑɤʅʅɤɆʹͣ̇ڑʅڑǅžռ

The high-fidelity prototypes for this thesis have been 
ɆͅɤǸʹɤɒڑʧ˷ڑƥ˷ʧʹζջڑΨʧʹʔڑǸͣͣɤʹͣڑɆͅɤǸʹɤɒڑʧ˷ڑA˓ɤ˷ɒɤͅڑǸ˷ɒڑ�ʧʊ˰Ǹռڑ
Limits of my own technical capabilities and knowledge 
impacted the prototypes, limiting the possibilities, but 
also catalysed creative and cheap alternative solutions.

The first concept in chapter 06 Experimentation 
opted to use a method of prototyping called 
ǈʧύǸͅɒՑ̇ʅՑŀύռڑƙʔ̇ͅʊʔڑǈʧύǸͅɒՑ̇ʅՑŀύջڑǸͣڑʧ˰̻˓ɤڑ˷̇˷Ց
interactive prototype is created, and the interactions 
are instead performed manually by an invisible 
̻ǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹ˷ʹջڑǸڑΨʧύǸͅɒڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒւڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑ
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Usability testing is an evaluation method that focuses on 
people and their given tasks and looks for evidence of how 
ڑǸ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջ¡ڑڑ˷ՄģǸͅʹʧڑ˷ʹʧ̇˓̇ͣڑǸڑʅ̇ڑͣǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑʔɤʹڑʧ˰̻̇ͅΤɤڑ̇ʹ
ԐԎԏԐՅռڑƙʔɤ̻̇ڑʧ˷ʹڑʧͣͣڑ̇ʹڑɤɤˋ̇ڑʹջڑʧɒɤ˷ʹʧʅζڑǸ˷ɒڑʹǸͅʊɤʹڑʹʔɤڑ
friction points of what is being tested with the intention of 
fixing them to the benefit of the interaction between the user 
Ǹ˷ɒ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ڑՄIǸʊǸ˷ջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑƙʔɤڑʹɤͣʹͣڑǸͅɤڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤɒڑǸ̇ͅ˷ɒڑ
tasks and scenarios that represent typical end-user goals 
ՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑŶǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹ˷ʹͣڑʧ˷ڑͣǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑ
are asked to “think-aloud”, helping the observator to uncover 
̻ͣɤɆʧʅʧɆڑ˰ɤ˷ʹǸ˓ڑ˰̇ɒɤ˓ͣ̇ڑʅڑΨʔǸʹڑʧͣڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑʹɤͣʹɤɒڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ
¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑ�˓ͣ̇ջڑʧʹڑʧͣڑʧ˰̻̇ͅʹǸ˷ʹڑʹʔǸʹڑʹʔɤ̻ڑǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹ˷ʹڑʧͣڑ
aware of the fact that it is the solution that is being tested, 
Ǹ˷ɒڑʹ̇˷ڑʹʔɤʧͣͅڑȿ˃ɤɆʹʧΤɤ̻ڑɤͅʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ɆɤڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅռ

This method goes hand in hand with the previous 
method, prototyping. Usability testing is best used 
when the solution is malleable early in the project to 
˷Ɇ̇Τɤͅڑʧͣͣɤͣڑȿɤʅ̇ͅɤڑʧʹڑʧͣڑ̇̇ʹڑ˓ǸʹɤڑՄIǸʊǸ˷ջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑ
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“The ultimate user experience is improved much 
˰̇ͅɤڑȿζڑԒͣڑʹɒʧɤͣڑΨʧʹʔڑԔڑͣɤͣͅڑɤǸɆʔڑʹʔǸ˷ڑȿζڑǸͣڑʧ˷ʊ˓ɤڑ
˰̇˷ͣʹɤͣͅڑʹɒζڑΨʧʹʔڑԏԔڑͣɤͣͅռկڑՕڑՄīʧɤ˓ͣɤ˷ջڑԐԎԎԎՅ

Data evaluation
To evaluate the data gathered from the aforementioned 
methods, methods for data evaluation have been 
chosen to best extract the gathered insights: Heuristic 
evaluation, user journey mapping, affinity diagramming, 
the elito method, visions and analogies. The methods 
are chosen based on their capabilities to extract 
qualitative insights from the collected data. 

Heuristic Evaluation is an evaluation of a given system or 
design. In heuristic evaluation, an expert, for example a 
designer, not working on the project gives their professional 
opinion on the current solution based on set usability 
parameters. This is normally done before the design 
ʧͣڑʹɤͣʹɤɒڑ˷̇ڑɤ˷ɒՑͣɤͣͅڑՄ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ڑڑģǸͅʹʧ˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռ

The parameters can be whatever the designer want them to 
ȿɤջڑȿʹڑǸڑʊ̇̇ɒڑȿǸͣʧͣڑʧͣڑˋ̇̇˓ڑ̇ʹڑǸʹڑīʧɤ˓ͣɤ˷ͣժڑʔɤͅʧͣʹʧɆͣڑՄԏԙԙԓՅր
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�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞ԎԒրڑ¡ɤͅʧͣʹʧɆͣڑՄīʧɤ˓ͣɤ˷ջڑԏԙԙԓՅ
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A user journey map is a visual representation of the 
experiences people have in the context of interacting with 
Ǹ̻̇ͅڑɒɆʹͣڑ̇ͅڑɤͅΤʧɆɤڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑƙʔɤڑ˰Ǹ̻ڑ
can tell a story of how an individual’s actions, feelings, 
desires, and interactions with other people and systems 
evolves throughout a specified scenario. User journey 
maps are therefore often made in close collaboration 
Ψʧʹʔ̻ڑɤͣ̇ͅ˷ǸͣڑǸ˷ɒڑͣɤͣͅڑɆɤ˷Ǹͅʧ̇ͣռڑAζڑɆͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊڑǸڑ˰Ǹ̻ڑ
of the user journey, we get a frame of reference for 
understanding what happens before, during and after an 
ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤڑՄƋʹʧɆˋɒ̇ͅ˷ջڑ¡̇ͅ˰ɤͣͣջڑĘǸΨͅɤ˷ɆɤڑڑƋɆʔ˷ɤʧɒɤ ջͅڑ
ԐԎԏԘՅռڑƙʔʧ̻ͣ̇ͅڑ˃ɤɆʹڑʔǸͣڑͣɤɒڑͣɤͅڑ˃̇ͅ˷ɤζڑ˰Ǹ̻̻ʧ˷ʊջڑ
as well as personas and scenarios, both for designing 
abstract concepts and detailed concrete solutions.

Affinity diagramming is a visual method for organising 
specific insight into topical clusters. Clusters are made 
to visualise general categories of the problems and 
areas of interest, each cluster with a headline and 
̻ͣǸɆɤڑʅ̇̇ͣͅͅڑʹʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣڑՄ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ڑڑģǸͅʹʧ˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑ
The method is considered an inductive exercise, where 
findings have first been recorded, and then sorted into 
clusters.The method has been used for both gathering 
insights regarding the research topics, contextual 
inquiry, and prioritising findings from usability testing. 
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The Elito method is a tool for evaluating findings. It 
is used to create grounded design arguments that 
ties into research observations and interviews. It is 
often related to business strategies, but is used in 
this thesis to create a connection between insights 
Ǹ˷ɒ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑՄ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ڑڑģǸͅʹʧ˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռ

The findings from the affinity diagram are used actively in 
creating the Elito table. The method is used as a way of 
structuring findings, as well as brainstorming and coming 
up with solutions to pain points. Each column in the 
ʹǸȿ˓ɤͅڑɤ̻ͅɤͣɤ˷ʹͣڑǸ̻̇ڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑʅڑΤʧɤΨջڑ˰̇Τʧ˷ʊڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʅύύζڑͣɤͅڑ
ʧ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣڑ̇ʹڑǸɆʹʧ̇˷Ǹȿ˓ɤ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑ
The columns are sorted from left to right: observation, 
judgement, value, concept/sketch, key metaphor.
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To better understand for what purpose this project is 
creating solutions, visions and analogies have been 
created. They both describe the desired end-user effects, 
and help create concepts and questions for interviews 
and user testing. Visions in design are constructed 
and used in a way that allow the designer to explore 
possibilities that may not solve any problem, but fulfil 
˷ǸͅʹʧɆ˓Ǹʹɤɒڑ˷ɤɤɒͣڑՄ¡ɤˋˋɤͅʹڑڑǅǸ˷ڑTʧ˃ˋջڑԐԎԏԏՅռڑ

Visions are sentral in the reframing method, as the 
method does not view end-users' needs as requirements, 
rather possibilities for improvement using a product in 
ǸڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹռڑžɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑǸͅɤջڑʧ˷ڑ˰Ǹ˷ζڑΨǸζͣջڑɆ̇˷ͣʹͅǸʧ˷ʹͣڑ
and should therefore have as small an effect on the 
concept generation as possible. They can be viewed 
as constraints of what the final outcome can be by 
introducing factors that are considered fixed and 
inevitable. However, in order to make the product fit the 
context optimally, detailed requirements should be taken 
into account as late as possible, leaving room for the vision 
ԐԎԏԏՅռڑTʧ˃ˋջڑ˷ǅǸڑڑʹՄ¡ɤˋˋɤͅڑʹ˷ɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇˰ɤڑʔɤʹڑɒͅʧΤɤڑ̇ʹ
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“A vision is a view on something to 
Ɇ̇˰ɤկڑ՞ڑ¡ɤˋˋɤͅʹڑڑǅǸ˷ڑTʧ˃ˋڑՄԐԎԏԏՅռ

Analogies, on the other hand, are seemingly unrelated 
anecdotes that help explain which end-user affects 
the vision is striving to achieve. The analogy can be 
compared to the user’s experience using completely 
different points for references. For example, saying that 
an event was a rollercoaster of emotions is explaining to 
the recipient that the sender’s emotions were fluctuating.

Vision plane

Product plane

“The benefit of visions is not restricted to their function 
as models or to the description of aims alone. Visions 
help to allocate resources, they condense information, 
ʹʔɤζڑɆǸ˷ڑɤǸͣʧ˓ζڑ˃˰̻ڑǸɆ̇ͣͣͅڑʹʔɤڑȿ̇˷ɒǸͅʧɤͣ̇ڑʅͣڑɤʊ˰ɤ˷ʹɤɒڑ
scientific disciplines, and they can be used for an 
ɤǸͅ˓ζڑǸͣͣɤͣͣ˰ɤ˷ʹ̇ڑʅڑʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊζռկڑՄƙɤ̻̻ɤ ջͅڑԏԙԙԖՅ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԐ՞Ԏԓրڑǅʧͣʧ̇˷ՑڑǸ˷ɒ̻̇ͅڑɒɆʹ̻ڑ˓Ǹ˷ɤ
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Looking for relevant sources in a rapidly 
evolving field is challenging regard-
less of the topic. The research was 
conducted through several literature 
searches using relevant keywords. The 
references have mainly been scientific 
papers and books, although some 
websites and interviews have been 
used. The article “The Effectiveness 
̇ʅڑ ǅʧͅʹǸ˓ڑ žɤǸ˓ʧʹζՑAǸͣɤɒڑ Ƌʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑ ʧ˷ڑ
¡ɤǸ˓ʹʔڑ Ŷ̇ͅʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷ͣڑ _ɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ žɤ˓Ǹʹʧ˷ʊڑ
ڑ˓ģɤ˷ʹǸڑ̇ʹ Å˓˓˷ɤͣͣտڑ�ڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤڑžɤΤʧɤΨկڑ
ȿζڑ ǈǸʧڑ ¡ʧ˷ڑ ǈǸ˷ڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ �˷ʊʧɤڑ ڑ̇¡ ǕǸ˷ڑ
ĘǸ˰ڑ ՄԐԎԏԙՅڑ ǸɆʹɤɒڑ Ǹͣڑ Ǹڑ ̻ͣͅʧ˷ʊȿ̇Ǹͅɒڑ
to other articles on the same topics.

ƙʔɤڑ Ɇͅͅɤ˷ʹڑ ʧ˷ɆǸͅ˷Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžڑ ɆǸ˷ڑ ȿɤڑ
ʹͅǸɆɤɒڑǸ˓˓ڑ ʹʔɤڑΨǸζڑȿǸɆˋڑ ڑ̇ʹ ʹʔɤڑ ԏԙԔԎժͣ ջڑ
when Moroton Heiling first envisioned 
Sensorama - the cinema of the future 
using something that resembles today’s 
head-mounted displays. Fast forward 
ڑ̇ʹ ԐԎԐԐջڑ ǅžڑ ʔǸͣڑ ɤΤ̇˓Τɤɒڑ ڑ̇ʹ ȿɤɆ̇˰ɤڑ
both accessible and cheap enough for 
˰ǸͣͣڑͣǸʊɤڑՄ�ʧ˓ȿɤͅʹջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑTɤڑ̇ʹڑʹʔɤڑ
ͅǸ̻ʧɒڑ ɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇˰ɤ˷ʹڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžڑ ʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊζջڑ
finding articles that are not outdated 
has been challenging. In some cases, 
the article was using hardware and/or 
software that is now obsolete, and in 
other cases the demographic subjects 
are not matching the ones I’m tack-
ling. Nevertheless, with time several 
relevant articles have been found.

The themes, namely virtual reality, 
educational practises and the health 
sector, are drawn from the title: Opti-
mising, exploring, and imagining the 
use of virtual reality in the education of 
nurses. The themes were then reframed 
as questions, with follow-up questions:

In the design of products, services 
and experiences, the term “user” and 
“end-user” is thrown around quite a lot, 
especially in this thesis. The definition 
of users vary in terms of how they are 
perceived in the context of the solution 
ՄĎɤʧʹͣɆʔջڑ ԐԎԏԓՅռڑ ǈʔɤ˷ڑ ʹǸ˓ˋʧ˷ʊڑ Ǹȿ̇ʹڑ
users in the context of a product, one 
might use “customer” or “consumer”, 
whereas in the process designing a 
solution one might use “person” or 
ծ̻ǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹ˷ʹկڑ ՄĎΤǸ˰ջڑĘǸͣͣͅɤ˷ڑڑǈ˓Τʧˋջڑ
ԐԎԐԏւڑ ƋǸ˷ɒɤͣͅڑ ڑ ƋʹǸ̻̻ɤͣͅջڑ ԐԎԏԒՅռڑ

In this thesis we are consider-
ing “users” and “end-users” the 
same, and to be the people who 
are intended to use the solutions. 

ǈʔǸʹڑʧͣڑǅžջڑǸ˷ɒڑʔ̇Ψڑɒ̇ڑΨɤڑ
deconstruct its effect on the users? 

ǈʔǸʹ̻ڑɤɒǸʊ̇ʊʧɆǸ˓ڑʹʔɤ̇ͅʧɤͣڑΨ̇˓ɒڑ
ȿɤڑȿɤ˷ɤʅʧɆʧǸ˓ڑ̇ʹڑͣɤڑΨʧʹʔڑǅžԵ

¡̇ΨڑʧͣڑǅžڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑ
used in education?

Introduction
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ƙʔʧͣڑ ͣȿɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͅڑ Ψʧ˓˓ڑ ɒɤʅʧ˷ɤڑ ǅžڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ
ʹʔɤڑ ǅžڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤջڑ Ǹͣڑ Ψɤ˓˓ڑ Ǹͣڑ ڑˋ̇̇˓
ȿ̇ͅǸɒ˓ζڑ Ǹʹڑ ʹʔɤڑ ͣʹǸʹɤڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžڑ ʧ˷ڑ ԐԎԐԏջڑ
identifying paradigms and predicting 
what it might look like in the future. 

Defining a technology that is under 
constant change seems impossible. 
ǅžڑΨʧ˓˓ڑ Ǹ˓ΨǸζͣڑ ȿɤڑ ɒɤʅʧ˷ɤɒڑȿζڑΨʔǸʹɤΤ-
er is the most advanced or the most 
accessible technology at the time. 
īɤΤɤͅʹʔɤ˓ɤͣͣջڑΤʧɤΨʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑ
rather than a technology might bring 
some clarity to the topics of this thesis. 
I will therefore present several defi-
˷ʧʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžڑ ̇ʅʅɤͅɤɒڑ ȿζڑ Ǹʹʔ̇ͣͅڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ
have written literature on the topic.

Decomposing the words “virtual” and 
“reality” might aid in understanding 
the origins of the concept. In their 
ȿ̇̇ˋڑ ƥ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑ ǅʧͅʹǸ˓ڑ žɤǸ˓ʧʹζջڑ
Ƌʔɤͅ˰Ǹ˷ڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ IͅǸʧʊڑ ՄԐԎԎԒՅڑ ̻̇ʧ˷ʹڑ ̇ʹڑ
that a late 1980’s dictionary defines 
virtual as “being in essence or effect, 
but not fact”, and reality as “the 
state of quality of being real. (...) 
Something that constitutes a real or 
actual thing as distinguished from 
something that is merely apparent”. 

Å˷ڑ ʔʧͣڑ ڑʹͣ̇˰ ͅɤɆɤ˷ʹڑ ȿ̇̇ˋڑ ڑ˷̇ ǅžջڑ ƙʔɤڑ
ǅžڑ Ȧ̇ˋջڑ ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑ ՄԐԎԏԖՅڑ ȿͅʧ˷ʊͣڑ ʅ̇ͅʹʔڑ Ǹڑ
more updated definition that consid-
ers the concept as a single entity 
rather than as two separate words: 
“Virtual reality is defined to be a 
computer-generated digital environ-

Virtual reality is defined to be 
a computer-generated digital 
environment that can be 
experienced and interacted with 
as if that environment were real.

ment that can be experienced and 
interacted with as if that environment 
Ψɤͅɤڑ ͅɤǸ˓ռկڑ ģɤͅͅʧǸ˰Ցǈɤȿͣʹɤͅڑ ՄԐԎԐԏՅڑ
defines “virtual reality” as “an artificial 
environment which is experienced 
through sensory stimuli (as sights and 
sounds) provided by a computer and in 
which one’s actions partially determine 
what happens in the environment”.

ģǸɆ̻ʔɤͣ̇ͅ˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑĎɤ̻̻ɤ˓˓ڑՄԏԙԙԘՅڑɒͅǸΨͣڑ
inspiration from several definitions to 
create their own definition: “Virtual 
reality is a state produced in a person’s 
mind that can, to varying degrees, 
occupy the person’s awareness in a way 
similar to that of real environments.” 
ǈǸ˷ڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ĘǸ˰ڑ ՄԐԎԏԙՅڑ ȿʧ˓ɒͣڑ ̻̇˷ڑ ʹʔʧͣڑ
ɒɤʅʧ˷ʧʹʧ̇˷ڑ ڑ̇ʹ ʅͅʹʔɤͅڑ ɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤڑ ʹʔɤڑ ǅžڑ
environment as a three-dimensional 
imagining that could be either real-world 
based or an abstract world. They clas-
ͣʧʅʧɤɒڑ ʹʔɤڑ ǅžՑɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑ Ǹͣڑ ʧ˰˰ɤͅ-
sive- and non-immersive, depending 
on the level of movement-mapping 
ՄǈǸ˷ڑڑĘǸ˰ջڑԐԎԏԙՅռڑ̇ͅ�ڑɤαǸ˰̻˓ɤջڑͣʧ˷ʊڑ
a head-mounted display offered a 
more immersive experience than using 
ǸڑɆ̇˰̻ʹɤͅՑ˰̇ͣɤڑՄǈǸ˷ڑڑĘǸ˰ջڑԐԎԏԙՅռ

For this project we are going to use Jerald’s 
ՄԐԎԏԖՅڑɒɤʅʧ˷ʧʹʧ̇˷ջڑǸͣڑʧʹ̇ڑʅʅɤͣͅڑǸͅڑɤ˓ɤΤǸ˷ʹڑ
and clear description which includes 
much of what the other definitions:
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Aʧ˓ɒʧ˷ʊڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑɆʔ̇ͣɤ˷ڑɒɤʅʧ˷ʧʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑǅžջڑ
one could say that virtual reality can be 
described as being psychologically in a 
different place than where one is phys-
ʧɆǸ˓˓ζռڑ ƙ̇ڑ ʅ˓˓ζڑ ʹʧ˓ʧͣɤڑ ʹʔɤڑ ɤʅʅɤɆʹڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžջڑ
we need to understand how and why 
users should feel like they are some-
where else. Using themes from Jerald’s 
ȿ̇̇ˋڑ ՄԐԎԏԖՅڑ Åڑ Ǹʹʹɤ˰̻ʹڑ ڑ̇ʹ ɒʧͣͣɤɆʹڑ ʔ̇Ψڑ
Ǹ˷ڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑ ʧ˷ڑ ǅžڑ ʧͣڑ Ɇ̇˷ͣʹͅɆʹɤɒռ

ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑՄԐԎԏԖՅڑɤα̻˓Ǹʧ˷ͣڑʧ˰˰ɤͣͅʧ̇˷ڑǸͣʹڑ ʔɤڑ
ɒɤʊͅɤɤڑ ̇ʅڑΨʔʧɆʔڑ Ǹڑ ǅžڑ ͣζͣʹɤ˰ڑ ɆͅɤǸʹɤͣڑ
stimuli for the user. An experience is 
immersive when the surroundings are 
spatial, vivid and interactive, when 
the system can register a range of 
inputs which mimics the user's actions 
and when the experience matches 
ʹʔɤڑ ȿɤʔǸΤʧ̇ͅڑ ̇ʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ Ψ̇ͅ˓ɒڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ
ԐԎԏԖՅռڑ _Τɤ˷ڑ ʹʔ̇ʊʔڑ ʹʔɤڑ ɒɤͣɆͅʧ̻-
tion introduces immersiveness as 
objective, how the individual user 
perceives the experience is entirely 
subjective. The degree of immersive-
ness can only direct the user’s mind, 
ȿʹڑ ʧʹڑ ɆǸ˷˷̇ʹڑ Ɇ̇˷ʹ̇ͅ˓ڑ ʧʹڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռ

Compared to the other mentioned tech-
˷̇˓̇ʊʧɤͣջڑ ǅžڑ ʧͣڑ ʹǸ̻̻ʧ˷ʊڑ ʧ˷ʹ̇ڑ Ǹڑ ˷˰ȿɤͅڑ
of sensory capabilities and motor skills, 
making the experience more engaging 
ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑ�ɆʹʧΤɤ˓ζڑʹʧ˓ʧͣʧ˷ʊڑ˰̇ͅɤ̇ڑʅڑ
the human senses has proven to be an 
effective way to increase understand-
ʧ˷ʊڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ͣ̇˰ɤڑ ʹʧ˰ɤڑ ՄTǸ˓ɤջڑ
ԏԙԖԙՅռڑƙʔʧͣڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑɤα̻˓Ǹʧ˷ɤɒڑȿζʹڑ ʔɤڑʅǸɆʹڑ
that making use of more senses fills 
the sensory bandwidth of the recipient, 
thereby drawing more attention towards 
ΨʔǸʹڑ ʧͣڑ ȿɤʧ˷ʊڑ ̻ͅɤͣɤ˷ʹɤɒڑ ՄTǸ˓ɤջڑ ԏԙԖԙւڑ
ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջԐԎԏԖՅջڑǸͣͣڑʔ̇Ψ˷ڑʧ˷ڑ�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞Ԏԏռ

The more senses that are being 
used, the clearer the message is 
being communicated to the recipient 
ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռڑ Aζڑ ʧ˷Τʧʹʧ˷ʊڑ ʹʔɤڑ ͣɤͣͅڑ
to construct their own experience 
through interaction, the user also might 
be able to construct their own under-
standing of what is being conveyed.

ǈʔɤͅɤڑ Ψɤڑ ɆǸ˷ڑ ͣǸζڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ ʧ˰˰ɤͣͅʧ̇˷ڑ ʧͣڑ
describing the characteristics of the 
technology, presence can be described 
as the “psychological and physiological 
ͣʹǸʹɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑͣɤͅկڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑ
present, the user forgets about the tech-
nology altogether and instead focuses 
on the environment, objects, story, and 
other characters. This way we can say 
presence is a function of immersion and 
the user, both dependent on and limited 
by each other. The greater the system/

ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑ ՄԐԎԏԖՅڑ ̻̇ʧ˷ʹͣڑ ڑ̇ʹ Ǹ˷ڑ ˷ͅɤ-
solved discussion around the topic 
̇ʅڑ ͅɤǸ˓ʧʹζڑ Փڑ ʧͣڑ ͅɤǸ˓ʧʹζڑ ʹʔɤڑ ʊ̇Ǹ˓ڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžջڑ
or is it something to surpass? He 
argues that the goal of virtual reality 
is not always to replicate it. On the 
Ɇ̇˷ʹͅǸͅζջڑ ɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤɒڑ ȿζڑ ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑ ՄԐԎԏԖՅր

application can make us immersed, 
the better the effect of presence 
Ψʧ˓˓ڑ ȿɤڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ΤʧɆɤڑ ΤɤͣͅǸڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռڑ

“… presence does not require 
photorealism and there are more 
important presence-inducing 
cues such as responsiveness 
of the system, character 
motion and depth cues”. �ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞ԎԐրڑƥ˷ɆǸ˷˷ɤζڑ

ǅǸ˓˓ɤζڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞Ԏԏրڑƙʔɤڑİ˷ɤ̇ڑʅڑ_α̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤռڑǅžڑ
ͣɤͣڑ˰Ǹ˷ζڑ˓ɤΤɤ˓ͣ̇ڑʅڑǸȿͣʹͅǸɆʹʧ̇˷ڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅ
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The previous subchapter discussed 
technical limitations hindering the users 
of becoming completely immersed and 
Ɇ̇˰ʅ̇ͅʹǸȿ˓ɤڑʧ˷ڑǅžջ˷ڑ Ǹ˰ɤ˓ζڑծƙʔɤڑƥ˷ɆǸ˷˷ζڑ
Valley”. This might be described as a 
more “virtuous” limitation compared 
to the topic ahead. In this subchapter 
Åڑ Ǹ˰ڑ ʊ̇ʧ˷ʊڑ ڑ̇ʹ ̻ͅɤͣɤ˷ʹڑ ʹʔɤڑ ɤʅʅɤɆʹڑ ǅžڑ
can have on health, and discuss how 
this can be avoided through design.

�,1&,+�0& (+"00

Motion sickness is a complicated 
syndrome that occurs when the user 
is exposed to an apparent motion, 
either in real life or in the digital reality 
ՄĘǸɆˋ˷ɤ ջͅڑԐԎԏԓՅռڑģ̇ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʧɆˋ˷ɤͣͣڑʧͣڑʹʔɤڑ
most common negative side effect of 
ͣʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžջڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ɆǸ˷ڑ ɆǸͣɤڑ ͣζ˰̻ʹ̇˰ͣڑ

ͣɆʔڑǸͣڑʊɤ˷ɤͅǸ˓ڑɒʧͣɆ̇˰ʅ̇ͅʹջڑɒʧύύʧ˷ɤͣͣջڑ
disorientation, nausea and headaches, 
Ǹ˰̇˷ʊ̇ڑʹʔɤͣͅڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖւڑĘɤΨʧͣՑ_Τ-
Ǹ˷ͣջڑ ԐԎԏԔւڑ ĘǸɆˋ˷ɤ ջͅڑ ԐԎԏԓւڑ ĉ̇ʔ˷ͣ̇˷ջڑ
ԐԎԎԔՅռڑ ƙʔɤͅɤڑ Ǹͅɤڑ ͣɤΤɤͅǸ˓ڑ ʹʔɤ̇ͅʧɤͣڑ Ǹͣڑ
to why humans experience motion 
ͣʧɆˋ˷ɤͣͣռڑĘǸɆˋ˷ɤͅڑ ՄԐԎԏԓՅڑɤα̻˓Ǹʧ˷ͣڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ
some people experience the effect 
immediately, others might get some 
symptoms after an extended period 
of time. Also, users can experience 
sensitivity towards completely differ-
ɤ˷ʹڑ ˰̇ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռڑ ƋɤΤɤͅǸ˓ڑ
factors can lead to the feeling of 
motion sickness, such as the user’s 
prior health history, their gender and 
ʹʔɤʧͅڑ ͣɤ˷ͣɤڑ ̇ʅڑ ȿǸ˓Ǹ˷Ɇɤڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռ

Å˷ڑ ɤͣͣɤ˷Ɇɤջڑ ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑ ՄԐԎԏԖՅڑ Ɇ̇˷Ɇ˓ɒɤͣڑ
that motion sickness in essence occurs 
when there is a mismatch between 
what the users’ expect of the program 
- their mental model - and what the 
external program presents to the 
user. Mental models are quite subjec-
tive and vague by definition – every 
person has their own mental model 
of what happens in the world around 
them. Through iteration and testing 
it is possible to identify many of the 
mismatches between how the program 
presents the world and the user’s 
mental model, resulting in a program 
which hopefully minimises motion sick-
˷ɤͣͣڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖւڑ ĉ̇ʔ˷ͣ̇˷ջڑ ԐԎԎԔՅռڑ

ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑՄԐԎԏԖՅڑǸ˓̻ͣ̇ڑ ̇ʧ˷ʹͣ̇ڑ ʹڑʅǸɆʹ̇ͣͅڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑ
the system and application design that 
can lead to discomfort, such as latency, 
refresh rate, field of view, duration and 
luminance. These technical factors 
can contribute in influencing the users 
beyond a state of motion sickness, 
leading to a feeling called cybersick-
˷ɤͣͣڑ ՄƋʹǸʅʅɤͅʹջڑ īʧɤȿ˓ʧ˷ʊڑ ڑ ĘǸʹ̇ͣɆʔʧˋջڑ
ԐԎԐԎՅռڑ IζȿɤͣͅʧɆˋ˷ɤͣͣڑ ʧͣڑ Ǹڑ ˋʧ˷ɒڑ ̇ʅڑ
motion sickness which is induced by 
subconscious and perceivably “invis-

Therefore, avoiding reality by 
creating more abstract and unre-
alistic environments can be 
˰̇ͅɤڑ ΤǸ˓Ǹȿ˓ɤڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռ

In fact, replicating reality close to 
perfection can be experienced as 
uncomfortable and creepy, a phenome-
non described as “the Uncanny Valley” 
ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖւڑ ¡ɤ˷ύɤջڑ ԐԎԏԘՅռڑ �ʧͣͅʹڑ
coined by Mashairo Mori in 1970, “The 
Uncanny Valley” refers to the shift in a 
viewer's inner emotions from empathy 
to disgust as computer-graphics inches 
towards “reality perfection”. The user’s 
comfort and ease increase as the 
observed character becomes more 
human-like up until a certain point as the 
character is so close to a human. At this 
point a feeling of discomfort takes over 
ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅջͣڑɤɤڑ�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞ԎԐռ Some 
experiences avoid this by changing the 
humanoid characters to instead resem-
ȿ˓ɤڑ ɆǸͅʹ̇̇˷ڑ ɆʔǸͅǸɆʹɤͣͅڑ Մ¡ɤ˷ύɤջڑ ԐԎԏԘՅռڑ

The current state 
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�˓ʹʔ̇ʊʔڑ ǅžڑ ʔǸͣڑ ȿɤɤ˷ڑ ͅɤʊǸͅɒɤɒڑ Ǹͣڑ
one of the most futuristic technologies 
for a long time, it was not until 2014 
when Facebook (now Meta) bought 
ŀɆ˓ͣڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ ˓̇ΨՑɆ̇ͣʹڑ Ɇ̇˷ͣ˰ɤͅڑ ǅžڑ
technology caught on to professional 
ǅžڑ ͣζͣʹɤ˰ͣռڑ ڑʹ� ʹʔǸʹڑ ʹʧ˰ɤջڑ ƋǸ˰ͣ˷ʊڑ
ͅɤ˓ɤǸͣɤɒڑ ʹʔɤʧͅڑ �ɤǸͅڑ ǅžڑ ʔɤǸɒͣɤʹջڑ Ǹڑ
head-mount that utilised their own 
phone’s screen, accelerometer, and 
processing power to create low-cost 
immersive experiences for consumers. 
ƙ̇ɒǸζջڑŀɆ˓ͣڑŽɤͣʹڑԐڑ ʧͣڑɤͣʹʧ˰ǸʹɤɒڑǸʹڑ
almost 8 million devices world-wide, 
ʊǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ԗԔٜڑ ̇ʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ ˰ǸͅˋɤʹՑͣʔǸͅɤڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ
Ɇ̇˷ͣ˰ɤͅڑǅžՑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹͣڑՄ�ʧ˓ȿɤͅʹջڑԐԎԐԏՅռ

Every year the technology research 
company Gartner publishes a report 
on the top trends in the “Gartner 
Hype Cycle of Emerging Technolo-
gies”, containing the technologies 
that are highlighted as promising and 
ɤαɆʧʹʧ˷ʊڑ ՄA˓̇ͣɆʔڑ ڑ �ɤ˷˷ջڑ ԐԎԏԘՅջڑ ͣɤɤڑ
�ʧʊͅɤڑ ԎԒ՞ԎԒռ These technologies are 
ranked on a scale from being new and 
compelling (“Peak of Inflated Expecta-
tions”) to being a relatively established 
technology (“Plateau of Productivi-
ʹζկԼռڑ �žڑ ΨǸͣڑ ʧ˷ʹ̇ͅɒɆɤɒڑ ڑ̇ʹ �Ǹͅʹ˷ɤͅժͣ ڑ
̻ͅɤɒʧɆʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ ʧ˷ڑ ԐԎԎԓջڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ǅžڑ ʧ˷ڑ ԐԎԏԒռڑ
However, both of the technologies 
were removed from the list by 2018. 
At first glance this looks bad, right? 
Does this mean that no one believes 
in technology anymore? Not quite.

ƙʔɤڑ ʅǸɆʹڑ ʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ�žڑǸͅɤڑ ͅɤ˰̇Τɤɒڑ
from the list simply testify that they 
Ǹͅɤڑʹ̇˷ڑΤʧɤΨɤɒڑǸͣڑȿύύΨ̇ͅɒͣڑǸ˷ζ˰̇ͅɤռڑ
The technologies are believed to have 
moved beyond the “Plateau of Produc-
tivity”, and at this stage we are begin-
ning to see the fruits of all the attention 
ՄŶɤ˓˓ɤʹʧɤ ջͅڑ ԐԎԐԏւڑ A˓̇ͣɆʔڑ ڑ �ɤ˷˷ջڑ ԐԎԏԘՅռ
 

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞ԎԒրڑ�Ǹͅʹ˷ɤͅڑ
ʔζ̻ɤڑɆζɆ˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑɤ˰ɤͅʊʧ˷ʊڑ
ʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊʧɤͣڑԐԎԏԗڑՄ�Ǹͅʹ˷ɤͅԼ

ible” technical factors, combined with 
the user’s individual factors mentioned 
above. Minimising cybersickness 
requires advancement in technol-
ogy, and more extensive research 
and testing than what has already 
ȿɤɤ˷ڑ ɒ̇˷ɤڑ ՄƋʹǸʅʅɤͅʹڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԐԎՅռ
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ƙʔɤڑ ˰Ǹʧ˷ڑ ɤ˷ʊʧ˷ɤͣڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ȿʧ˓ɒʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžڑ
experiences are Unity Technologies 
Մƥ˷ʧʹζջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ _̻ʧɆڑ �Ǹ˰ɤͣժڑ ƥ˷ͅɤǸ˓ڑ
_˷ʊʧ˷ɤڑ Մ_̻ʧɆڑ �Ǹ˰ɤͣջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ ī̇ʹǸȿ˓ζջڑ
Unity is currently at the forefront of 
creating new libraries and tools for 
ɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇ʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑ Մƥ˷ʧʹζջڑ
ԐԎԐԏՅռڑžɤɆɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑƥ˷ʧʹζͅڑɤ˓ɤǸͣɤɒڑǸڑʹ̇̇˓ˋʧʹڑ
for creating universal applications that 
adapts to the user's headset, removing 
the need for tailor-made applications 
to each headset. The toolkit, aptly 
˷Ǹ˰ɤɒڑ Ǐžڑ ʹ̇̇˓ˋʧʹջڑ ʧͣڑ Ǹڑ ʔʊɤڑ ͣʹɤ̻ڑ ʧ˷ڑ
ʹʔɤڑ ɒʧͅɤɆʹʧ̇˷ڑ ̇ʅڑ ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧ-

ɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑ ˰̇ͅɤڑ ǸɆɆɤͣͣʧȿ˓ɤڑ Մƥ˷ʧʹζջڑ ԐԎԏԙՅռ

Similarly, the possibility of making 
ǅžڑ Ɇ̇˷ʹɤ˷ʹڑ ʧ˷ڑ ʹʔɤڑ Ψɤȿڑ ȿ̇ͅΨͣɤͅڑ ͣʧ˷ʊڑ
the open-source JavaScript-library 
“Three.js”, is on its way to make 
ǅžڑ ˰̇ͅɤڑ ǸɆɆɤͣͣʧȿ˓ɤռռڑ ƙʔͅɤɤռ˃ͣڑ ͣɤͣڑ
ʹʔɤڑ ĉǸΤǸƋɆͅʧ̻ڑ �ŶÅڑ ǈɤȿ�Ęڑ ڑ̇ʹ ɆͅɤǸʹɤڑ
objects and viewport, and any Three.
ڑͣ˃ ͣɆɤ˷ɤڑ ɆǸ˷ڑ ȿɤڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤɒڑ ʧ˷ڑ ǅžڑ
ȿζڑ ͣʧ˰̻˓ζڑ Ǹɒɒʧ˷ʊڑ Ǹ˷ڑ ծŀ̻ɤ˷ڑ ʧ˷ڑ ǅžկڑ
ȿʹʹ̇˷ڑ ڑ̇ʹ ʹʔɤڑ ̻̇ͅ˃ɤɆʹڑ Մƙʔͅɤɤ˃ͣջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞Ԏԓրڑƥ˷ʧʹζڑɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇˰ɤ˷ʹ̻ڑ˓Ǹʹʅ̇ͅ˰
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ڑ� Ɇ̇˰˰̇˷ڑ ˰ʧͣʹǸˋɤڑ ˰Ǹɒɤڑ ȿζڑ ǅžڑ
creators, especially programmers, is 
ʹʔǸʹڑΨʔɤ˷ڑ ɆͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣջڑ ʧʹڑ
is easy to think that whatever works for 
ζ̇ڑ Ψ̇ͅˋͣڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ɤΤɤͅζ̇˷ɤڑ ɤ˓ͣɤڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ
ԐԎԏԖւڑī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅռڑƙʔʧͣڑʧͣ˷ڑ ڑǸ˓ΨǸζͣڑʹ̇
the case. As we will see in the following 
chapters of this thesis, several factors 
need to be evaluated against users’ 
experience, most notably usability 
and educational gain. The best way to 
understand if something works, is to 
test it in the relevant context and with 
ʹʔɤڑ ʹǸͅʊɤʹڑͣɤͅڑʊ̻̇ͅڑՄī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅռڑ

�"0&$+&+$���
Virtual reality is, in essence, another 
tool for designers and developers to 
convey a message. In this section we 
are looking at what should be kept in 
˰ʧ˷ɒڑΨʔɤ˷ڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣռڑ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞ԎԔրڑƥͣɤͅڑɤ˷ʊǸʊɤ˰ɤ˷ʹڑ
ȿζ̻ڑǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹʹʧ̇˷

However, the degree to which the 
users are involved in the design is for 
ʹʔɤڑ ʹɤǸ˰ڑ ڑ̇ʹ ɒɤɆʧɒɤռڑ Aζڑ ȿɤʧ˷ʊڑ ǸΨǸͅɤڑ
of the user’s role in the design of the 
solution, one is able to better decide 
and select what methods for data gath-
ering, expected outcomes and data 
ɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑՄĎɤʧʹͣɆʔջڑԐԎԏԓՅռͣڑ�ڑʊʊɤͣʹɤɒڑ
ʅʧʊͅɤڑ ʧͣڑ ̻ͅɤͣɤ˷ʹɤɒڑ ȿζڑ ĎɤʧʹͣɆʔڑ ՄԐԎԏԓՅրڑ
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ǈʔɤ˷ڑ˰ɤʹڑΨʧʹʔڑʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊζڑʹʔɤζڑʔǸΤɤ˷ժʹڑ
seen before, users bring the knowl-
edge they have already obtained from 
ʅǸ˰ʧ˓ʧǸͅڑ ʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊʧɤͣڑ Մī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑ ԐԎԏԒՅռڑ
To properly meet the user’s mental 
models, designers and developers need 
to adapt the system to better meet 
ʹʔɤڑͣɤͅժͣ ڑɤɤɒͣ˷ڑ Մī̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷ջڑԐԎԏԒՅռڑƙʔʧͣڑ
means that, due to the low exposure 
̇ʅڑǅžջ̇ڑ˷ɤڑ˰ͣʹͣڑ̻ͣɤɆʹڑʹʔǸʹڑǸ˓˓ڑͣɤͣͅڑ
are novice users and design the expe-
ͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑ ǸɆɆ̇ͅɒʧ˷ʊ˓ζڑ ՄƋɆʔ˰ʧɒʹջڑ ԐԎԏԓՅռڑ
There are relatively few “established” 
ΨǸζͣڑ ̇ʅڑ ɒɤͣʧʊ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑ
compared to designing for flat screens, 
keyboard, mouse, and touch interfaces, 
which poses a challenge when design-
ʧ˷ʊڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ǅžڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖւڑ ĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ
Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԗՅռڑ Ƌʹʧ˓˓ջڑ ̇˷ɤڑ ɆǸ˷ڑ ɤα̻ɤɆʹڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ
the technical know-how surrounding 
ǅžڑ Ψʧ˓˓ڑ ʧ˷ɆͅɤǸͣɤڑ Ǹͣڑ ɤᾳ̻̇ͣɤڑ ڑ̇ʹ ʹʔɤڑ
technology becomes more common 
ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԗւڑ �ʧ˓ȿɤͅʹջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ The use of digital tools in education 

is relatively new in education when 
compared to the use of traditional tools. 
However, who is saying that digital 
education should play by the same rules 
ǸͣڑʹͅǸɒʧʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Եڑǈʔɤ˷ڑʧ˰Ǹʊʧ˷-
ing digital education, we should also be 
considering new ways of learning, and 
video games could be an inspiration.

Mastery in learning is a pedagog-
ical method focused on giving the 
student control of their own learning 
process, and providing targeted and 
individual feedback. The concept of 
mastery traces back to the 1960’s and 
ʹʔɤڑ Ψ̇ͅˋڑ ̇ʅڑ Aɤ˷˃Ǹ˰ʧ˷ڑ A˓̇̇˰ռڑ A˓̇̇˰ڑ
thought that, when given the correct 
educational tools, nearly all students 
could excel academically. He observed 
that teachers usually organised their 

ƙʧ˰̇˷ʧڑ ǈɤͣʹջڑ ʔɤǸɒڑ ̇ʅڑ Ǹʊ˰ɤ˷ʹɤɒڑ
and virtual reality at Unity Tech-
nology, was recently interviewed 
ȿζڑ ǈÅž_Tڑ ˰ǸʊǸύʧ˷ɤڑ Ǹȿ̇ʹڑ ʹʔɤڑ
Ɇͅͅɤ˷ʹڑ ͣʹǸʹɤڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžڑ Մǈɤͣʹջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

Ƌʧ˰ʧ˓Ǹͅڑ ڑ̇ʹ ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑ ՄԐԎԏԖՅջڑ ǈɤͣʹڑ ͣʹǸʹɤͣڑ
ʹʔǸʹڑ ʊ̇̇ɒڑ ǅžڑ ɒ̇ɤͣڑ ڑʹ̇˷ ɤ́Ǹ˓ڑ ʔʧʊʔڑ
fidelity. There is no way to bridge the 
ʊǸ̻ڑ ̇ʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ ƥ˷ɆǸ˷˷ζڑ ǅǸ˓˓ɤζջڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ǅžڑ
experiences are most uncomfortable 
when trying to replicate the outside 
world. She encourages nurturing the 
ͣʹͅɤ˷ʊʹʔͣڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžջڑ ˷Ǹ˰ɤ˓ζڑ ͅɤ˰̇Τʧ˷ʊڑ
it from the real-world constraints, 
using fun mechanics and exploit-
ʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžժͣ ڑ Ψ̇ΨՑʅǸɆʹ̇ͅڑ Մǈɤͣʹջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

To achieve this, people need to be 

educated about the capabilities and 
̻̻̇̇ͅʹ˷ʧʹʧɤͣڑ ʧ˷ڑǅžռڑ Ƌʔɤڑ ̻̇ʧ˷ʹͣڑ ڑ̇ʹ ʹʔɤڑ
example from “Second Life”, a once 
popular life simulation game for desktop 
computers. Creator of Second Life, Philip 
ž̇ͣɤɒǸ˓ɤջڑ ˷̇ʹʧɆɤɒڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ ɤΤɤ˷ڑ ʹʔ̇ʊʔڑ
the users could do anything in Second 
Life, they still built grounded concepts, 
often their own homes. Still, over time 
the users could be observed to become 
comfortable with the medium, expand-
ing the possibilities of what is possible 
Ψʧʹʔʧ˷ڑ ʹʔɤڑ ̻˓Ǹʹʅ̇ͅ˰ڑ Մǈɤͣʹջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռ

Ę̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڑ ʅ̇ͅΨǸͅɒջڑ ǈɤͣʹڑ ȿɤ˓ʧɤΤɤͣڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ
ǅžڑ ʔɤǸɒͣɤʹͣڑ Ψʧ˓˓ڑ ȿɤɆ̇˰ɤڑ ʧ˷Ɇͅɤɒʧȿ˓ζڑ
common in households, although not 
as common and versatile as smart-
̻ʔ̇˷ɤͣڑՑڑǸʹڑ˓ɤǸͣʹڑʹ̇˷ڑζɤʹڑՄǈɤͣʹջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

Pedagogial 
methods

Mastery learning

Games, more specifically video games, 
are interactive and fictional experi-
ences. A game can be described as a 
“structured form of play” often used 
ʅ̇ͅڑɤ˷ʹɤͅʹǸʧ˷˰ɤ˷ʹڑՄƋɆʔɤ˓˓ջڑԐԎԎԘՅռڑ�Ǹ˰ɤڑ
design pioneered with the cyclical 
and iterative loop of trial and error 
ɆǸ˓˓ɤɒڑ ծʊǸ˰ɤ̻˓Ǹζկڑ ՄƋɆʔɤ˓˓ջڑ ԐԎԎԘՅռڑ
To excel in a game, the player must 
practice. Some games are easy and 
do not require a lot of practice, while 
other games are designed for abso-
˓ʹɤڑ ʊǸ˰ɤ̻˓Ǹζڑ ̻ɤͅʅɤɆʹʧ̇˷ڑ Մ�ɤɤջڑ ԐԎԎԗՅռڑ
The game is providing consistent and 
sustained feedback, endorsing the 
player to do frequent risk analysis 
Ǹ˷ɒڑ ɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ ՄžζǸ˷ڑ ڑ TɤɆʧջڑ ԐԎԎԎՅռڑ
As shown in �ʧʊͅɤڑ ԎԒ՞ԎԖ, playing a 
game is a cyclical process where the 
player hypotheses, probes the world, 
gets a reaction, reflects on the results 
Ǹ˷ɒڑ ʧͣͣɤͣڑ Ǹڑ ͅɤ̻̇ͅȿɤڑ Մ�ɤɤջڑ ԐԎԎԗՅռڑ

The success of video games as a 
medium has sparked an interest in 
using the same principles in other 

Learning from 
game design

curriculum in traditional units and 
then evaluated the students’ progress 
at the end of the unit, which is often 
today’s practice as well. Instead, he 
proposed that the teachers would 
observe the students’ difficulties and 
progress, and based on this suggest 
specific activities and adapted learning 
Ɇ̇˷ɒʧʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ʔɤ˓̻ʧ˷ʊڑ ʹʔɤ˰ڑ ՄA˓̇̇˰ջڑ
ԏԙԗԏՅռڑ¡ɤڑɆǸ˓˓ɤɒڑʹʔʧͣͣڑʹͅǸʹɤʊζڑծģǸͣʹɤͅζڑ
˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊկڑ ՄA˓̇̇˰ջڑ ԏԙԗԏւڑ�ͣˋɤζջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռ

His strategy was proven right in numer-
ous studies comparing students in 
traditional classes and mastery learning 
classes. In the latter, students consis-
tently reached higher levels of achieve-
ment and greater confidence in their 
̇Ψ˷ڑ ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǸȿʧ˓ʧʹʧɤͣڑ Մ�˷ɒɤͣ̇ͅ˷ڑƋռڑ�ռջڑ
ԏԙԙԓւڑ�ͣˋɤζڑڑŶʧʊ̇ʹʹջڑԏԙԘԘւڑĎ˓ʧˋջڑĎ˓ʧˋջڑ
ڑ AǸ˷ʊɤͅʹՑṪͅΨ˷ͣջڑ ԏԙԙԎՅռڑ ڑǸͣʹɤͅζ˰ڑͣ�
learning has grown more mature in 
educational sciences, more and more 
researchers are looking for ways to 
accomplish even more gains in the 
students’ learning process by looking at 
˰̇ͅɤڑ ʧ˷˷̇ΤǸʹʧΤɤڑ ͣʹͅǸʹɤʊʧɤͣڑ Մ�̇˰ʧ˷ζˋʔڑ
ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԘւڑ ƋɆʔ˰ʧɒʹջڑ ԐԎԏԓւڑ ǈǸ˷ʊջڑ
ԐԎԐԎՅռڑ ƙʔʧͣڑ ȿͅʧ˷ʊͣڑ ͣڑ ˷ɤǸʹ˓ζڑ ʧ˷ʹ̇ڑ ʹʔɤڑ
next topic of this section: Game design.

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԒ՞ԎԖռڑ�˷Ǹ˓ζʹʧɆǸ˓ڑʹʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊڑɆζɆ˓ɤڑՄ�ɤɤջڑԐԎԎԗՅ
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areas, for example in educational 
contexts. Here we have seen a popu-
larisation of adding elements like 
“high-scores” and “achievements” 
that is meant to target the user’s 
ʧ˷ʹͅʧ˷ͣʧɆڑ ˰̇ʹʧΤǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ ՄžζǸ˷ڑ ڑ TɤɆʧջڑ
ԐԎԎԎւ̇�ڑɤʹʔɤջڑԐԎԐԎՅռڑƙʔɤڑ ʧ˷Ɇ˓ͣʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑ
these elements have been aptly called 
“gamification”, and can be described as 
when non-gaming contexts implement 
game mechanics with the intention 
̇ʅڑ ˰̇ͅɤڑ ͣǸʊɤڑ ՄTǸʔ˓ͣʹ̊ͅ˰ջڑ ԐԎԏԗՅռ

However, this technique has proven 
to trigger so-called “dark patterns” 
Մ�̇ɤʹʔɤջڑ ԐԎԐԎՅռڑ Å˷ͣʹɤǸɒջڑ ͅǸ̻ʧɒڑ ͅɤ̻˓Ǹζ-
ability and overall progress is the key to 
more “healthy” gamified applications. 
Using gamification as a sprinkle on top 
of the design of an application is the 
ɤ̻ʧʹ̇˰ɤڑ ̇ʅڑ ȿǸɒڑ ʊǸ˰ʧʅʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ Մ�̇ɤʹʔɤջڑ
ԐԎԐԎՅռڑ Aζڑ ̻̻̇ͅɤͅ˓ζڑ ʧ˷Ɇ̻̇̇ͅͅǸʹʧ˷ʊڑ ̻˓Ǹζڑ
and restricting play with rules and goals 
from the beginning, the user will experi-
ence a more intrinsic pull for more usage 
rather than being pushed by exter-
˷Ǹ˓ڑ ˰̇ʹʧΤǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ ՄĎͅʧͣʹʧǸ˷ͣɤ˷ջڑ ԐԎԐԎՅռ

Games are an interactive art form 
that utilise the best of what mastery 
˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ʔǸͣڑ ڑ̇ʹ ̇ʅʅɤ ռͅڑ žǸ̻ʧɒڑ ɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇-
ment of digital educational platforms 
is laying the groundwork for incorpo-
rating mastery learning in curriculums 
ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԗՅռڑ ƙʔɤͣɤڑ ɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑ
platforms allow tracking individu-
al student's progress and provide 
immediate feedback. In regular study 
environments, students often finish 
a test or assignment, wait and then 
find out whether he/she passed. In 
video games, and more importantly, a 
mastery-based classroom, students 
can be assessed in just about real-

ƥͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑ˷̇ʹʔʧ˷ʊڑ˷ɤΨռڑ
The first recorded usage of digital 
ǅžڑ ΨǸͣڑ ȿζڑ ʹʔɤڑ �˰ɤͅʧɆǸ˷ڑ �ʧͅڑ �̇ͅɆɤڑ
ʅ̇ͅڑ ̻ʧ˓̇ʹڑ ʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ʧ˷ڑ ԏԙԖԖڑ ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔջڑ
Ęαʹ̇˷Ցžɤʧ˓˓ζջڑ ǈɤ˷ͣɆʔɤڑ ڑ Ŷ˓ʧ˰˰ɤ ջͅڑ
ԐԎԏԗՅռڑ ڑͣ� ˰ɤ˷ʹʧ̇˷ɤɒջڑ ǅžժͣ ڑ Ǹȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑ ڑ̇ʹ
immerse it’s users contribute in increas-
ʧ˷ʊڑ ʹʔɤڑ ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ̇ʹɆ̇˰ɤڑ ՄTǸ˓ɤջڑ ԏԙԖԙւڑ
ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑƋʹʧ˓˓ջڑǅžڑɒ̇ɤͣͣڑʹ̇˷ڑɤɤ˰ڑ̇ʹڑ
have properly gained traction in educa-
tion. This might be due to a myriad of 
reasons, with cost, development and 
logistics being in the most obvious 
ones. In this subchapter we are going 
to look at some of the main reasons for 
ͣʧ˷ʊջڑǸ˷ɒڑʹ̇˷ڑͣʧ˷ʊջڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸ˷ڑɤɒɆǸ-
tional tool, as well as looking at recent 
ɤαǸ˰̻˓ɤͣڑ ̇ʅڑ ͣʧ˷ʊڑ ǅžڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ
purposes. The article “A systematic 
ͅɤΤʧɤΨڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅʧͅʹǸ˓ڑ žɤǸ˓ʧʹζڑ ʧ˷ڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷կڑ
ȿζڑĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռڑՄԐԎԏԗՅڑΨʧ˓˓ڑǸɆʹڑǸͣڑʹʔɤڑ
source of inspiration for this subchapter. 

�ɆɆ̇ͅɒʧ˷ʊڑ ڑ̇ʹ ĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔժͣ ڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռڑ ՄԐԎԏԗՅڑ
systematic review looking at the 
academic papers written about using 
ǅžڑ ʧ˷ڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑ ԒԔٜڑ ̇ʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸ-
tions is related to health, followed by 
ʊɤ˷ɤͅǸ˓ڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ ՄԐԘٜՅջڑ ɤ˷ʊʧ˷ɤɤͅʧ˷ʊڑ
ՄԏԙٜՅջͣڑ Ɇʧɤ˷ɆɤڑՄԏԖٜՅڑǸ˷ɒ̇ڑ ʹʔɤͅڑɒ̇˰Ǹʧ˷ͣڑ
ՄԐԗٜՅռڑ Ԕԏٜ̇ڑʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ ʹǸͅʊɤʹڑɒɤ˰̇ʊͅǸ̻ʔʧɆڑ
ʅ̇ͅڑ ʹʔɤͣɤڑ ǅžڑ Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ Ǹͅɤڑ ʅ̇˷ɒڑ
ʧ˷ڑ ʔʧʊʔɤͅڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ

Mastery learning 
and game design
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time. If students fail an objective, they 
are immediately told which steps led 
them there, hopefully they learn how 
to avoid it, and most likely they get 
the chance to do it again until they 
̇ȿʹǸʧ˷ڑ ʹʔɤڑ ̇ȿ˃ɤɆʹʧΤɤڑ Մ�ͣˋɤζջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ
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Access to limited resources

Distanced learning

Pedagogical motivations
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ԐԎԏԗՅռڑ ƙʔɤͣɤڑ ˷˰ȿɤͣͅڑ Ǹͅɤڑ ʅ̇ͅ˰ڑ ԐԎԏԗջڑ
ȿʹڑ ȿɤɆǸͣɤڑ ǅžڑ ʔǸͣڑ ȿɤɤ˷ڑ ͅɤ˓ǸʹʧΤɤ˓ζڑ
slow-growing both prior and post the 
study, there is reason to think that 
today’s situation in the academical 
field is not far off when interpolating.

Looking at the health domain, the 
application has been centred around 
“general medicine” and “surgical 
education”, with some minor interest in 
“physical education”, “nursing educa-
tion”, “rehabilitation” and “nutrition”.

To understand the benefits of using 
ǅžڑ ʧ˷ڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑ ̇˷ɤڑ ͣʔ̇˓ɒڑ ˷ɒɤͅ-
stand why educators would like to 
use it in the first place. To answer 
this, the aforementioned article 
looks at in what situations educators 
Ǹ̻̻˓ζڑ ǅžڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ʔ̇Ψڑ ǅžڑ Ɇ̇˓ɒڑ ˰̇ʹʧΤǸʹɤڑ
˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԗՅռ

ĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռڑ ՄԐԎԏԗՅڑ ʔʧʊʔ˓ʧʊʔʹڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ
ͣʧʹǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʅ̇ͅڑǸ̻̻˓ζʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷տ

ĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռڑ ՄԐԎԏԗՅڑ ̻̇ʧ˷ʹڑ ̇ʹڑ
ͣɤΤɤͅǸ˓ڑ ΨǸζͣڑ ǅžڑ ɆǸ˷ڑ ȿɤڑ ˰̇ʹʧΤǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ
in education, dividing it into pedagog-
ical and intrinsic factors. Again, even 
though we are defining categories, 
ʧʹڑ ɒ̇ɤͣڑ ڑʹ̇˷ ˰ɤǸ˷ڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ Ǹڑ ǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧ-
cation is defined to any single one.

Even though we are defining catego-
ͅʧɤͣջڑ ʧʹڑ ɒ̇ɤͣڑ ڑʹ̇˷ ˰ɤǸ˷ڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ Ǹڑ ǅžՑǸ̻-
plication is defined to any single one.

ǅžڑ˰Ǹˋɤ̻ͣڑǸͅʹʧɆʧ̻Ǹʹʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑ˓ʧʅɤ˓ʧˋɤͣڑʧ˰-
lations possible. It can be scenarios that 
are too dangerous to explore in real life, 
or other limiting reasons. This application 
is targeted towards exploring and expe-
riencing different places or points of view.

Training could be described as expe-
riences where the goal is to facilitate 
the transfer of practical skills. There is 
a close relationship between simulation 
and training, but they can be differenti-
ated by the fact that in training the user 
is asked to act upon the experience.

ǈʔʧ˓ɤڑ ʹʔɤڑ ʹΨ̻̇ͅڑɤΤʧ̇ͣڑ ɆǸʹɤʊ̇ͅʧɤͣڑ Ǹͅɤڑ
focusing on knowledge, this category is 
focusing more on access to resources 
otherwise scarce and hard to come 
by on demand. For medical students 
practising on living patients is rare, but 
ʧ˷ڑ ǅžڑ ʧʹڑ ɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑ ʧ˷ͣʹǸ˷ʹʧǸʹɤɒڑ ɤ˷ɒ˓ɤͣͣ˓ζռڑ

ǅžڑ ʔǸͣڑ ʹʔɤڑ ̻̇ʹɤ˷ʹʧǸ˓ڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑ ڑ̇ʹ
communicate and collaborate across 
the world, making the physical loca-
tion irrelevant. Distance learning can 
make it possible to get access to 
tools, expertise and colleagues from 
ΨʔɤͅɤΤɤͅڑ Մ�̇˰ʧ˷ζˋʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԘՅռڑ

¡Ǹ˷ʊڑ ɤʹռڑ Ǹ˓ڑ ՄԐԎԏԎՅڑ Ǹͅʊɤͣڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ ծռռռڑ Ǹ˓˓ڑ
worthwhile educational innovation 
must begin with a strong pedagogy”, 
Ǹ˷ɒڑ ǅžڑ ʧͣڑ ڑ̇˷ ɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹռڑ ĘɆˋʧ˓ζջڑ ʹʔɤͅɤڑ
Ǹͅɤͣڑʹ̇ͅ˷ʊڑʧ˷ɒʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʹʔǸʹڑǅž̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ
are showing effect in learning and 

Simulation
Training
Access to limited resources
Distance learning
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engagement. Active encouragement 
is preferable compared to passive 
learning, and immersive 3D environ-
ments with interactable objects are 
great for this. Furthermore, the ability 
to explore virtual environments with 
fellow students or teachers has been 
recognised as a motivating factor.

Tɤ̻ͣʧʹɤڑʹʔɤڑΤǸͅʧ̇ͣڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʅ̇ͅڑǅžڑ
in education and the way it motivates 
learning, there are some unsolved 
Ǹ˷ɒڑ ʧ˷ɤΤʧʹǸȿ˓ɤ̻̇ͅڑȿ˓ɤ˰ͣڑΨʧʹʔڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑ
ʅ̇ͅڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑ ĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹռڑ Ǹ˓ڑ ՄԐԎԏԗՅڑ
points out problems connected to 
ɤʅʅ̇ͅʹͣջڑ̇ʹڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷̻ʹڑǸ˷ɒ̇ڑʹ̻ʹڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑ
allows, and to the overall usefulness.

Intrinsic factors

Intrinsic factors are influences that are 
targeting subjective aims and goals 
̇ʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ ˓ɤǸͅ˷ɤͅڑ ՄƋʧύɤ ջͅڑ Ŷڑ ɤʹռڑ Ǹ˓ջڑ ԐԎԎԘՅռڑ
Compared to extrinsic factors, the 
intrinsic factors are less visible and 
often yield a subsequent effect of 
ʹʔɤڑ ʅǸɆʹ̇ͅڑ ՄžζǸ˷ڑ ڑ TɤɆʧջڑ ԐԎԎԎՅռڑ ǅžڑ ʧͣڑ
appealing for educators who want to 
impact, or even improve, the students' 
˰̇ʹʧΤǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑƙʔɤͣڑʧ˰̻˓ɤڑʅǸɆʹڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑ
a novelty around it has been described 
by several papers to improve motiva-
ʹʧ̇˷ռڑǅžժͣ ڑ Ǹȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑ ڑʅ̇ڑɤ˷ͣɤͣڑǸڑΤʧɒɤ̻̇ͅڑ̇ʹ
presence, contributes to this effect 
and increases the student’s enjoyment. 
The possibility for personalised learn-
ʧ˷ʊڑ ʹʔ̇ͅʊʔڑ ǅžڑ Ǹ˓˓̇Ψͣڑ ʹʔɤڑ ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑ
to explore, learn and understand at 
their own pace, which is appealing 
for both educators and students.

Naturally, training the educators on 
helping the students with poten-
tial issues takes time and effort. A 
long standing factor in computers 
and education is that each student 
and educator are different, and 
require unique amounts of time and 
assistance to be comfortable with 
ʹʔɤڑ ڑͣ˓̇̇ʹ ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԗՅռ

ŶͅɤΤʧ̇ͣ˓ζջڑ ǅžڑ ʔǸͣڑ ȿɤɤ˷ڑ ʅǸ˰̇ͣڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ
deploying proprietary solutions for 
input mechanisms for their headsets. 
This has been somewhat standardised 
with the release, support and standard-
ʧͣǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ ̇ʅڑ ŀ̻ɤ˷ǏžՑ̻̻ͣ̇ͅʹڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ʊǸ˰ɤڑ
engines such as Unity and Unreal.
Still, there are some issues with using 
keyboard, mouse and hand gestures, 
and with the lack of feedback and tactil-
ity. I will not explore this further in the 
thesis, as this is controlled by manufac-
turers and development tools available. 

The output refers to what is displayed 
by the headset, and is connect-
ed to the usability of the software. 
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Insufficient realism

Depending on the use and context, 
ʹʔɤͅɤڑ ˰Ǹζڑ ȿɤڑ Ǹڑ ˷ɤɤɒڑ ڑ̇ʹ ɆͅɤǸʹɤڑ ǅžڑ
experiences that accurately represent 
the “real” reality. For example, failing 
to provide a realistic experience in 
surgical simulations might both lessen 
the learning experience, and decrease 
the enjoyment for the students. The 
problem of insufficient realism is caused 
by the quality of the display used and 
the development of the software.

Software usability

Software usability is by far the most 
Ɇ̇˰˰̇˷ڑʧɒɤ˷ʹʧʅʧǸȿ˓ɤ̻̇ͅڑȿ˓ɤ˰ڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑ
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՄĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑƙʔɤڑ
issues range from bad interface design 
and low interaction quality, to poor 
ͅɤǸɒǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζռڑǈʔʧ˓ɤ̇ͣڑ˰ɤڑʧͣͣɤͣڑǸͅɤڑʹʧɤɒڑ
to the technology and the headsets 
themselves, most are just results of poor 
software design. There are cases where 
difficulty in understanding and navigat-
ing the system interfaces is hindering 
the students in using the experience.

ԒԎٜ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑɆǸͣɤͣ̇ڑʅڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑɤɒɆǸ-
tion reported a lack of engagement, or 
“boredom”, expressed by the student. 
ǈʔʧ˓ɤڑ ʹʔɤڑ ˷̇Τɤ˓ʹζՑʅǸɆʹ̇ͅڑ ̻˓Ǹζͣڑ Ǹ˷ڑ
important role for initial excitement of 
the system it can not be relied on as the 
sole means of facilitating engagement. 
_Τɤ˷ڑΨʔɤ˷ڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžջڑ̻̇̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ
design can and will still result in a lack 
̇ʅڑɤ˷ʊǸʊɤ˰ɤ˷ʹڑՄĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑ

The examples in the report by Kava-
˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռڑ ՄԐԎԏԗՅڑ Ǹͅɤڑ ʔɤǸΤʧ˓ζڑ ͣˋɤΨɤɒڑ
ʹ̇ΨǸͅɒͣڑ ǅžڑ ͣ̇ʅʹΨǸͅɤڑ ɆͅɤǸʹɤɒڑ Ψʧʹʔڑ
academic origin, mostly found in the 
medical domain with simulation and 
ʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ Ǹͣڑ ʹʔɤڑ ˋɤζڑ Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣռڑ ǈɤڑ
have seen, and will likely continue to 
see, that the investment model around 
ǅžڑΨʧ˓˓ڑȿɤɆ̇˰ɤڑ˰̇ͅɤڑʹǸͅʊɤʹɤɒڑʹ̇ΨǸͅɒͣڑ
wider, consumer-based audiences. The 
chances are, devices and software 

intended for a bigger audience will 
mitigate many of the issues discussed 
in this chapter, especially the issues 
connected to usability. A system which 
is designed with consumer usability in 
mind will most likely also be easier for 
training students and educators. As 
with other technologies, the novelty 
Ǹ̇ͅ˷ɒڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ɒڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑΨʧ˓˓ڑ
likely diminish, making more people 
mature to the technology in the process 
ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԗՅՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռڑ

There are other approaches to inter-
act with head mounted displays that 
should be explored and exploited. 
Including keyboard- and mouse 
support, handwritten notes and 
360-degree video would make the 
ǅžڑ ɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑ ˰̇ͅɤڑ ˷Ǹ˷Ɇɤɒڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ
accessible for people who are having 
issues with using hand-controllers 
Ǹ˷ɒڑ ʊɤͣʹͅɤͣڑ ՄĎǸΤǸ˷Ǹʊʔڑ ɤʹڑ Ǹ˓ռջڑ ԐԎԏԗՅռڑ

The lack of realism is a pressing issue 
ʧ˷ڑ ʹʔɤڑɤ˷ʹʧͅɤڑ ʅʧɤ˓ɒ̇ڑʅڑǅžջڑǸ˷ɒڑΨʧ˓˓ڑʹͣ̇˰ڑ
likely not be solved for while. It takes 
computation power and time to create 
photo-realistic experiences, and for 
many educators and developers it 
is simply not worth the investment. 
AɤɆǸͣɤڑ ̇ʅڑ ʹʔʧͣջڑ ʧʹڑ Ψ̇˓ɒڑ ȿɤڑ Ψʧͣɤڑ
to reconsider the experiences, and 
focus less on creating perfectly real-
istic experiences and more on making 
it enjoyable, following the ideas 
̇ʅڑ ĉɤͅǸ˓ɒڑ ՄԐԎԏԖՅڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ǈɤͣʹڑ ՄԐԎԐԏՅռ

Discussion and 
predictions 
for  the future
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Using what we have learned about 
ǅžջڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ǅžڑ ʧ˷ڑ ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑ
let’s take a look at some examples.

This is an example that is not currently using head mounted 
displays, but is still creating a digital world of simulation 
and training. Laerdal Medical is a Norwegian company most 
known for creating simulation dolls for training doctors 
and nurses. Furthermore, with SimCapture they have 
created a set of software-tools for monitoring the dolls, 
controlling the dolls, capturing the student’s performance 
and creating results based on this performance. It is not 
ͣʹͅʧɆʹ˓ζڑ ǅžջڑ ȿʹڑ ʹʔɤζڑ Ǹͅɤڑ ɆͅǸʅʹʧ˷ʊڑ Ǹڑ ɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑ ͅɤǸ˓ʧʹζڑ Ǹ̇ͅ˷ɒڑ
physical dolls and nursing procedures, which makes it a 
ͅɤ˓ɤΤǸ˷ʹڑ ɤαǸ˰̻˓ɤڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ʹʔʧͣڑ ʹʔɤͣʧͣڑ ՄĘǸɤͅɒǸ˓ڑ ģɤɒʧɆǸ˓ջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

SimCapture by 
Laerdal Medical

vSim was just updated in January 2022, and is a collabo-
ration with aforementioned Laerdal Medical and software 
ɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇ɤͅڑǈ̇˓ʹɤͅڑĎ˓Ψɤ ռͅڑΤƋʧ˰ڑʧͣڑǸڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑԐT̻ڑ˓Ǹʹʅ̇ͅ˰ڑǸʧ˰ɤɒڑ
at teaching the student clinical judgement, competence and 
confidence. The students are immersed in a safe, dynamic 
environment with diverse 3D patients that is mirroring clini-
cal practice. The goal is for the student to analyse cues and 
ͅɤɆ̇ʊ˷ʧύɤͣڑζ˰̻ʹ̇˰ͣջڑǸ˷ɒͣڑȿͣɤ́ɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑ ʹɤǸɆʔڑ ʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑ
how to perform the “new situation, background, assessment 
Ǹ˷ɒͅڑɤɆ̇˰˰ɤ˷ɒǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՄƋA�žՅկڑʹʔǸʹ̻̇ͅڑɒɆɤͣڑǸ˷ڑƋA�žՑͣɆ̇ͅɤڑ
ȿǸͣɤɒڑ ڑ˷̇ ʹʔɤڑ ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹͣժڑ ͅɤ̻̇ͅʹڑ Մǈ̇˓ʹɤͣͅڑ Ď˓Ψɤ ջͅڑ ԐԎԐԐՅռ

vSim by Laerdal Medical 
and Wolters Kluwer
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Attensi is a company that uses gamified learning to create 
simulation training in 3D environments. They are creating 
training material for a variety of different areas, healthcare 
being the biggest. So far, the main vessels for these training 
materials are laptops and mobile phones. In an especially 
ʧ˷ʹɤͅɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑ ̻̇ͅ˃ɤɆʹڑ ʹʔɤڑ ī̇ͅΨɤʊʧǸ˷ڑ Ŷ̇ͣʹǸ˓ڑ ƋɤͅΤʧɆɤڑ ՄŶ̇ͣʹɤ˷Լڑ
are using Attensi’s software to train clerks on how to 
ʔǸ˷ɒ˓ɤڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˷ʅ̇ͅ˷ʹڑɆʔǸ˓˓ɤ˷ʊʧ˷ʊڑɆͣʹ̇˰ɤͣͅڑՄ�ʹʹɤ˷ͣʧջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

�͵"+0&
Another interesting case created by Attensi is called 
ծƋ˷Ǹˋˋɤڑ ˰ɤɒڑ ȿǸͅ˷կڑ ՄƙǸ˓ˋʧ˷ʊڑ ڑ̇ʹ Iʔʧ˓ɒͅɤ˷Լջڑ ΨʔʧɆʔڑ ʧͣڑ Ǹ˷ڑ
open online tool created for training on conversa-
ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ Ψʧʹʔڑ ˋʧɒͣڑ Ǹȿ̇ʹڑ Ɇ̇˰̻˓ɤαڑ ʧͣͣɤͣڑ Մ�ʹʹɤ˷ͣʧջڑ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ
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ƙʔɤڑ ʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊζڑ Ɇ̇˷ͣ˓ʹǸ˷ʹڑ Ɇ̇˰̻Ǹ˷ζڑ ȦΤɤʹڑ ʔǸͣڑ ɆͅɤǸʹɤɒڑ
Ǹڑ ˰ɤɒʧɆǸ˓ڑ ʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ̻̇ͅʊͅǸ˰ڑ ʧ˷ڑ ǅžڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ƋʹǸΤǸ˷ʊɤͅڑ ¡̻̇ͣʧʹǸ˓ڑ
where patient diagnosing is the focus of the experience. 
The program revolves around being inside a patient’s room 
together with the patient, and asking questions, using instru-
ments and reading the patient’s medical history in order to 
Ɇ̇˰ɤڑɆͅɤǸʹɤڑǸڑɒʧǸʊ˷̇ͣʧͣڑՄȦΤɤʹڑڑƋʹǸΤǸ˷ʊɤͅڑƋζˋɤʔͣջڑԐԎԐԏՅռ

Å˷˷˓Ǹ˷ɒɤʹڑ İ˓˓ɤʊɤڑ Մ¡̊ʊͣˋ̇˓ɤ˷ڑ ʧڑ Å˷˷˓Ǹ˷ɒɤʹԼڑ ʔǸͣڑ Ɇ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹɤɒڑ
ʧ˷ڑ ɆͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊڑ Ǹڑ ǅžڑ Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ ʅ̇ͅڑ ǅÅTڑ ͣɆʧɤ˷ʹʧʅʧɆڑ Ɇ̇˓˓ɤʊɤڑ ʧ˷ڑ
Aɤͅʊɤ˷ڑʅ̇ͅڑʹɤǸɆʔʧ˷ʊڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑʔ̇Ψڑ̇ʹڑʔǸ˷ɒ˓ɤڑ˰ɤɒʧɆǸ˓ڑ
drugs. The student is placed in a medical room and given 
tasks to solve. The goal is to help students improve their 
skills regarding understanding, selecting and dispatch-
ʧ˷ʊڑ ˰ɤɒʧɆʧ˷ɤڑ Մ�ζ˷ɒڑ žɤǸ˓ʧʹζڑ ڑ ¡̊ʊͣˋ̇˓ɤ˷ڑ Å˷˷˓Ǹ˷ɒɤʹջڑ ԐԎԏԙՅռڑ

Stavanger Sykehys & Bouvet

Høgskolen i Innlandet

Video games have been and will most likely continue 
to be pushing the current envelope of what is possible 
ڑ̇ʹ ɒ̇ڑ ʧ˷ڑ ǅžڑ ՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ ԐԎԏԖՅռڑ ƙʔɤͅɤʅ̇ͅɤջڑ ʧʹڑ Ψ̇˓ɒڑ ȿɤڑ Ǹڑ ʔʊɤڑ
omission not to include some relevant examples of how 
Ǹڑ ͣȿͣɤʹڑ ̇ʅڑ ǅžՑʊǸ˰ɤͣڑ ȿɤʔǸΤɤռڑ ƙʔɤڑ ɆǸʹɤʊ̇ͅζڑ ̇ʅڑ ʊǸ˰ɤͣڑ
Ψɤڑ Ǹͅɤڑ ˓̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڑ Ǹʹڑ Ǹͅɤڑ ͣɆɤ˷Ǹͅʧ̇ՑȿǸͣɤɒڑ ̻ύύ˓ɤڑ ʊǸ˰ɤͣռڑ
This is because they are the ones that most closely 
ͅɤͣɤ˰ȿ˓ɤڑ ʹʔɤڑ ʧ˷ʹɤͅǸɆʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ ̇ʅڑ Ǹڑ ̻̇ͅɆɤɒͅɤڑ ʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ ʧ˷ڑ ǅžռڑ

Åڑ_α̻ɤɆʹڑǕ̇ڑ̇ʹڑTʧɤڑՄÅ_ǕƙTՅڑʧͣڑǸͣڑʧ˷ʊ˓ɤՑ̻˓Ǹζɤ̻ͣͅڑζՑͣʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑ
ǅžڑʊǸ˰ɤͣڑɤͅʧɤͣڑʹʔǸʹ̻ڑʹͣڑζ̇ڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤ̇ͅڑ˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑǸ̻ͣڑζڑʹʔǸʹڑ˷ɤɤɒͣڑ
ڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑ�Ǹ˰ɤͣջڑ˓˓ՄƋɆʔɤڑͣʹ˷ɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤڑʹɤͣڑ˷ʧڑͣˋǸͣʹڑ˰ɤͅʅ̻̇ͅڑ̇ʹ
The game is meant to be played sitting down, and uses real-
istic hand-controllers for interacting with the environment.

At the start of the game you are put in an environment 
with a lot of interactable objects. A god-like voice is 
greeting you, asks you to select a mission and pres-
ents the goal you are supposed to achieve. It is up 
to the player to understand how to select a mission.

Other examples of interest

���5-" 1��,2��,��&"
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Aɤʧ˷ʊڑǸ̻ڑ ύύ˓ɤՑʊǸ˰ɤջʹڑ ʔɤڑʊ̇Ǹ˓ڑʧͣʹڑ ڑ̻̇ ɤͅʅ̇ͅ˰ʹڑ Ǹͣˋͣڑʧ˷ڑǸͣڑ ̻ɤɆʧʅʧɆڑ
way to achieve the desired result. If you fail to complete the 
subtasks in time or in the correct order, you lose and have to 
start over. Many of the tasks in the game require the player 
to scavenge the environment for clues and information, 
often in the form of books, notes or posters. All the objects 
are fully interactable, meaning the player can grab them, 
turn them around, burn them, toss them and even lose them. 

There are some qualities we can take from this game.In 
the introduction, by allowing the player to get a feel for the 
mechanics of the game, you are preparing them for what is 
to come at no expense of the immersion of the game. Having 
this separate, but connected environment encourages trial 
and error of the controllers, head movement, physics and 
˰̇ͅɤռڑƙʔʧͣڑʧͣڑʧ˰̻̇ͅʹǸ˷ʹջڑɤ̻ͣɤɆʧǸ˓˓ζڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑƙʔɤڑ
repetitive nature of the missions encourages the player to try 
out many different solutions until one is correct. Learning the 
ͣɤ́ɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑʧ˷ڑǸ̻ڑ ύύ˓ɤڑʊǸ˰ɤڑʧͣ˷ڑ ڑʹʹ̇ ڑʹɒʧͣͣʧ˰ʧ˓Ǹͅڑ̇̇ ڑ˓̇ ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǸڑ
clinical procedure, and is something that should be explored.

The Gameplay

Takeaways

Similar to the introduction to I Expect You to Die, the introduc-
tion in this game is an environment where the player is encour-
aged to get familiar with the controls. The player is presented 
with a book that represents all the levels that can be selected. 

After selecting a level, the player is put in a room with a 
ɆȿʧɆڑ ȿ̇˰ȿռڑ ƙʔɤڑ ȿ̇˰ȿڑ ʔǸͣڑ ͣɤΤɤͅǸ˓ڑ ̻ύύ˓ɤͣջڑ Ǹ˓˓ڑ ̇ʅڑ ΨʔʧɆʔڑ
need to be solved to defuse the bomb. The only way to 
defuse the bomb is using the manual that is outside of 
ʹʔɤڑǅžڑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹռڑƙʔɤڑˋɤζͣڑ̇ʹڑɆɆɤͣͣڑʧͣڑɆ̇˰˰˷ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑ
collaboration between people in the virtual and real world. 

The interesting thing about this game in particular is 
ʔ̇Ψڑ ʧʹڑ ˰ʧαɤͣڑ ǅžڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ʹʔɤڑ ͅɤǸ˓ڑ Ψ̇ͅ˓ɒڑ Ǹʹڑ ڑ̇˷ ɤα̻ɤ˷ͣɤڑ ̇ʅڑ
ʹʔɤڑ ʧ˰˰ɤͣͅʧΤɤڑ ʅɤɤ˓ڑ ̇ʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ ʊǸ˰ɤռڑ Aζڑ ͅɤ˰̇Τʧ˷ʊڑ ͣ̇˰ɤڑ
̇ʅڑ ʹʔɤڑ ʧ˷ʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑ ʹʔǸʹڑ ˰ʧʊʔʹڑ ʔǸΤɤڑ ȿɤɤ˷ڑ ʧ˷ڑ ǅžջڑ ʹʔɤڑ
game is able to extend the experience to more people.

The introduction

The gameplay

Takeaways

Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes is a coopera-
ʹʧΤɤڑ ǅžڑ ̻ǸͅʹζՑʊǸ˰ɤڑ ՄƋʹɤɤ˓ڑ IͅǸʹɤڑ �Ǹ˰ɤͣջڑ ԐԎԏԘՅռڑ ƙʔɤڑ
game is about defusing a bomb, but only the person 
ΨɤǸͅʧ˷ʊڑ ʹʔɤڑ ǅžڑ ʔɤǸɒͣɤʹڑ ͣɤɤͣڑ ʹʔɤڑ ȿ̇˰ȿջڑ Ǹ˷ɒڑ ̇˷˓ζڑ
ʹʔɤڑ ̻ɤ̻̇˓ɤڑ ̇ʹͣʧɒɤڑ ǅžڑ ʔǸΤɤڑ ʹʔɤڑ ˰Ǹ˷Ǹ˓ڑ ڑ̇ʹ ɒɤʅͣɤڑ ʧʹռڑ

�""-���)(&+$��+!��,�,!6��5-),!"0
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This chapter will present the result of insights 
that have been gathered to understand 
the current solution and context.
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Introduction

Research questions

ǅžڑʧͣڑǸڑ˓̇̇ʹڑʅ̇ͅڑɒɤ˓ʧΤɤͅʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑʅǸɆʧ˓ʧʹǸʹʧ˷ʊڑ
learning, just like a laptop, a smartphone, a lecturer, a 
Ɇ̇˓˓ɤǸʊɤջڑǸڑΤʧɒɤ̇ڑ̇ͅڑǸڑȿ̇̇ˋռڑǅžڑ˷ɤɤɒ̻ͣ̇ͅڑ̇ʹڑΤɤڑʧʹͣɤ˓ʅڑʹʔǸʹڑ
it too can have a place in the ecosystem of educational 
tools. It needs to do selected functions better than other 
tools, but at the same time be aware of its weaknesses. 

ƙʔʧͣڑʹʔɤͣʧͣڑʔǸͣڑʧʹͣڑͣʹ̇̇ͅڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_ڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
developed for VirSam. Early in the process it was 
decided that my thesis would not be about re-designing 
the application, but rather explore and evaluate how it 
can be used in education more broadly. The findings in 
this chapter is a result of conducting user interviews 
and tests on the developed solution throughout the 
semester. Additionally, this chapter is exploring how 
ͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸڑ˓̇̇ʹڑʅ̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ˷ʊڑʔɤǸ˓ʹʔ̻̇ͅڑʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ͣڑ
might fit along-side all the other tools they have at 
ʹʔɤʧͅڑɒʧ̻ͣ̇ͣǸ˓ջڑʔ̇Ψڑǅžڑ˰ʧʊʔʹͅڑɤ̻˓ǸɆɤ̇ͣڑ˰ɤ̻ڑǸͅʹͣ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑ
education, and where it might need to accept defeat. 
ǈʔɤ˷ڑɤα̻˓̇ͅʧ˷ʊڑʹʔʧͣջڑΨɤڑǸ˓ͣ̇ڑ˷ɤɤɒڑ̇ʹڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ڑǸȿ̇ʹڑʔ̇Ψڑ
the nursing students experience their education. 

This chapter is trying to answer two research-questions.

This will be researched through user testing and a 
ʔɤͅʧͣʹʧɆڑɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑ

This will be research through understanding the 
education from the student’s perspective, including 
what the student is expected to learn, how the study 
is structured, what educational tools and more. 

žŽԏրڑ¡̇Ψڑʧ̻ͣ̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑ
experienced by target users, and what can we 
learn from it to construct future concepts?

žŽԐրڑHow is the study program for nursing education 
in Trondheim experienced by its students?

Methods

�,-& �)�&+.2&/6
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To get a higher level understanding of how 
the education is structured, a topical inquiry 
was conducted on websites and articles. 

User testing acts as the backbone for the heuristic 
evaluation and catalyst for interviews.

The current user journey has been evaluated 
using a form of heuristic evaluation, where 
some of the defined heuristics have been 
excluded and/or swapped for for relevancy.

The current solution was evaluated on a collected 
number of 10 individual students through 2 rounds 
of testing. Some feature changes, namely updates 
on summary screens and removing unnecessary 
aids were changed between the tests.

To understand how simulation training is performed 
today, an early observational study was done at 
Øya Helsehus at NTNU. The goal was to understand 
the inherent qualities of doing physical, real-world, 
simulations from the educator and student perspective. 

In order to comply with privacy consent and avoid 
an eventual change in behaviour due to the students 
being observed, Hawthorne effect, the observations 
were done from the control-room of the simulation 
centre. I had access to the video- and audio feed of 
the simulation, and was only allowed to take hand-
written notes while the simulation was ongoing.
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To answer the research questions, in-depth semi-
structured interviews and discussions with the target 
users and contributors were carried out. Topics have 
been discovered and defined through background 
studies and interviews with the target users, and 
evaluated and discussed with the contributors. 

The main topics with the target users included: simulation 
training in school, feeling of mastery in the education, 
education at school versus education in supervised clinical 
practice and education of hard skills versus soft skill. 

The main discussion topics with the contributors 
included: study progression, procedure training 
and supervised practice at NTNU, as well as 
creating products for educational purposes. 

The complete interview protocol for target users and 
Ɇ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹ̇ͣͅڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑʅ̇˷ɒڑʧ˷̻̻�ڑɤ˷ɒʧαڑ¡՞ĉռڑÅ˷ʹɤͅΤʧɤΨͣڑ
with contributors were more tailored to the induvidual's 
background and expertise. The next section addresses 
the results from these interviews and discussions.

The following sections will present the 
fidings from the collection of insights.
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This subchapter will explore and evaluate how VirSam’s 
ǅžڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧ̻ͣڑɤͅʅ̇ͅ˰ʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑʹɤͅ˰ͣ̇ڑʅڑͣǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζռ

Clinical procedues - 
ABCDE, NEWS and ISBAR

ƙ̇ڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑΨɤڑ˷ɤɤɒڑ̇ʹڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒڑ
the theory behind the clinical procedures they are trying to 
emulate. Clinical procedures are the established practises 
that are taught to medical- and nursing students. They act 
as the theory behind the workflow practised by students. 
There are numerous different procedures for different 
scenarios and use-cases, but in this thesis we are only 
ʅ̇Ɇͣʧ˷ʊڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑʹʔͅɤɤڑͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑ

�AIT_ջڑǸ˓ͣ̇ڑɆǸ˓˓ɤɒڑծ̻ͅʧ˰ǸͅζڑɤαǸ˰ʧ˷Ǹʹʧ̇˷կջڑʧͣڑǸͣڑͅΤɤζՑջڑ
action- and reporting order. It is designed so that the 
most critical patient is taken care of first. In acute 
medicine it is necessary to conduct a quick and 
systematic survey of the patient to uncover possible 
life threatening conditions or failure of vital functions. 
Therefore, this procedure is the backbone of any 
medical examination used for both acute scenarios 
Ǹ˷ɒڑ˓̇˷ʊՑʹɤͅ˰ڑ˰̇˷ʧʹ̇ͅʧ˷ʊռڑ�AIT_ڑʧͣڑǸ˷ڑǸ˷ڑǸȿȿͅɤΤʧǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
Մĉ̇ʔǸ˷ͣɤ˷ջڑA˓ʧ˷ˋɤ˷ȿɤͅʊջͅ�ڑɤ˷ʹύՑ¡Ǹ˷ͣɤ˷ڑڑģ̇ɤ˷ջڑԐԎԐԏՅր

It is important to follow this order when examining 
the patient and take action accordingly. For 
example: if you find the airways to be blocked in A, 
ʧʹڑ˰ͣʹڑȿɤڑɆ̇ͅͅɤɆʹɤɒڑȿɤʅ̇ͅɤ̻̇ͅڑɆɤɤɒʧ˷ʊڑ̇ʹڑAռ

ABCDE

ʅʹΤɤʧɤͅ˓ڑՑڑ�ʧͅΨǸζͣڑ՞ڑ�
Aڑ՞ڑAͅɤǸʹʔʧ˷ʊڑՑͅڑɤ̻ͣʧͅǸͣ˃̇˷
Iڑ՞ڑIʧͅɆ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑՑͣڑʧͅˋ˓Ǹͣ˃̇˷
Tڑ՞ڑTʧͣǸȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑՑڑȿɤΤʧͣͣʹʔɤʹջڑ˷ɤΤ̇ͅ˓̇ʊʧ
ڑʊʧΤɤ˓ͣɤͅ˰̇ڑՑڑʹ˷ɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤڑՍڑᾳ̻̇ͣɤ_ڑ՞ڑ_
/ kroppsundersøkelse
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ī_ǈƋջڑīǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ_Ǹͅ˓ζڑǈǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑƋɆ̇ͅɤջڑʧͣڑǸ˷ڑǸʊʊͅɤʊǸʹɤڑ
scoring system in which a score is given to physiological 
˰ɤǸͣͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣջڑǸ˓ͅɤǸɒζͅڑɤɆ̇ͅɒɤɒڑʧ˷̇ͅڑʹʧ˷ɤ̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧɆɤڑՄž̇ζǸ˓ڑ
İ˓˓ɤʊɤ̇ڑʅڑŶʔζͣʧɆʧǸ˷ͣջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑƙʔɤͣڑɆ̇ͅʧ˷ʊͣڑζͣʹɤ˰ڑʧͣڑȿǸͣɤɒڑ
on data from the following physiological parameters:

The score is given to each parameter as they are 
measured, where the magnitude of the score reflects 
how far the parameter deviates from the normal. Normal 
is a score of 0, and the deviations score up to 3. The 
scores of each parameter are then tallied up and the 
overall condition is evaluated against a table for indicative 
˰ɤɒʧɆǸ˓ͅڑɤ̻ͣ̇˷ͣɤڑՄž̇ζǸ˓ڑİ˓˓ɤʊɤ̇ڑʅڑŶʔζͣʧɆʧǸ˷ͣջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑ
A total score of 0 indicates a surveillance frequency of 
at least once every 12 hours, and a score of 7 or more 
indicates continuous surveillance of vital functions.

�˓ʹʔ̇ʊʔڑī_ǈƋڑʧͣͣڑ̻̻̇ͣɤɒڑ̇ʹڑʔɤ˓̻ͣڑʧ˰̻˓ʧʅζڑʹʔɤڑ
process of prioritising patients, nurses have very 
different experiences with the tool and practice 
ʧʹڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑՄĎ˃̊˓ջڑģɤ˓ȿζɤڑڑģ˷ɒǸ˓ջڑԐԎԐԎՅռ

����

žɤ̻ͣʧͅǸʹʧ̇˷ͅڑǸʹɤ
Oxygen saturation
Systolic blood pressure
Pulse rate
Level of consciousness 
Temperature

ÅƋA�žڑʧͣڑǸͣڑʹͅɆʹͅɤ̇ڑʅڑɆ̇˰˰˷ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑΨʔʧɆʔ̇ڑʅʅɤͣͅڑ
simplified, effective, structured and predictable 
Ɇ̇˷ΤɤͣͅǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑȿɤʹΨɤɤ˷ڑʔɤǸ˓ʹʔ̻̇ͅڑʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ͣڑՄģ̇ʧջڑ
Ƌ̈ɒɤͅʔǸ˰˷ջڑģǸͅʹʔʧ˷ͣɤ˷ڑڑ�˓Ǹʹɤ˓Ǹ˷ɒջڑԐԎԏԙՅռڑÅƋA�žڑ
was first used in the American health care service in 
ԐԎԎԒջڑǸ˷ɒڑʔǸͣڑȿɤɤ˷ڑͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑī̇ͅΨǸζͣڑʧ˷ɆɤڑԐԎԏԗڑՄģ̇ʧڑ
ɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԙՅռڑÅƋA�žڑʧͣڑǸ˷ڑǸȿȿͅʧΤʧǸʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒͣڑʹǸ˷ɒͣڑʅ̇ͅտ

It is currently being implemented in the 
education of nurses in the master’s program 
ʧ˷̻ͣڑɤɆʧǸ˓ʧͣʹڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊڑՄģ̇ʧڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԙՅռ

See �̻̻ɤ˷ɒʧαڑ�ڑڑA for the 
tables used in the field to 
describe the procedures.

�����

Åڑڑ՞ڑÅɒɤ˷ʹʧʅʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՑڑʧɒɤ˷ʹʧʅʧˋǸͣ˃̇˷
Ƌڑ՞ڑƋʧʹǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՑͣڑʧʹǸͣ˃̇˷
Aڑ՞ڑAǸɆˋʊ̇ͅ˷ɒڑՑڑȿǸˋʊͅ˷˷
Ǹ˷Ǹ˓ζͣɤڑՑڑǸ˓ζͣʧͣ˷�ڑ՞ڑ�
žڑ՞ڑžɤɆ̇˰˰ɤ˷ɒǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՑͅڑȓɒ
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To better understand where the VirSam-project has 
come from, the early insights and talks students and 
project owner were synthesised into the map on 
the next page. It acted as a basis for understanding 
the scope and how to evolve the project.

Early discussion 
about the project

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԏռڑŶ̇ͅ˃ɤɆʹڑɒɤʅʧ˷ʧʹʧ̇˷ڑ˰Ǹ̻ռ
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ǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑ̇ʹڑɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇ɤɒڑ˷ȿɤɤڑʔǸͣڑ˷�AIT_ՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇ڑ
teach the students in what order an examination of a 
patient should take place, how to perform the tasks and 
what equipment to use. The purpose of the application 
is to let the students practice the procedure to such a 
ɒɤʊͅɤɤڑʹʔǸʹڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɤ̻ͣڑǸͅɤڑǸʹ̇˰ǸʹɤɒڑՄǅʧͅƋǸ˰ջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

An explanation from VirSam themselves can be read 
on the following website: virsam.no/projects/abcde 

Presenting the current application

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԐռڑƋɆͅɤɤ˷ͣʔ̇ʹͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰
ǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷
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�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԒռڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
Ɇ̇˷ͣʹͅɆʹɤɒڑͣɤͅڑ˃̇ͅ˷ɤζ
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ƙ̇ڑʅʧ˷ɒڑΨǸζͣڑ̇ʹڑʧ˰̻̇ͅΤɤڑ̻̇˷ڑʹʔɤڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑǸڑ
heuristic evaluation was performed. As described in 
Methods, heuristic evaluation is an objective evaluation 
of an existing system or application based on predefined 
heuristics. As discovered in chapter ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ, 
software usability is by far the most pressing issue 
ʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՄĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗրڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ
ԐԎԏԖՅջڑǸ˷ɒͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑʹʔɤͅɤʅ̇ͅɤڑȿɤڑʔʧʊʔڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤ̻ͅڑʧ̇ͅʧʹζՑ
list whilst creating and iterating the applications. 

Heuristic evaluation is an objective evaluation based on 
a set of usability practises that are meant to uncover and 
discover usability problems. Normally, this is done by 
an expert before the design is tested by real users, but 
in this thesis there is some overlap. Some heuristics are 
evaluated only within the context of the program, and 
some have been evaluated through observing users. 

In the Methodology chapter we find the suggested 
ʔɤͅʧͣʹʧɆ̻ͣͅڑɤͣɤ˷ʹɤɒڑȿζڑīʧɤ˓ͣɤ˷ڑՄԏԙԙԓՅռڑƙʔɤͣɤڑǸͅɤڑ
very much relevant for our case, but I want to expand 
upon and add an eleventh and final heuristic: 

ƙʔɤͅڑɤǸͣ̇˷ڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔʧͣڑʧͣڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅɤɒڑ
an entirely different medium of interaction, and the 
application should be taking this into account. 

Heuristic Evaluation

�%,,0&+$�,2/�%2/&01& 0

ƙʔɤڑ�AIT_ڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˰ڑʧͣڑǸ̻̇ͅڑʊͅǸ˰ڑΨʧʹʔ̇ڑͣʹ̇˓ڑʅڑɆ̇ʊͣڑ
and interacting parts. For this thesis we are focusing 
the following components (in no particular order):

In this thesis we will go through each component 
and evaluate it based on selected heuristics. Not 
every heuristic will be discussed in each component, 
as some might be irrelevant for the context. The 
heuristics evaluated are based on usability and 
user experience alone. If something is made for an 
educational reason, that is not commented on. 

Note: the purpose of using heuristics here is to identify 
ǸͅɤǸͣ̇ڑʅڑʧ˰̻̇ͅΤɤ˰ɤ˷ʹڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_ՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑƙʔʧͣڑ
means that while it seems overly negative, there are 
a lot of good aspects to the application. However, as 
the intention of heuristic evaluation is to bring forth 
and discuss what may cause / has caused usability 
issues, this is what is being put into focus.

�˓̇ΨڑȿɤʹΨɤɤ˷ڑʹǸͣˋͣڑՄ�AIT_ڑۄڑī_ǈƋڑۄڑÅƋA�žՅ

Tablet (how the user is inputting values)

Assistance in procedures 

Interaction with the tools

Feedback and progression

�3�)2�1&+$���0"!�,+�%"2/&01& 0
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The application is made to demonstrate how the 
selected procedures are performed. However, 
through interviews with students, teachers and 
̻̇ͅʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ͣջڑʹʔʧͣڑʅ˓̇ΨڑȿɤʹΨɤɤ˷ڑ�AIT_ڑ̇ʹڑī_ǈƋջڑ
Ǹ˷ɒڑī_ǈƋڑ̇ʹڑÅƋA�žڑʧͣڑǸͅʹʧʅʧɆʧǸ˓ڑǸ˷ɒڑɒʧͣʧ˷ʊɤ˷̇ͣڑ
to how it is being performed in the real world. 

The tablet is the input mechanism through 
which the user enters the surveyed information 
about the patient. Compared to how the 
tasks are performed in real life, a tablet is not 
something that is being used by nurses in that 
context. The interface of the tablet changes 
completely between stages, and there are little 
to no hierarchical indicators, back-buttons or 
interaction-state indicators. Lastly, using a tablet 
as a tool for data input is effective, but having 
to use large hand movements to point and click 
for inputting values is slow and not precise.

To aid the student in performing the tasks 
given, the application has put in place several 
visual and auditory aids. Videos explaining how 
to perform the tasks, posters with tables and 
explanations and tooltips are examples of this. 
The vidoes put in place are looping continuously, 
and there is no way for the student to intuitively 
know the start and finish of the videos. The 
posters are not of the same visual design as 
the ones used in the field, and they are rarely 
hung around the patient. Additionally, the help is 
the same regardless of the level of the student. 
Lastly, making the student stand still and watch 
a video about how to perform a task is not the 
ȿɤͣʹڑʹʧ˓ʧͣǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸڑԒTڑɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹռڑ

�+1"/� 1&,+�4&1%�1%"�1,,)0
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The tools are what the user is using to take 
blood saturation, blood pressure, temperature  
and gather other values. They also include 
the screen where values are displayed. Some 
of the tools used have dissimilar functionality 
in the program compared to the real world (e. 
g. blood saturation instruments can also take 
the pulse). There are only predefined areas 
to place the tools, and tools do not adhere to 
gravity, breaking the feeling of immersion.

Feedback on the user’s performance is generated 
by the application, and are displayed in tables 
of what the user did right and what they did 
wrong. Currently, there is no way of scaling 
progression other than selecting difficulty, 
which in turn is not transparent in terms of 
what is changed. There is no way of comparing 
results from previous sessions, and there is 
no way to immediately try again. Lastly, the 
feedback in the application is mostly binary, 
whereas in real life it is more nuanced.  
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Deconstructing 
the application

The reframing method uses visions as the source 
ʅ̇ͅڑ˰̇ʹʧΤǸʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑʧ˷ʹɤ˷ʹռڑAζڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑ
the connection between the institute’s vision 
for nursing education, and the solution that 
ʧͣڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑȿɤʹʹɤͅڑǸڑʹʊɤڑʹʧʊʔ˰ڑΨɤڑ�AIT_ջڑ
understanding of how the solution is made 
and why the solution is what it is today.

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԒ one the right illustrates how 
a project might move from the high-level, 
abstract visions, through several decisions 
and questions, and ends up in a concrete 
solution. The presented vision is taken from the 
institute’s Unit of Health Professional Simulation, 
and the steps and questions are extrapolated 
from talks with contributors and from findings 
ǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣڑ˷̇ ԐԎԐԏՅռڑՄǅʧͅƋǸ˰ջڑΨɤȿͣʧʹɤڑ

The takeaway from this figure is not the content 
itself, but how a designer using human-centred 
design and the reframing method thinks about 
solutions. For every intersection there are endless 
Ǹ˷ͣΨɤͣͅڑǸ˷ɒڑɒɤɆʧͣʧ̇˷ͣռڑAζڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑǸΨǸͅɤ̇ڑʅڑΨʔǸʹڑ
decisions are made at what intersections, back-
tracing and changing the solution based on new 
insights and testing can be more easily achieved. 

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԒռڑTɤɆ̇˷ͣʹͅɆʹɤɒڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑ˃̇ͅ˷ɤζڑʅ̇ͅ˰ͣڑʹǸͅʹڑ̇ʹڑʅʧ˷ʧͣʔռڑ
ģǸɒɤڑ̇ʹڑʧ˓˓ͣʹͅǸʹɤڑʔ̇ΨڑɒɤɆʧͣʧ̇˷ͣڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤڑǸ˷ɒڑɤα̻˓ɒɤ̻ͣͣ̇ڑʧȿʧ˓ʧʹʧɤͣ
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Key takeaways from 
heuristic evaluation

ƙʔɤڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹڑ�AIT_ڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤڑʧͣڑʹͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ
procedure training as a test: The student is 
asked to do a task, the student tries to find 
the answer using the tools at their disposal, 
the answer is recorded and the student gets 
ʹʔɤͅڑɤͣ˓ʹڑȿǸɆˋռڑÅʹڑʧͣڑɤͣͣɤ˷ʹʧǸ˓˓ζڑǸ́ڑʧύջڑǸ˷ɒڑ
́ʧύύɤͣڑɆǸ˷ڑǸ˓ͣ̇ڑȿɤڑɒ̇˷ɤڑΨʧʹʔ̇ʹڑǅžռڑ

The best experiences are the ones that are 
ʅ̇Ɇͣɤɒ̻ͣڑ˷̇ڑɤɆʧʅʧɆڑǸ̻ͣɤɆʹͣջڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹڑǅžڑ
experience is off to a good start by having the 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ڑǸ˷ɒ̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧɆɤڑڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_Ց̻̇ͅɆɤɒͅɤڑ
ʧ˷ڑǸ˷ڑʧͣ̇˓Ǹʹɤɒڑɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤͣڑ
ī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žڑʧͣڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤɒջڑʹʔʧͣڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑʊɤʹͣڑ
cluttered and unfocused for a couple of reasons: 

ǈʔɤ˷ڑī_ǈƋڑʧͣڑʧ˷ʹ̇ͅɒɆɤɒջڑʹʔɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑ
moves from being a nurse-patient simulation, 
to a theoretical test. The values recorded 
ȿζڑʹʔɤڑ˷ͣͅɤڑʧ˷ڑ�AIT_ڑǸͅɤͅڑɤͣɤʹջڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤڑ
tasks presented by the tablet are to be 
evaluated using a poster with fixed values.

Going from an experience where the user is 
physically interacting with the environment, to 
where the user is asked to only pay attention 
ǅžռڑ˷ʧڑʧ˰ɤʹڑʔɤʹڑʅ̇ڑͣǸʊɤڑ̻̇̇ͅڑʧͣڑʹǸȿ˓ɤʹڑǸڑ˷̇ڑ̇ʹ

ƙʔʧͣڑʧͣͣڑ̇ʹڑʹ̇˷ڑǸζڑʹʔǸʹڑī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑ
ȿɤڑɤαɆ˓ɒɤɒڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_ՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑŀ˷ڑ
ʹʔɤڑɆ̇˷ʹͅǸͅζջڑȿ̇ʹʔڑī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žڑǸͅɤڑΤɤͅζڑ
important skills to learn and use in the context 
̇ʅڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_Ց̻̇ͅɆɤɒͅɤռڑ¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑʹʔɤͅɤڑǸͅɤڑ
other, more interactive, ways of including 
training of these procedures that are not the 
same as doing it on for example a laptop. 
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Exploring the 
nursing education
This subchapter will explore how the nursing 
education is experienced by the students.

Nursing education
This thesis is focusing on the education given to 
nurses studying at the Department of Public Health 
and Nursing at NTNU in Trondheim. In this subchapter 
I will present how NTNU prepares their students 
towards becoming nurses, as well as dive deeper 
into some of the specific educational methods.

The point of me listing up these regulations is to 
ensure that solutions proposed in this thesis do 
not mismatch with what is both recommended and 
obliged by law. The regulations are, in their own 
right, stakeholders in this thesis - they are to be 
considered when suggesting new solutions. 

Nurses are, alongside other occupations such as 
police, doctors and firefighters, considered socially 
ɆͅʧʹʧɆǸ˓ڑʅ̇̇ͣͅڑɆʧɤʹζڑՄžɤʊ˃ɤͅʧ˷ʊɤ˷ջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑƙʔʧͣڑ˰ɤǸ˷ͣڑ
that, if the country does not have enough qualified 
nurses, the welfare state would suffer. Hence, the 
Norwegian Government and the Department of 
Education have set regulations on what is expected of 
nurses when they graduate with a bachelor’s degree 
ՄĎ˷˷ͣˋǸ̻ͣɒɤ̻Ǹͅʹɤ˰ɤ˷ʹɤʹջڑԐԎԏԙՅռڑƙʔɤͣɤͅڑɤʊ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ͣڑǸͅɤڑ
both communicated as criterias and guidelines, some 
˰̇ͅɤ̻ͣڑɤɆʧʅʧɆڑʹʔǸ˷̇ڑʹʔɤͣͅռڑǈʔǸʹͣڑɤʹͣڑʹʔɤͣɤͅڑɤʊ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ
apart from other studies (for example Industrial Design 
ǸʹڑīƙīƥՅջڑʧͣڑʹʔǸʹڑʹʔɤڑ˷ʧΤɤͣͅʧʹʧɤͣڑǸ˷ɒڑʧ˷ͣʹʧʹʹʧ̇˷ͣڑǸͅɤڑ
obliged by law to follow them. There is a lot to unpack 
in the regulations, and this thesis will only highlight the 
most relevant topics. The information was retrieved 
ʅ̇ͅ˰ڑĘ̇ΤɒǸʹǸժͣ ڑՄĎ˷˷ͣˋǸ̻ͣɒɤ̻Ǹͅʹɤ˰ɤ˷ʹɤʹջڑΨɤȿͣʧʹɤڑ
ԐԎԏԙՅڑʧ˷ڑ˓Ǹʹɤڑī̇Τɤ˰ȿɤͅڑՍڑɤǸͅ˓ζڑTɤɆɤ˰ȿɤͅڑԐԎԐԏռڑ

��1&,+�)�/"$2)�1&,+0

According to the regulations issues by the 
Norwegian Government and the Department 
of education, nursing students should gain 
competence within the following areas:

Health, illness and nursing
The nursing profession, ethics, communication and teamwork 
Science theory and research methods
Professional management, quality and patient safety
Service development and innovation
Technology and digital competence
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A central topic in this particular education is the 
acquisition of skills and how to use them. Two areas 
especially focus on practical skills. The area “Health, 
illness and nursing” highlights the importance of not 
only having the ability to apply the knowledge, but to be 
able to adjust and tailor the skills when necessary. The 
area “Nursing as a profession, ethics, communication 
and teamwork ”highlights the importance of having 
compassion whilst performing skills, requiring that the 
candidate “can apply relation-, communications- and 
guidance competence when interacting with users, 
̻Ǹʹʧɤ˷ʹͣڑǸ˷ɒͅڑɤ˓ǸʹʧΤɤͣռկڑՄĎ˷˷ͣˋǸ̻ͣɒɤ̻Ǹͅʹɤ˰ɤ˷ʹɤʹջڑԐԎԏԙՅռ

According to the regulations, the natural progression 
of the bachelor’s degree also needs to be taken into 
consideration. The structure of the study is expected 
to make sure there is integration between theory 
and practice in such a way that substantiates the 
learning outcome descriptions. Each year should have 
both theory and supervised clinical practice, and 
the curriculum should evolve from the fundamental 
topics to the advanced and compounded.

Through the regulations, the Government and Department 
of Education argue that no bachelors is complete without 
supervised clinical practice. How this builds upon and 
expands the education given by the institutions is crucial 
for the overall quality of the education. The students 
should go through at minimum periods of at least 7 
weeks during their studies, visiting both municipal 
health care services and special health services. The 
shifts should be varied throughout the hours of the day. 
Like the education at school, there are a set of topics 
that should be included in the supervised practice:

General medicine 
General surgery
Mental health and psychiatry
Elderly care and geriatrics
Pregnancy and maternity care
Primary school care and paediatric nursing
Home care

An independent report on the implementation of the 
national guidelines ordered by the Norwegian Nurses 
ŀͅʊǸ˷ʧͣǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՄī̇ͣͅˋͣڑζˋɤ̻˓ɤʧɤͅʅ̇ͅȿ˷ɒջڑīƋ�ՅڑΨǸͣڑɒ̇˷ɤڑȿζڑ
ǅʧͣʹǸڑ�˷Ǹ˓ζͣɤڑ�ƋڑՄԐԎԐԏՅջڑʔʧʊʔ˓ʧʊʔʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʧ˰̻˓ɤ˰ɤ˷ʹǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
of the regulations. In short, they conclude that differences 
in graduating competence between the 13 institutions 
are inevitable, and the education given by the institutions 
will always have variable factors, making the regulations 
mere “good intentions” rather than a long-term solution 
Մ�˰˷ɒͣɤ˷ջڑģռջڑžǸͣ˰ͣͣɤ˷ջڑÅռڑڑƋΤɤͅɒ̻ͅջڑƋռڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑ

The report highlights that the regulations leave room 
for interpretation and opportunities for local solutions. 
The different emphasis by individual institutions on 
the topic is believed to create various degrees of 
Ɇ̇˰̻ɤʹɤ˷ɆʧɤͣڑՄ�˰˷ɒͣɤ˷ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑƙʔɤͅڑɤ̻̇ͅʹڑǸ˓ͣ̇ڑ
highlights the irregular interpretation of the EU directive’s 
demand for the amount and type of supervised clinical 
practice, and that all supervised practice should be 
patient-centred. There are, for example, not enough 
internships for maternity, paediatrics, and a surplus 
of internships in elderly care. It is argued that the 
knowledge gained by supervised clinical practice is 
of the utmost importance, and that most institutes 
have capability to simulate some of these scenarios, 
Ǹ˓ʹʔ̇ʊʔڑ̇ʹڑǸڑ˓ʧ˰ʧʹɤɒڑɒɤʊͅɤɤռڑՄ�˰˷ɒͣɤ˷ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑڑ
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ƙ̇ڑȿɤʹʹɤͅڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒڑΨʔǸʹڑǅžڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑȿɤڑ
compared with in education, an observational 
study was conducted at Øya Helsehus.

Physical simulation 
training

The main aim was to get insights in how physical simulation 
training is planned, set up and performed today, and 
ΨʔǸʹڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑɆ̇˓ɒڑʹǸˋɤڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʧʹռڑƙʔɤڑʔζ̻̇ʹʔɤͣʧͣڑΨǸͣڑ
that physical simulation training had inherent qualities, or 
ɒɤʅʧɆʧɤ˷ɆʧɤͣջڑʹʔǸʹڑΨ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑȿɤ˷ɤʅʧɆʧǸ˓ڑ̇ʹڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤڑʧ˷ڑǅžռ
A breakdown of the observation can be read in 
�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓռԎԒ on the next page (in Norwegian).

The simulations are very much adapted to the skill 
level / competence of the students before they arrive

The facilitators and operators are putting 
the notion of it being a safe experience 
above almost everything else

Having the students reflect upon their experience in 
the simulation is the most important learning outcome

Takeways from the observation:

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԒռڑƙ̻̇ɆʧǸ˓ڑɒɤͣɆͅʧ̻ʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ռڑڑ
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Interviewing students about 
simulation in their study

ǈʔɤ˷ڑʧ˷ʹɤͅΤʧɤΨʧ˷ʊڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑǸʹڑīƙīƥڑ
about their experience of learning practical 
skills and procedures, they are describing a 
study where it is expected they should know 
a little bit about everything. Additionally, the 
simulation training is few and far between. 
Described earlier, the simulation training is often 
in groups of several students, making individual 
follow-up and feedback almost impossible. 

The students in the first years, who are entering 
the education with nervousness of what is to 
come, explain this as a bit of a let-down. They 
feel unprepared and nervous about going out into 
supervised clinical practice because of this.

The students who are halfway through the 
education are more relaxed about the situation 
because they have understood that they cannot 
learn everything at school, although they also 
think that they don’t have enough simulation 
training. They understand that learning a skill 
means using them in practice, and there is a time 
and place for that. However, they would like to 
exercise more granular procedures that are a bit 
˰̇ͅɤڑʹɤɆʔ˷ʧɆǸ˓ڑʹʔǸ˷ڑ�AIT_ջڑʅ̇ͅڑɤαǸ˰̻˓ɤڑƋĎƥǅռڑ

The students in the latter years have a more 
nuanced understanding of the possibilities and 
limitations of the study. They have learned that 
education is best taught through practice, but 
are still looking for arenas for trial and error. 

However, the more they have learnt, the more they know 
that they don’t know - making going into a full-time job 
as nurses a scary thought. Not to mention the nonlinear 
structure of the study, the students might have vastly 
different experiences even though they are from the 
same class. Having access to some kind of introduction or 
exposure to the experience they “missed” is sought for. 
 
Although these were a lot of negative points, it does 
not mean that everything about the study is bad. 
This section has only highlighted the actionable 
feedback taken directly from the students.
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- graduated student

՞ڑԏͣʹڑʊͅǸɒɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹ

՞ڑԒͅɒڑʊͅǸɒɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹ

- graduated student
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Same study program - 
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Even though the students are admitted into a 
planned and structured university programme, 
the nurses that graduate have experienced 
very different educations. Due to how the study 
program is structured with school and supervised 
practice, almost no two students are alike. 

The educational journey might even start before 
being admitted. Some students have taken 
health sciences in high school, some have 
been medic in the army, and some do not have 
any relevant experience. The student brings 
their own prerequisite into the study, and that 
is to be considered part of their education. 

�̇ͅ˷ɒڑԔԎٜ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒζڑʧͣڑȿǸͣɤɒڑ˷̇ڑ
supervised clinical practice. The students 
most often first encounter this in the latter 
half of the first year of bachelors. The county 
has a set number of positions for practice, 
ȿ̇ʹʔڑʧ˷ڑǸ˷ɒ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤڑƙ̇ͅ˷ɒʔɤʧ˰ռڑǈʔ̇ڑʊɤʹͣڑ
to go where is decided randomly, meaning 
that two students from the same class might 
have practised- and learned vastly different 
skills throughout their supervised practice.

�51/��� 1&3&1&"0
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Some students might have paid or voluntary 
roles in other organisations besides school, 
ͣɆʔڑǸͣڑĘɤʊɤͅڑƥʹɤ˷ͅ�ڑɤ˷ͣɤ ջͅڑƙͅǸ˰ͣջڑž̊ɒɤڑ
Kors or other. This too shapes the student’s 
experience and interest, and can be considered 
a very important part of the education. 

To sum up, what makes up a student’s individual 
educational journey is a calculation with many 
variables. Of course, there are some fixed 
variables in the equation, among them the 
national requirements and planned courses 
created by the university. Having said that, what 
makes up a given student’s arsenal of skills 
and knowledge is, arguably, decided by their 
exposure and experiences outside the study hall. 

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞Ԏԓռڑ�ɤ˷ɤͅǸ˓ʧͣɤɒڑʧ˓˓ͣʹͅǸʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑ
Ψʔɤͅɤ̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧɆǸ˓ڑˋ˷̇Ψ˓ɤʊɤڑʧͣڑǸ́ʧͅɤɒռ
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The educator's perspective
Even though this thesis is mainly focusing on 
ʹʔɤڑɤ˷ɒՑͣɤͅڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧ˷ڑǅžջڑʹʔɤڑ
students, it is important to keep in mind some 
of the other stakeholders. Part of the insights 
have come from the contributors of this project, 
some of which are the educators themselves at 
NTNU, namely the ones who create the curriculum 
and the ones who educate based on it. 

The educators have their own needs, ideas 
and visions for how the education can and 
should be. Most of the educators have 
been, and are, practising nurses themselves, 
and therefore have valuable perspectives 
from they were students themselves. 

Talking with the educators have rendered some 
interesting findings about the current state of the 
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑʔ̇Ψڑʹʔɤζڑʹʔʧ˷ˋڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑȿɤ˷ɤʅʧɆʧǸ˓ռڑ

One of the biggest strengths, and sometimes the 
biggest weaknesses, is how the educational offer 
is delivered by individual educators. The educators 
are free to use tools they find personally beneficial 
Ǹ˷ɒڑʧ˷ʹɤͅɤͣʹʧ˷ʊջڑʅ̇ͅڑɤαǸ˰̻˓ɤڑǅžռڑ¡ǸΤʧ˷ʊڑǸɆɆɤͣͣڑ̇ʹڑ
more educational tools is great for choice, however, 
the educator needs to feel comfortable in using 
and providing guidance in the tool themselves. 

M�%"�"!2 �1&,+�&0�%&$%)6�
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ǈʔɤ˷ڑīƙīƥڑɤα̻Ǹ˷ɒɤɒڑ̇ʹڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤڑ�˃̊ΤʧˋڑǸ˷ɒڑ
Ålesund in 2016, larger parts of the nursing 
education in Trondheim was put under the 
academic umbrella of NTNU. This meant 
some of the curriculum needed to make room 
for other courses, such as ExPhil, removing 
some of the freedom the study program 
previously had. Arguably, nursing education 
has different needs and requirements than 
other study programs offered by NTNU, and 
this relationship is still a work in progress.

One of the requirements of the study program is 
to help the students feel motivated and achieve a 
feeling of mastery while progressing throughout 
the study. Educators at Øya want to create a 
system where they can help the students find 
their own way of learning the curriculum. 

They want to teach the students to acknowledge 
when, how and why they did something 
right, through providing feedback and praise. 
The goal is to provide feedback on what is 
done right and what can be improved.

The educators understand that the student 
wants more freedom of choice in how they 
learn. Subsequently, there is relatively little 
research on the effects of the current methods, 
especially in skill- and procedure training. The 
pedagogical tools are very static, and there is 
ͅɤǸͣ̇˷ڑ̇ʹڑȿɤ˓ʧɤΤɤڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑ˰Ǹˋɤ̇ͣڑ˰ɤ̻ڑǸͅʹͣڑ
of the education of procedures more dynamic. 

M�" ,*&+$�-�/1�,#���2+&3"/0&16�
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The toolbox

The tools the educators choose simply need 
to work. Even though the educators are 
somewhat free to select the tools they want, 
they often select the ones they know works. 

Up until now, there are some indications from 
ɤɒɆǸʹ̇ͣͅڑǸ˷ɒ̇ڑʹʔɤͅͅڑɤͣɤǸͅɆʔɤͣͅڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑ
̻̇ͣʧʹʧΤɤͅڑɤͣ˓ʹͣڑʧ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՄƋʹɤʧ˷ͣȿɤˋˋڑڑAɤͅʊջڑ
ԐԎԐԎՅռڑ¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑɤɒɆǸʹ̇ͣͅڑǸͅɤڑ˰̇ͅɤͣڑɆɤ̻ʹʧɆǸ˓ڑ
towards the longevity of the current solutions (in 
ʹʔʧͣڑɆǸͣɤջڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑȿɤڑ̇ʹڑǅžڑʅʧ˷ɒڑƙʔɤζڑ�AIT_Յռڑ
good for demonstrations and for providing positive 
effects on the students through the novelty 
factor, but are still technically unoptimised.

In this section we are going to highlight and 
understand the various tools and methods that are 
being used in education today. Some of the tools 
are created by and the university and incorporated 
into the study program, meaning the student is 
required by the school to go through the scheme. 
These are hereafter categorised as “Internal” tools.  
Other tools are  created by external actors and are 
sometimes used by students at their own initiative. 
These are hereafter categorised as “External” tools.

M�1�+""!0�1,�4,/(M

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԔռڑģǸʹͅʧɆ̇ڑʅڑ˰Ǹ˷ζ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑͣ˓̇̇ʹڑͣɤɒڑ
ʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑ¡̇ͅʧͣ̇˷ʹǸ˓ڑǸαʧͣڑɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤͣڑʹʔɤڑ
ǸɆʹʧΤʧʹζڑ˓ɤΤɤ˓̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹջڑǸ˷ɒڑΤɤͅʹʧɆǸ˓ڑɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤͣڑ
ʹʔɤڑǸ˰̇˷ʹ̇ڑʅ̻ͅڑɤ̻ɤͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹ̇ͣͅռ
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In-house educational tools are the ones created and 
run by the university. These tools are part of the 
larger study plan, and leave little room for individual 
students to deviate outside the set path.  

The most basic form of knowledge-sharing: the humble 
lecture. As with all other lines of study, lectures are used 
by one person to convey knowledge to many people. 
The lectures vary by interactivity and content, but most 
lectures are of the form that includes a presentation 
of a given topic, often of the theoretical variety.

A nurse’s toolbox is filled to the brim with both theoretical 
knowledge and manual skills. A nurse is supposed to know 
various communication methods, practical procedures, 
how to use certain instruments and basic medicine. 
The skills training might come in several forms, but 
the most common is courses made by lecturers where 
the students have the opportunity to ask questions.

To put the skill training to the test, part of the education is 
arranged in so-called “simulation training”. The simulation 
training are staged scenarios utilising dolls or human 
markers where teams of nurses are collaborating to treat 
the patient. These simulations are often along-side a skill 
training course, but during the simulations the students 
are not supposed to ask for help or guidance. After the 
simulation, there are often debrief sessions where the 
students are given feedback by the observatory and asked 
questions created to invoke self-evaluation in the students.  

�+1"/+�)�1,,)0

Lectures

Skill training

Simulation training

Supervised clinical practice

Practical exams

Theoretical exams

Every year, students are placed at hospitals, nursing 
homes or municipalities to work as nurses. The different 
in-field practises should align to what the institutional 
and national learning objectives are expecting of the 
students. The periods of in-field practises does not always 
align with the theory and simulation training that the 
students performed prior to being placed, and sometimes 
refreshing courses or e-learning material is needed 
for the students to feel ready before going to work.

To evaluate the student’s performance on skills and 
teamwork, practical exams are arranged. One example of 
practical exams is when the student moves from room to 
room and performs selected situational and clinical tasks.

Part of the expected knowledge is theoretical and 
that too needs to be evaluated. Theoretical exams 
evaluate the student’s knowledge through standardised 
Ψͅʧʹʹɤ˷ڑʹɤͣʹͣջ́ڑʧύύɤͣڑǸ˷ɒڑΨͅʧʹʹɤ˷ڑɤαǸ˰ͣռڑ
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Laerdal’s SimCapture is a suite of software programs that 
connects to their own physical hardware of simulation 
dolls, sensors, cameras and more. The software is 
not something that is directly interacted with by the 
students, but is something that educators use to observe, 
monitor and construct feedback to the students.

Trams is a student initiative by medicine students at St. 
Olavs. Their main purpose is to make scenario-based 
training more accessible for all medical students. Trams is a 
volunteer-based organisation that arranges various courses 
for groups of students, focusing on acute scenarios and 
clinical practises. The courses are scalable according to 
what grade the attending students are in, and has achieved 
great success by offering exposure that is not covered 
by the study programs today. The exposure for acute 
scenarios is only part of the learning outcome, as Trans 
also focuses heavily on being a unifying place for students 
across medical fields and educational progression to share 
and inhale experiences. Part of the success of Trams 
ʧͣڑǸͅʊǸȿ˓ζڑȿɤɆǸͣɤڑʹʔɤζڑǸͅɤͣڑɤͅΤʧ˷ʊڑǸڑɒɤ˰Ǹ˷ɒռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑ
there is a lack of something in the education, one gets 
automatically engaged and interested to fulfil that demand. 

Most health professional nurses are, to this date, using 
external, digital tools to help them be better in more 
theory-heavy subjects like anatomy, EKG, microbiology 
etc. The most common one, MedEasy, is designed and 
developed by and for medical professionals, helping them 
to better understand and contextualise all the curriculum. 

MedEasy is a different kind of educational vessel 
that wants to help medical students do be 

�51"/+�)�1,,)0

Leardal Medical SimCapture

TRAMS

MedEasy

You can find anything on YouTube, including 
videos on skills and training for nursing. YouTube 
is a global platform where all users can upload 
and share videos. The platform is used by both 
students, for finding explanations and examples, and 
teachers, for posting and finding said examples. 

better at their exams by making the curriculum 
more easily digestible and accessible.  

MedEasy is a scandinavian platform for e-learning 
and education of medicine- and nursing students. 
The platform has a high focus on letting the individual 
users consume the content at their own pace, helping 
them take better notes of the lectures and small, but 
frequent tests. The aesthetic expression is light, clean 
and playful, and these characteristics are hallmarks 
in many of the lectures as well. The lectures are 
light-hearted, funny and well designed with custom 
motion graphics and well structured content. 

I asked them why they have chosen to use specific 
approaches to their education. Their response was 
that they view the light-hearted approach as a key to 
helping the students understand and staying motivated. 
ǈʔɤ˷ڑɆʔǸ˓˓ɤ˷ʊɤɒڑΨʧʹʔڑ˷ɤΨڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹͣڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤ̇ͅζջڑ
students are at their most vulnerable, and sometimes 
Ǹʹڑʹʔɤڑɤɒʊɤ̇ڑʅڑʅͣͅʹͅǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑAζڑɆʔǸ˷˷ɤ˓˓ʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇˰̻˓ɤαڑ
information through a filter of playfulness, MedEasy 
have realised that it is just as much about how you 
deliver the education as what you are delivering. 

YouTube
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One of the most used educational frameworks in the 
education of nurses is the Circle of Learning, created 
by the company Laerdal Medical. Of course, Laerdal 
Medical being an external company, this framework is 
ʹʧʊʔʹ˓ζڑɆ̇˷˷ɤɆʹɤɒڑ̇ʹڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑɒɆʹͣڑʹʔɤζڑ˰ǸˋɤռڑǈʔǸʹڑʧͣڑ
good about the Circle of Learning is how it understands 
and illustrates the different stages of learning a skill in 
the medical and nursing field. As shown in �ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԖ, 
learning a skill is a cyclical process, moving between 
stages of knowledge as the student progresses. 

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԓ՞ԎԖռڑĘɤǸͅɒǸ˓ڑģɤɒʧɆǸ˓լͣڑխIʧͅɆ˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑĘɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊխ
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nursing education

To sum up, through interviews with the target 
users and input from the contributors, here are 
some of the key findings from the results. 

All these findings can be described as symptoms to a 
larger issue: Some students feel they do not master some 
procedures due to insufficient training and feedback, giving 
them a sense of vulnerability going into the real world. 

NTNU’s goal is to create safe learning environments 
where the students are given room for trial and 
error. However, procedure training is described by 
students to be scarce and much sought after

The educators are often free to decide what 
pedagogical tools they want to use as long 
as the learning objectives are met

The courses might use several different pedagogical 
tools in line with what gives the most effect

Students at different stages in their education 
have different goals and needs for training

More actionable and personalised feedback is 
wanted by both the students and the institution, 
but it is difficult due to lack of resources

There is sometimes a thematic mismatch 
between what the student learns in theory and 
what they are asked to do during practice

Graduates often have vastly different training 
experiences and exposure to the field due to 
how the supervised clinical practice is set up

Following the reframing method this chapter, alongside 
the ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ, has provided a good foundation for 
understanding the tool we are dealing with. The interviews 
ʔǸΤɤڑʊʧΤɤ˷ڑ˰ɤڑˋ˷̇Ψ˓ɤɒʊɤڑǸ˷ɒڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑ˷̇ڑʔ̇ΨڑǸڑǅžڑ
application for nurses should and should not be designed. 
Furthermore, having access to a developed experience and 
Ψ̇ͅˋʧ˷ʊڑɆ˓̇ͣɤ˓ζڑΨʧʹʔڑʹʔɤڑɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇ɤͣ̇ͅڑʅڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑ_�AITڑ
ǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʔǸͣڑ˰ǸɒɤڑʧʹڑɤǸͣʧɤͅڑʅ̇ͅڑ˰ɤ̻̇ͅڑ̇ʹڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤڑ˰ζڑ
own concepts and communicate with the developers. 

Through interviews and discussions with nursing 
students and other contributors I have gained an 
understanding of the student’s needs, how they 
experience the study program, which tools they use 
and how they learn new skills. In the next chapter, 
ʹʔɤͣɤڑʅʧ˷ɒʧ˷ʊͣڑΨʧ˓˓ڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑ̇ʹڑɤα̻˓̇ͅɤڑΨʔɤʹʔɤͅڑǅžڑ
can assist in improving nursing education. 

Closing thoughts
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This chapter presents processed understanding 
of the current solution and context, and suggests 
areas of focus for further experimentation.  
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Introduction
This chapter aims to further concretise the 
findings from chapter Ԏԓڑ_α̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑڑÅ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣ 
into actionable findings. The goal is to take the 
qualitative insights and use established design 
visualisations to better understand the findings.

Additionally, I check in with the contributors to gain 
their opinion about the selected areas of focus.

Research question
This chapter is trying to answer two research-questions.

This will be explored and defined through design 
visualisation such as personas, stakeholder mapping, 
user journeys, focus areas and a future vision.

žŽԒր “In what context of nursing education 
˰ʧʊʔʹڑǅžڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑ̇ʹڑȿɤͣʹڑ˰ɤɤʹڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹժͣ ڑ
educational goals and requirements?”
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Establising the 
target users

Personas

There are several components to any education: the 
teachers, the knowledge, the delivery mechanisms, the 
evaluation and much more, but they are all means to an end 
- educating the student to become professional students. 

Aζڑ˓̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڑǸʹڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹժͣ ڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑʧʹǸʹʧ̇˷ջͣڑʹ˷Ɇͅͅɤڑ
what they are struggling with and using that as the 
driving force and foundation for developing solutions, 
we are exercising design thinking through the human-
centred design methodology. However, it is also 
important to consider the reframing methodology, which 
puts the users wants and needs in a larger context 
and also consider and speculate the future needs. 

It is easy to think that all students could be placed in the 
same bucket of users, all with the same needs, wants 
and proficiency. That is not the case, and the product 
should know how to respond to different user’s needs.

AζڑȿͅɤǸˋʧ˷ʊڑ̻ڑȿζڑծͣʹǸʊɤͣ̇ڑʅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷կջڑΨɤڑǸͅɤڑǸȿ˓ɤڑ̇ʹڑ
both follow the natural progression and acknowledge 
ʹʔǸʹڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹڑͣɤͣͅڑʔǸΤɤڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹڑ˷ɤɤɒͣռڑAɤɆǸͣɤڑ
of how the study program in Trondheim is structured 
in periods of theory and periods of in-field practice, 
it is difficult to simply divide the groups based on 
ʊͅǸɒɤͣڑ՞ڑԏͣʹڑʊͅǸɒɤջڑԐ˷ɒڑʊͅǸɒɤջڑԒͅɒڑʊͅǸɒɤջڑʊͅǸɒǸʹɤռڑ
žǸʹʔɤ ջͅڑʹʔɤڑʊ̻̇ͣͣͅڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑɒʧΤʧɒɤɒڑȿǸͣɤɒڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑ
student’s level of skill regarding theories and practises 
- beginner, intermediate and advanced skill level. Each 
user group is presented as a “persona”, which is used 
to generalise the groups’ needs, wants and opinions. 

The stages are not definitive and set in stone, but 
acts as a guide to understand the different needs and 
expectations when going into procedure training.

Most often students in the 
1st to 2nd grade. 
Knows fundamental theories and has 
practised some of the procedures.
Needs to be reminded of the 
steps in procedures. 
Feedback should be straight 
to the point and binary.
ī̇ڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤռڑ

Have a good overview of what 
is expected to be known
Clear connections between theory, 
practice and procedures
An overview of where to go to 
know more about the subjects
Feedback on what it takes to be pass
An arena to try and fail

Passing exams
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Most often students in 2nd to 3rd grade. 
Knows how to use most procedures
Might need some refreshers, 
but gets back quickly.
Feedback should be performance 
based and shaping good habits.
ī̇ڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤռ

On demand refreshing of procedures
Feedback on what it takes to be good
An arena to try and fail

Get relevant experience

�+1"/*"!&�1"
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Most often 3rd grade to 
graduate students. 
Instinctively uses procedures 
to the point where they know 
where to take shortcuts. 
No need for refreshing the theories 
and steps in the procedures.
Feedback is purely performance based 
and should correct any habitable flaws.
ī̇ڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤռ

On demand refreshing of procedures
Challenging cases 
Feedback on what it takes to be great
An arena to try and fail

Aɤ̻ͅڑɤ̻Ǹͅɤɒڑʅ̇ͅڑΨ̇ͅˋʧ˷ʊ̻̇ͅڑʅɤͣͣʧ̇˷Ǹ˓˓ζ
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Stakeholders
From the previous chapter, key stakeholders and 
constituents that are impacting the student’s 
experience while getting their education have been 
identified and mapped out. One important note is that 
the stakeholder map is from the point of view of the 
student, including who and what they consider the 
closest to their educational experience. Initially, this 
map focused on the first and second year students, but 
the contents have relevance for higher levels as well.

The radiant layers illustrate the distance between the 
student and the stakeholder in question. In the centre 
of the map we find the student, followed by their fellow 
students in close proximity. After that we find what 
students consider the core part of their education. Next, 
other external tools and arenas for supervised practice 
are placed. Lastly, the highest-level organisations that 
manage and oversee the education and occupation. 
The stakeholders include not only other people, but 
sources of information, contributors and sources 
of information that impacts the student’s, not only 
education, but day-to-day life as a nursing student.

ǈʔǸʹڑʧͣڑʧ˰̻̇ͅʹǸ˷ʹڑ̇ʹڑ˷̇ʹɤڑʔɤͅɤջڑʧͣڑʔ̇Ψڑʹʔʧͣڑ˰Ǹ̻ڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑ
change as the student progresses in their studies. 
Fellow-students after a while become colleagues, the 
core parts of the education become more arranged and 
planned by the workplace, and the arenas that once 
were part of their education become their workplace. 
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�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԔ՞ԎԏռڑƋʹǸˋɤʔ̇˓ɒɤͅڑ˰Ǹ̻̻ʧ˷ʊڑʧ˓˓ͣʹͅǸʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤ̻ڑɤ̻̇˓ɤڑ
Ǹ˷ɒڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑɤ˓ɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣͣڑ̇ͅͅ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹռ
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Student's model 
of the education

Building blocks

This subchapter discusses how students think about 
and describes the education, constructed using insights 
from the previous chapter. The following subsections will 
shed light on the most basic building blocks of education, 
how the students interact with other stakeholders, 
how their educational journey is crafted throughout 
the study, the educational tools that are being used 
and what learning processes they are going through. 

Health and medical professionals go through 
education to learn various techniques, advanced 
theory, communication and collaboration skills and 
ʔ̇Ψڑ̇ʹڑʔǸ˷ɒ˓ɤڑɆ̇˰̻˓ɤαͣڑʧʹǸʹʧ̇˷ͣռڑǈʧʹʔʧ˷ڑʹʔʧͣڑΨɤڑ
find numerous tools and educational strategies, 
all created to best educate the students and help 
them to become the best version of themselves. 

ƙ̇ڑȿɤʹʹɤͅڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒڑʔ̇Ψڑǅžڑʧͣڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅɤɒջڑ
treated and used to aid in the education of health 
professionals, we need to know what the most 
fundamental and high-level learning objectives are. 

Through interviews with students, these categories 
are created to illustrate how the student’s experience 
and think of the education. There are natural 
overlaps with how the education is imagined by the 
student, and how it is planned by the school.
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Theoretical knowledge is the learning objective that 
includes all fact-based and intellectual knowledge. All 
questions here have a (more or less) fixed and binary 
answer, and include the knowledge students simply 
need to study and read in order to understand.

The technical skills are not limited to knowing 
how to operate a digital interface or software, 
but rather how to apply clinical procedures and 
techniques in order to get a job done. Here we find 
the connections between theoretical knowledge, 
physical/digital tools and situational tasks. 

Nurses rarely work alone, and knowing how to work with 
colleagues for optimal team performance is key to a well-
functioning system. These are the kinds of know-how 
that rely on everyone having a common understanding 
of theoretical knowledge and technical skills, as well as 
exposure for leadership and communication practises. 
This building block is heavily tied into the next block 
when it comes to areas such as patient communication.

Nursing is one of the most humanitarian professions 
there is, and as part of the education students are 
trained, tuned and exposed for situations where being 
a fellow human is the best, and sometimes only, tool to 
solve the task. This building block is more latent than 
the other blocks. It is engraved in every step, intent 
and procedure to varying degrees. Of course, there 
are set techniques for how to behave around patients, 
but those are covered in the previous building block. 
Here we are talking about the empathy and emotional 
bond that is driving all the aforementioned blocks. 
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Knowing what to do

Knowing how to do it Knowing when to do it

Keeping the patient in mind

The mental model serves as an important 
illustration for later, as this can be used to 
̻ʧ˷̻̇ʧ˷ʹڑΨʔɤͅɤڑǅžڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑȿɤڑȿɤͣʹ̻ڑ˓ǸɆɤɒռ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԔ՞ԎԒռڑÅ˓˓ͣʹͅǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑʔ̇Ψڑʹʔɤڑȿ˓ɒʧ˷ʊڑ
ȿ˓̇Ɇˋͣڑʧ˷ʹɤͅǸɆʹڑ̇ʹڑɆͅɤǸʹɤڑ˰ɤ˷ʹǸ˓ڑɆ̇˷˷ɤɆʹʧ̇˷ͣռ

The education journey

As learned in the previous chapter, no 
two graduating students are alike. 

If we comapre the educational progression of 
hands-on practice of three students, we see 
three seemingly similar students end up with 
very different portfolios of experience.

The question going forward is not necessarily how do 
we “avoid” or “fix” this - it is in the nature of the study 
̻̇ͅʊͅǸ˰˰ɤռڑžǸʹʔɤ ջͅڑʅʹͅɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧ˰ɤ˷ʹǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑ
aware and put the difference in experience to good use.

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԔ՞Ԏԓռڑİ˰̻Ǹͅʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹլͣڑ
̻̇ͅʹʅ̇˓ʧ̇̇ڑʅڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤռ
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skill education
ƙʔʧͣͣڑȿɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͅڑʹͅʧɤͣڑ̇ʹڑɤα̻˓Ǹʧ˷ڑʔ̇ΨڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅɤɒڑ
part of the education of skills in nursing education.

�"ţ+&+$���O0� ,+1/&�21&,+
ǈʧʹʔڑʹʔʧͣڑʧ˷ڑ˰ʧ˷ɒջڑʔ̇ΨڑɆǸ˷ڑǅžڑǸͣͣʧͣʹڑʧ˷ڑʧ˰̻̇ͅΤʧ˷ʊڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊڑ
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ԵڑÅ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹ̇ڑʅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑΤʧɤΨɤɒڑ
Ǹͣͣڑʧ˰̻˓ζڑǸ˷̇ʹʔɤͅڑ˓̇̇ʹڑʅ̇ͅڑɆ̇˷Τɤζʧ˷ʊڑˋ˷̇Ψ˓ɤɒʊɤռڑ̇ͅ�ڑǅžڑ
to add value, it needs to do one or more of these things:

These thoughts will be kept in mind moving forward.

Ęɤʹժͣ ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷տڑ˷ʧڑǅžڑ˷̇ڑʅʧ˷ɒʧ˷ʊͣڑɤ˰̇ͣڑ˷̇ڑˋȿǸɆڑˋ̇̇˓ڑ
ĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռڑՄԐԎԏԗՅڑɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤͣͣڑʧʹǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʧ˷ڑ
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑΨʔɤͅɤڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑȿɤɤ˷ڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɤɒտͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ջڑ
training, access to limited resources and distance 
˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊռڑ�ͅʹʔɤͅ˰̇ͅɤջڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑ˰̇ʹʧΤǸʹɤڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʹʔ̇ͅʊʔڑ
collaboration, gamification, immersion, enjoyment and 
̻ɤͣ̇ͅ˷Ǹ˓ʧύǸʹʧ̇˷ڑՄĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗՅռڑǅžڑʧͣڑʹǸ̻̻ʧ˷ʊڑ
into a number of sensory capabilities and motor skills, 
making the experience more engaging, potentially 
ͣʹͅɤ˷ʊʹʔɤ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑɤʅʅɤɆʹڑՄTǸ˓ɤջڑԏԙԖԙւڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑ
ԐԎԏԖՅռڑĘʧˋɤڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑͣ˓̇̇ʹڑʧ˷ڑʊɤ˷ɤͅǸ˓ջڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑɆ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹɤڑ
to mastery learning by tracking performances and 
̻̇ͅΤʧɒʧ˷ʊڑʧ˰˰ɤɒʧǸʹɤڑʅɤɤɒȿǸɆˋռڑ�ɒɒʧʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓˓ζջڑǅžڑ
equipment is portable and accessible. However, the 
learning outcome and engagement can be weakened by 
problems concerning input and output, motion sickness, 
Ǹ˷ɒڑ̻̇̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ڑΨʧʹʔʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑǅžͣڑζͣʹɤ˰ռڑ

ԏռڑSolve a problem better compared to 
the solutions that are already there

ԐռڑSolve a problem that does 
not yet have a solution

ԒռڑCreate new opportunities, moving 
beyond existing problems

�,+0&!"/&+$����&+�1%"�0(&))_
based learning journey

AǸͣɤɒڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑIʧͅɆ˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑĘɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ɒڑʅʧ˷ɒʧ˷ʊͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑ
the students, now we are going to look at where 
ǅžڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑȿɤڑȿɤͣʹڑͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǸͣڑˋʧ˓˓ռ

Learning a skill is a journey on its own. Let’s consider 
a skill most of us know - riding a bike. I would guess 
that most readers of this thesis consider riding a bike 
ǸͣڑʹͅʧΤʧǸ˓ռڑAʹڑʧʹڑʔǸͣڑʹ̇˷ڑǸ˓ΨǸζͣڑȿɤɤ˷ڑʹʔǸʹڑΨǸζռڑͣ�ڑǸڑˋʧɒڑ
you were introduced to the concept of a bike, and how 
it might be useful for you as a means for transportation. 
Then you needed to know how the steering and pedals 
worked. After that your parents may have cycled while 
you were watching, not really thinking about what you 
were passively learning. Then it was your turn to do it, 
but one step at the time. Your bicycle had small training 
wheels on the side, helping you focus on pedalling and 
steering before tackling the issue of balance. Suddenly 
the training wheels were off, but you still felt a bit unsure, 
so your parents were behind you to catch you if you fell. 
And you would fall – a lot. After a while you practised on 
your own, but in safe areas. Maybe in the yard, maybe 
on the sidewalk in front of your house. Suddenly you felt 
proficient enough to use the bike to get to school, but you 
still had both your hands on the wheel and still reminded 
yourself about leaning into the corners and distributing 
the braking between the front and back wheels. 

After years of practice you don’t even think that 
cycling is such a complex composition of hand-eye 
coordination, awareness and years of practice.
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This breakdown of how many of us were taught to ride 
a bike is an analogy of how one might learn all different 
types of skills – the educational journey of any given skill. 
I’ve broken them down into sections:

Introduction – your first encounter with the skill

Theory – the theoretical facts you 
need to know about the skill

Observation – looking at someone 
with the skill perform the skill

Isolated skill training – skills are often compositions 
of smaller skills, here you pause some smaller 
skills to devote more attention to others

Simulation training – putting the skill into a safe context
 
Practice – using the skill in the real 
world with some supervision

Perform – using the skill as part of your routine

Automate – not even thinking about that 
it was something you had to learn

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԔ՞ԎԔռڑƙʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ˃̇ͅ˷ɤζ̇ڑʅڑǸڑʊʧΤɤ˷ͣڑˋʧ˓˓ռ

These sections can vary in duration and complexity, and 
some even overlap each other. The point is that skills 
can be broken down to create a visual journey that the 
users are going through when learning said skills.

Chapters ԎԒ ĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤڑandڑԎԓڑ_α̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑڑÅ˷ͣʧʊʔʹ 
have taught us where current- and near future 
ǅžڑʔǸΤɤڑʧʹͣͣڑʹͅɤ˷ʊʹʔͣڑǸ˷ɒڑΨɤǸˋ˷ɤͣͣɤͣռڑİ̻˓ʧ˷ʊڑ
this with what the students feel like is missing in 
̻̇ͅɆɤɒͅɤڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊջڑΨɤڑɆǸ˷̻ͣڑɤɆ˓ǸʹɤڑΨʔɤͅɤڑǅžڑ
is placed in the skill-based learning journey. 

�̇Ɇͣʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑǸȿ̇ʹڑʹʔɤڑ
specific step skill training, I believe we might be 
able to fill a demand that is currently lacking. 

Consequently, there are other parts of learning a 
procedure that is not being taken into consideration. 
ƙʔʧͣڑʊ̇ɤͣͣڑ̇ʹڑʔ̇ΨڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑɒ̇ɤͣڑʹ̇˷ڑʔǸΤɤڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑʹʔɤڑ˓̇̇ʹڑ
ʅ̇ͅڑɤΤɤͅζͣڑʹɤ̻̇ڑʅڑǸڑʊʧΤɤ˷̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤռڑǅžڑɆǸ˷̻̇ͅڑΤʧɒɤڑ
̇˷˓ζڑǸ̻ڑǸͅʹ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑƋʹʧ˓˓ջڑʧʅڑʹʔɤڑǅžͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑ
to be the best version of itself, it needs to be aware of 
the other steps in the learning journey, and the student 
needs to know where to obtain the other parts. 

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԔ՞ԎԖռڑŶ˓ǸɆʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ˃̇ͅ˷ɤζռ
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focus areas
ƙʔʧͣͣڑȿɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͅڑΨʧ˓˓ڑʅͅʹʔɤͅڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤڑʧ˷ڑΨʔǸʹڑΨǸζڑǅžڑ
can assist in the nursing education in Trondheim.

To answer this, focus areas are defined that will act as a 
basis for the next chapters. This part is twofold: First, a 
specification of the arguments used to decide upon focus 
areas, based on insights from the previous chapters. 
Second, a presentation of the focus areas themselves. 

Deciding the focus areas
Deciding on a focus area involves making 
choices on several levels:

ڑʅ̇ڑʹ̇˓ڑǸڑʅʅɤͣ̇ͅڑǅžڑɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͣͅջڑɤǸͅ˓ʧɤͅڑ˷ʧڑɒʧͣɆͣͣɤɒڑͣ�
opportunities, but also limitations. Evaluating which 
problems to solve in this thesis is therefore affected by 
ΨʔǸʹ̻̻̇̇ͅڑʹ˷ʧʹʧɤͣڑǅž̇ڑʅʅɤͣͅڑǸ˷ɒջڑΨʔɤ˷ɤΤɤ̻ͣͣ̇ͅڑʧȿ˓ɤջڑ
what limitations can be challenged. For example, improving 
the students’ expected curriculum can not be solved by 
ͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžջڑǸ˷ɒڑʧͣڑʹʔɤͅɤʅ̇ͅɤͅڑʹ̇˷ڑɤ˓ɤΤǸ˷ʹڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔʧͣڑʹʔɤͣʧͣռ
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ƙʔ̇ͅʊʔڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǸȿ̇ʹڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑ˓̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڑǸʹڑ
previous and current examples, and evaluating the current 
ͣ̇˓ʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑ�AIT_ڑȿζڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ջ̇ڑ˷ɤڑɆǸ˷ͣڑǸζڑʹʔǸʹͣڑɤΤɤͅǸ˓ڑ
areas of focus have been left in the dark in terms of design 
to the benefit of others. This is not to say that all solutions 
should be innovative and unique - the best solutions 
are often the ones that build upon a tested foundation. 
However, there might be reason to think that some 
solutions are built upon the wrong foundation, and this can 
be verified by building a new foundation and comparing.

Aζڑʧ˷ʹɤͅΤʧɤΨʧ˷ʊͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑǸ˷ɒͣڑʹǸˋɤʔ̇˓ɒɤͣͅڑΨɤڑʔǸΤɤڑ
gathered insight into what problems they would like 
to have solved. A part of human-centred design is 
listening to all of these problems, filtering out the ones 
that can be described as “symptoms”, and evaluating 
the solving of the given problem that has the best 
positive impact on the users and stakeholders.

The findings from the interviews and observations 
from the previous chapters have been summarised 
and sorted using affinity diagramming, as well as used 
to construct the user-personas. The results from the 
affinity diagramming were then used to create an 
Elito table. The Elito table played the role as a source 
of inspiration for creating the proposed solutions.  

�%"/"�!,�4"�0""���)� (�,#�
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(spine- column)

+HOS�WKH�VWXGHQW�WR�FUHDWH�DQ�RYHUYLHZ�RI�ZKDW�WKH\b
DUH�H[SHFWHG�WR�NQRZ��DQG�ZKHQ�WKH\�DUH�H[SHFWHGb
to know it.

2YHUYLHZ�RYHUb
progression

Targeted feedback

Peer- to- peerThere is lack of individual follow- up in feedback.

ConȴJXUDEOH�95b
experiences

$�VSDFH�ZKHUH�VKDULQJ�H[SHULHQFHV�LV�WKH��HLWKHU�b
sole purpose or hidden purpose.

Create in- house alternatives

Use experiences from the practice in the solution

&RPPXQLFDWH�WR�WKH�VWXGHQW�ZKDW�LV�QDWLRQDO��DQGb
what is local (is that something they want?)

7RROER[�ZKHUH�WKH�WHDFKHU�FDQ�VHOHFW�WRROV�EDVHGb
on their own criteria

Give each member in the group "time to shine"

+HOS�WKH�VWXGHQW�WR�OHDUQ�KRZ�WR��WDNH�D�EUHDN��DQGb
evaluate the scenario.

*LYH�WKH�VWXGHQW�WKH�WRS���WKLQJV�WKH\�GLG�ULJKW��DQGb
the top 3 things they need to do next time.

Have lots of diHUHQW�FDVHV�WKDW�WKH�VWXGHQW�FDQ�JRb
through according to their own progression.

$�V\VWHP�ZKHUH�WHDFKHUV�FDQ�JLYH�IHHGEDFN�WRb
students based on their procedure training

+DYH�WKH�95�V\VWHP�WHOO�WKH�VWXGHQW�ZKDW�WKH\�GLGb
good / what they need to work more on.

&UHDWH�D�SOD\JURXQG�WKDW�DFWV�DV�SDUW�RI�WKHb
experience

Timeline
Visualising progression

Vastness

Sense of community

Lock- in

Variation
Exposure

Security

Flexibility

Unity
Frustration

Nervousness

Mastery

Frustration
Helplessness

Nervousness

Frustration
Helplessness

Enjoyment

Safety

There is a lot to learn.

7KH�HDJHUQHVV�WR�VKDUH�H[SHULHQFHV�LV�VRPHWKLQJ�Ζb
ZRXOG�VD\�LV�D�YHU\�LPSRUWDQW�FKDUDFWHULVWLF�RI�WKHb
profession.

7KH�PRUH�WKH\�NQRZ��WKH�PRUH�WKH\�IHHO�WKH\�GRQ
Wb
know. There are so many diHUHQW�VFHQDULRV�WKH\�FDQb
HQFRXQWHU�LQ�WKHLU�MRE��DQG�WKH�XQLYHUVLW\�FDQ�KDUGO\b
account for them all.

7KHUH�DUH�VRPH�FRPSDQLHV��/DHUGDO��WKDW�KDYH�LQ�PDQ\b
ways a Monopoly on the equipment and services.

7KH�HGXFDWLRQ�DW�VFKRRO�LV�QRW�HQRXJK�WR�EHFRPH�Db
nurse.

'XH�WR�WKH�HGXFDWLRQ�EHLQJ�RI�RXWPRVW�VRFLDOb
LPSRUWDQFH��WKH�1RUZHJLDQ�*RYHUQPHQW�KDV�SXW�LQb
place national regulations.
Which is good.

7KHUH�LV�D�IHHOLQJ�RI�WUXVW�DPRQJ�WKH�WHDFKHUV��ΖW�LVb
H[SHFWHG�WKDW�WKH�WHDFKHUV�FKRRVH�DQ�HGXFDWLRQDO�WRROb
that best suit their needs and they deem ȴW�WRb
communicate what the students want to learn.

0DQ\�RI�WKH�HGXFDWLRQDO�SURJUDPV�SODFH�VWXGHQWV�LQb
groups, both because it is eɝFLHQW�IRU�WKH�WHDFKHU��DQGb
EHFDXVH�ZRUNLQJ�LQ�WHDPV�LV�LPSRUWDQW�IRU�WKHb
education.

7KH�VFKRROV�RQO\�KDYH�D�VHW�DPRXQW�RI�UHVRXUFHV�WRb
follow up the students

0DQ\�QXUVLQJ�VWXGHQWV�KDYH�RQO\�FRPSOHWHG�EDVLFb
training before going to supervised practice.

*HWWLQJ�UHFRJQLWLRQ�WKDW�\RX�DUH�GRLQJ�VRPHWKLQJ�ULJKWb
is how the brain creates connections.

7KH�VFKRROV�RQO\�KDYH�D�VHW�DPRXQW�RI�UHVRXUFHV�WRb
follow up the students

Nursing education is a broad ȴHOG�RI�ERWK�WKHRUHWLFDOb
knowledge and hands- RQ�VNLOOV��.QRZLQJ�ZKDW�\RXb
KDYH�PDVWHUHG�DQG�ZKDW�\RX�QHHG�WR�ZRUN�PRUH�RQ�LVb
a source of mastery.

95�LV�QRYHO�IRU�PDQ\�GHPRJUDSKLFV��DQG�RQH�RI�WKHb
EHVW�VKRZFDVHV�IRU�95�LV�JDPHV��%HFDXVH�RI�WKLV��LW�LVb
H[SHFWHG�WKDW�95�VKRXOG�DGDSW�VRPH�RI�WKH�VDPHb
attributes as games.

7KH�HGXFDWLRQ�LV�PDGH�RI�D�FROOHFWLRQ�RI�WKHRU\�b
skills, communication and empathy

Students often shares experiences with each other

7KH�VWXGHQWV�IHHO�LOO�SUHSDUHG�IRU�DOO�WKH�YDULRXVb
scenarios they might encounter in their job

7KHUH�DUH�QRW�D�ORW�RI�FRPSDQLHV�WKDW�FUHDWHb
technology solutions for education of nurses

6XSHUYLVHG�FOLQLFDO�SUDFWLFH�LV�D�KDOOPDUN�LQ�WKHb
education

1DWLRQDO�UHJXODWLRQV�DUH�SXW�LQ�SODFH�WR�HQVXUH�WKHb
quality of the profession

7KH�WHDFKHUV�DQG�WXWRUV�KDYH�D�ORW�RIb
LQGHSHQGHQFH�WR�FKRRVH�KRZ�WKH�VXEMHFWV�DUHb
taught

Students are often evaluated in groups

7KHUH�DUH�WRR�IHZ�WHDFKHUV�WR�JLYH�HDFK�VWXGHQWb
the attention they need

<RX�QHYHU�OHDUQ�DV�IDVW�DV�ZKHQ�\RX�DUH�MXVWb
thrown into it.

3URJUHVVLRQ�LV�NH\�WR�NQRZLQJ�ZKHUH�\RX�DUH�DQGb
where you are going.

)HHOLQJ�WKDW�\RX�PDVWHU�VRPHWKLQJ�LV�D�UHVXOW�RIb
experience and feedback.

VR is expected to be fun.

.H\�PHWDSKRU
�:KDW�LV�WKH�KRRN�IRU�WKLVb
story?"

&RQFHSW���VNHWFK
�:KDW�FDQ�WKH�GHVLJQ�WHDP�GR�WR�VROYH�WKLVb
problem?"

9DOXHb
�:KDW�YDOXHV�DUHb
ultimately at work?"

-XGJHPHQW
"What is your opinion about the observation?"

2EVHUYDWLRQ
"What did you see, read or hear?"

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԔ՞Ԏԗռڑ_˓ʧʹ̇ڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒ̇ڑʅڑʧ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣڑ
ʊǸʹʔɤͅɤɒڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣռ
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Looking at the far right of the table, some clear 
metaphors, or topics, have been identified. 
Among them we find:

Configurable experiences
Peer to peer collaboration and communication
Targeted feedback
Overview over progression / knowing what needs more practice

The focus areas

Even design students, who are supposed to be the 
more objective and selfless of students, have subjective 
opinions and interests. This means that even though the 
selection of topics are based on arguments, how these 
arguments are weighted differ from person to person. My 
own interest is a factor of what is chosen as the area of 
focus, knowingly that some problems are left unsolved.

The focus areas are chosen based on (as mentioned 
above) the potential for creating solutions that make good 
ͣɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžջڑʹʔǸʹڑʔǸΤɤڑʹ̇˷ڑζɤʹڑȿɤɤ˷ڑɒ̇˷ɤջڑʹʔǸʹڑʔǸΤɤڑǸڑȿʧʊڑ
impact on the students and that I simply find important. 

Note: The focus areas have evolved and changed over 
time alongside my own understanding of the field as I have 
been testing concepts with the end-users. Following the 
traditional double-diamond methodology, the focus areas 
which started as a narrow thought or a hunch were later 
ɤα̻Ǹ˷ɒɤɒջڑɤα̻˓̇ͅɤɒڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤ˷ڑʅͅʹʔɤͅڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤɒռڑǈʔǸʹڑζ̇ڑ
see in this thesis is mostly the tail-end of this process.

�%�1�!,���ţ+!�&+1"/"01&+$[

This first topic is a reaction to the fact that the 
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑʧ˷ڑ�AIT_ڑʧͣڑȿʧ˓ʹڑ
as a “single use” experience, at least in theory. 
Educational software should be built with scalability 
ʧ˷ڑ˰ʧ˷ɒջڑɤΤɤ˷ڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷ɤΨɤͅڑʹɤɆʔ˷̇˓̇ʊʧɤͣڑ˓ʧˋɤڑǅžռ
 
Nursing students are at different stages in their studies, 
have different experiences and have different requirements 
regarding help and support. A good educational tool 
should evolve with the student by making it progressive 
and motivating. I believe that the need for tailored 
learning materials and scaled experiences adapted to the 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹժͣ ڑǅžռڑʔ̇ͅʊʔʹڑʅʅɤͅɤɒ̇ڑȿɤڑ˷ɆǸڑ˓ɤΤɤ˓ڑ˓ʧ˷ɒʧΤʧɒǸڑ

A big portion of education, learning and pedagogy is 
about giving feedback on what the student is doing 
right, and what could be better. This is already central 
in the education of nurses today: The students have 
supervised internships every year, and at school they are 
divided into groups for simulation- and skill-training. 

Ę̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڑǸʹڑʹʔɤڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹͣڑʹǸʹɤ̇ڑʅڑʅɤɤɒȿǸɆˋڑʊʧΤɤ˷ڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑ
VirSam, it is clear that providing feedback is somewhat 
sidelined, as exemplified earlier in this chapter. 
Furthermore, most of the educational feedback given in 
ǅžڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊ̇ͣڑʅʹΨǸͅɤڑԻ̇ͅڑɤΤɤ˷ڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊ̇ͣڑʅʹΨǸͅɤԼڑ
is often “incorrectly” gamified, sometimes to the point 
where the user is collecting stickers, not constructive 
knowledge. This is something I want to challenge.

9T��,4� �+�4"� /"�1"����"5-"/&"+ "0�1%�1�0 �)"�
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Even though the focus of this chapter is directed towards 
the students, it is worth getting feedback from contributors 
as well. As mentioned previously, contributors include 
educators, former students, researchers and product 
developers in the medical field. The feedback form the 
contributors have been gathered through one-on-one 
interviews and workshops. They were asked to give their 
first impressions and opinions regarding the domain, 
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅ̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤͣڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷ͣͅɤͣջڑʅ̇˓˓̇Ψɤɒڑȿζڑ
me presenting the chosen focus areas and sketches for 
the concepts shown in the next chapter. Then, an active 
discussion took place, which was later transcribed and 
categorised. The following sections show the contributors’ 
feedback, structured around different perspectives. 

ڑǸͣڑǅžڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒʧ˷ʊڑɤ̻ͣͅɤɆʹʧΤɤջ̻ڑɤɒɆǸʹ̇ͣͅժڑʔɤʹڑ˰̇ͅ�
part of the educational offering is very welcome 
at NTNU (as expected). As we learned in the 
previous chapter, nursing education, especially at 
Øya, is often a result of the individual educators' 
ʧ˷ʹɤͅɤͣʹͣڑǸ˷ɒ̻ڑɤɒǸʊ̇ʊζռڑǅžڑɆ̇˓ɒڑȿɤ̇ͣڑ˰ɤʹʔʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ
educators  choose to include in the study program.

Knowing how to give good and constructive feedback is 
of high priority for the institute. In the previous chapter 
we learned that providing a safe and motivating learning 
arena is a continuous goal at Øya. The way this chapter has 
handled the different permutations of feedback has been 
received with great interest. The educators have observed 
that binary feedback such as “approved / not approved” 
are less useful and effective compared to feedback that 
targets performance and execution. Additionally, the way 
feedback is treated by some of the current tools, such 
ǸͣڑĘǸɤͅɒǸ˓ͣڑžŽÅՑͣʧ˰˓Ǹʹ̇ͣͅջڑǸͅɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤɒڑ˰̇ͅɤڑǸͣڑ
certifications rather than constructive feedback by the 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹͣռڑAζڑʔʧʊʔ˓ʧʊʔʹʧ˷ʊڑΨʔǸʹڑΨɤ˷ʹڑΨɤ˓˓ջڑǸ˷ɒڑΨʔǸʹڑʹʔɤڑ
students need to do to improve, the contributors believe 
the program provides the right value to the student. 

	/,*�1%"�-,00&�&)&16�-"/0-" 1&3"

Sintef and Trams are interesting contributors, because 
ʹʔɤʧ̻ͅڑɤ̻ͣͅɤɆʹʧΤɤڑ˷̇ڑǅžڑ˓ʧɤͣ̇ͣڑ˰ɤΨʔǸʹڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ˰ʧɒɒ˓ɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑ
educational, and the product perspective. They are eager 
to fill the gaps in the education and help the students 
to become better nurses, but not strictly for profit. 

Trams is a student initiative, created by and for students. 
As mentioned earlier, they mainly arrange workshops 
for nursing- and medical students to exercise teamwork 
Ǹ˷ɒ̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤͣڑʧ˷ڑǸɆʹɤͣڑɆɤ˷Ǹͅʧ̇ͣռڑAɤɆǸͣɤڑʹʔɤζڑ
work with larger groups of students, the individual 
feedback and scaling is not the main priority, but 
they do take the end-user effect into consideration. 
Also, being a voluntary initiative, scalability and 
personalisation are focus areas they agree with. 

In terms of scalable applications, the contributors at 
īƙīƥڑǸʊͅɤɤɒڑΨʧʹʔڑʹʔʧͣڑʅ̇ɆͣڑǸͅɤǸռڑAɤɆǸͣɤڑǅžڑʧͣڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑ
and “infinitely scalable”, it should be obvious that the 
̻̇ͅʊͅǸ˰ڑʧͣڑʹ̇˷ڑ˓̇Ɇˋɤɒڑ̇ʹڑȿɤ̇ڑ˷ɤͣڑʧ˷ʊ˓ɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤռڑÅʅڑǅžڑ
is to be included in a blended learning strategy, it needs 
to be included at several levels throughout the education. 
However, one concern uttered by the contributors at 
īƙīƥڑʧͣڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑǅžՑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑ̇̇ʹڑʧ˷ʊ˓ɤՑ̻˓Ǹζɤͅڑ
focused. Hallmarks of nursing are collaboration with 
colleagues and communication with patients, and having 
the programs be individually scaleable and the feedback 
be personal might work against this. This inspired the idea 
of testing a peer-to-peer experiment in the next chapter.

Additionally, a concern uttered by a former student 
Ǹʹڑīƙīƥڑʧͣڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷ʹ̇ͅɒɆʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑʊɤ˷ɤͅǸ˓ռڑÅʹڑʧͣڑʹ̇˷ڑ
ʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑʧʹͣɤ˓ʅڑΨʧ˓˓̻̇ͅڑʹ̇˷ڑΤʧɒɤڑǸ˷ζڑǸɒɒʧʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑΤǸ˓ɤջڑȿʹڑ
rather how the institute is treating the educational tools. 
The equipment that is currently used for simulation 
purposes is rarely used, which is described as “frankly 
shameful”. The former student thinks that the institute 
is not using the technology that is already available 
ʹʔɤڑɆ̇ͅͅɤɆʹڑΨǸζռڑžǸʹʔɤͅڑʹʔǸ˷ڑʹʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊ̇ڑʅͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷Ց
training with dolls as a “one-time experience”, the 
school and educators should rather think of them 
as tools and not be afraid to wear them down. 
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Sintef Digital is coming from another, but similar angle. 
They are balancing between understanding today’s 
problems spaces, and experimenting with current and 
future technologies that might fit into these spaces. The 
contributors for this thesis come from a more possibility-
driven design mind-set, where the needs and requirements 
are not deemed as problems, but rather possibilities for 
technology to provide value. This was well-aligned with 
the focus areas of the concepts and the thesis in general. 
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As previously introduced, Laerdal Medical is one of 
the leading companies in creating simulation tools 
for the education of health professionals. They 
too want to help students become confident and 
better nurses, but they also want to make money. 
The representatives from Laerdal were eager to 
distinguish between these two points of views. 

From an educational perspective, Laerdal has experimented 
Ψʧʹʔڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǏžڑԻɤαʹɤ˷ɒɤɒͅڑɤǸ˓ʧʹζջڑǸڑʹɤͅ˰ڑɤ˷Ɇ̇˰̻Ǹͣͣʧ˷ʊڑ
virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality) for 
medical training, and believes it to be a natural extension 
of their current digital product offerings. However, from 
a business perspective, Laerdal wants to meet the needs 
of their customers who are, in this case, the university 
hospitals and medical institutes. Creating products 
the customers want is easy business, but retaining the 
customers after they have made the purchase is the 
difficult part. Laerdal started with making simulation dolls, 
which are physical products with a one-time price tag. 
As digital technology has developed, the move towards 
creating upgradeable digital solutions has gained traction. 
A current example of this from Laerdals product portfolio 
is the aforementioned SimCapture, a tool for monitoring 
student’s performance during simulation training. 

Aʧ˓ɒʧ˷ʊ̇ڑ̻̇ʹڑ˷̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑȿͣʧ˷ɤ̻ͣͣڑɤ̻ͣͅɤɆʹʧΤɤջ̇ڑΨ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ˰̇ͅɤڑ
of the student’s educational journey is part of Laerdal’s 
ˋɤζ̇ڑȿ˃ɤɆʹʧΤɤͣռڑAζڑɆͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊ̻̇ͅڑɒɆʹͣڑʹʔǸʹڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤڑ˰̇ͅɤڑ
of the student’s learning objectives and curriculum, 
they are able to meet the needs of the customers more 
frequently. Making the programs scaleable and fit for more 
students, and providing value through better feedback 
is part of this vision, and Laerdal found these focus 

ǸͅɤǸͣڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑΤɤͅζڑʧ˰̻̇ͅʹǸ˷ʹڑʅ̇ͅڑʅʹͅɤڑǏžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣռڑ

However, replicating the text-book explanation of 
procedures is not how Laerdal invisions the future use 
̇ʅڑǏžڑʅ̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑžǸʹʔɤ ջͅڑʹʔɤζڑʧ˰Ǹʊʧ˷ɤڑǏžڑԻǸ˷ɒڑȿζڑ
ɤαʹɤ˷ͣʧ̇˷ջڑǅžՅڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑ˰̇ͅɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ʹʧǸ˓ڑǸ˷ɒڑɤɒʊɤՑɆǸͣɤڑ
focused. They state that placing students in scenarios 
where they are challenged with tackling difficult scenarios 
and making rapid choices could be a way to go. 

MedEasy should also be mentioned here. Even though they 
Ǹͅɤ̻ڑʹ̇˷ڑȿ˓ʧɆ˓ζڑǸɒΤɤͅʹʧͣʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ζڑǅž̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣջڑʹʔɤζڑɒ̇ڑʔǸΤɤڑ
provided their opinion on how scalability and feedback is 
handled. MedEasy has a clear focus on progression in their 
ͣ̇˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣռڑAζڑͣʧ˷ʊڑʅͅʧɤ˷ɒ˓ζڑʊͅǸ̻ʔʧɆͣڑǸ˷ɒڑǸڑͣɤͅڑʧ˷ʹɤͅʅǸɆɤڑ
centred around individual choice and progression, MedEasy 
is currently the most student-centric external product that 
nursing and medicine students are using, thus becoming 
(by my impression) the most popular. Their strategy is to 
help the students set goals and monitor progression, which 
is well-aligned with the focus areas of these chapters. 
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Establishing a vision 
for future work
As presented in chapter 02 Methodology, visions and 
analogies are central to concept development using 
the reframing method. To better understand what 
̇ͅ˓ɤڑǅžջڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑɒɆʹջͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑʔǸΤɤڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑ
nursing students, the context, this project has created 
a vision to better predict this future human-product 
relationship. This vision has been crafted through 
interviews with students and contributors, and acts 
as the contour for the new product to come.  

For the coming chapters, the vision we 
are operating with is the following:

�"�4�+1�012!"+10�1,�"5-"/&"+ "�*�01"/6�
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Through various visualisations and thought experiments, 
the findings from the previous chapter have been 
Ǹ˷Ǹ˓ζͣɤɒڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˷ɆͅɤʹʧͣɤɒռڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ˓̇̇ʹڑ
has several positive effects on learning and motivation, 
and I have found that it can be especially powerful as 
a tool for learning and applying a skill. Additionally, 
due to the students' different goals, experiences and 
needs, it is clear that tailored learning environments 
and constructive feedback is important for shaping the 
nurses of tomorrow. These requirements have been 
defined as focus areas, which will be the basis for further 
ɤα̻ɤͅʧ˰ɤ˷ʹǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ˷ɤαʹڑɆʔǸ̻ʹɤ ռͅڑ�ͅʹʔɤͅ˰̇ͅɤջڑǅžڑΨʧ˓˓ڑ
be considered as a vessel for fulfilling these focus areas.

Closing 
thoughts
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06 
EXPERIMENTATION
In this chapter we will dive deeper into some of the 
findings from the previous chapters, and look into 
ʔ̇ΨڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ɤɒڑ̇ʹڑ˰ɤɤʹڑʹʔɤͅڑɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣռ
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The insights from chapters ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤջڑԎԓڑ_α̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
ڑÅ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣڑand 05 Analysis have helped create an 
˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊ̇ڑʅڑΨʔǸʹڑǅžڑʧͣջڑʔ̇ΨڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑ
education in general, and what we need to keep in mind 
when creating educational tools for nursing education. 
Even though students are to follow the set curriculum 
and national guidelines, it is safe to assume that they 
have preferences, requirements and wishes for how the 
education can and should be in the future. Of course, 
the requirements of the student need to be evaluated 
against requirements from other stakeholders, but 
there is an argument to be made about whether the 
student’s requirements should have more weight. After 
all, they are the ones who are supposed to use it. 

The contributions of this section is to - more 
nuanced - identify the potential for improvement and 
˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑǸڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷Ɇɤڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžռڑƙʔɤͣɤڑ
contributions are exemplified by concrete experiments 
and user testing of concepts. Additionally, the chapter 
concludes with suggested recommendations based 
on findings from the experiments about what can 
Ǹ˷ɒͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒɤɒڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑʅʹͅɤڑǅž̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ̇ʹڑ
better meet the students needs and wants. 

To repeat the focus areas from last chapter: 

Introduction

Research questions
The research question for this chapter is as follows:

žŽԓր How can we best meet the student’s 
ͅɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑʹ̇̇˓Ե

¡̇ΨڑɆǸ˷ڑΨɤڑɆͅɤǸʹɤڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤͣڑʹʔǸʹͣڑɆǸ˓ɤڑ
with the individual student’s needs and goals?
¡̇ΨڑɆǸ˷ڑΨɤڑ˰ǸˋɤڑǅžڑɆͅɤǸʹɤڑǸ˷ɒڑʅǸɆʧ˓ʧʹǸʹɤڑ
better constructive feedback?

Methods
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AǸͣɤɒڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑʅ̇ɆͣڑǸͅɤǸͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͅ05ڑ Analysis, 
the suggested functionality and effects were validated 
through rounds of prototyping. The prototype moved from 
˓̇ΨՑʅʧɒɤ˓ʧʹζڑǸ˷ɒڑȿǸͣɤɒڑ˷̇ڑΨʧύǸͅɒՑ̇ʅՑ̇ύڑʧ˷ڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑԏջڑ̇ʹڑ
more high-fidelity in concept 2. The side-experiment was 
based on a simple paper-prototype of a future concept. 

User testing was performed in phases according to 
the concepts. The tests themselves were introduced 
and followed up by interviews. The complete 
ʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊ̻̇ͅڑʹ̇Ɇ̇˓ڑʧͣڑʅ̇˷ɒڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤ̻̻�ڑɤ˷ɒʧαڑ¡՞ĉռڑ

ǈʔʧ˓ͣʹڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑΨɤͅɤڑͣʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤͣջڑ
notes about what was said, done and 
reacted to was structured into topics.  
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Concept 1: 
Laptop prototype 

Introducing the concept
In order to test whether the chosen focus areas 
would lead to desired effects, a low-fidelity concept 
prototype was made in the wireframing tool Figma. 

This first prototype was made outside 
ǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑʹΨ̻̇ͣڑɤɆʧʅʧɆͅڑɤǸͣ̇˷ͣտ

Firstly, to be able to test the selected 
focus areas more rapidly.
Secondly,to explore whether it was possible / 
ɒɤͣʧͅǸȿ˓ɤڑ̇ʹڑɤαʹɤ˷ɒڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤڑǅžռڑ

¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʅʧͣͅʹ̻̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑ
some implications that should be kept in mind. The 
experience might lead to confusion due to the fact that 
the users are switching between something happening 
ڑǅžڑǸڑ˷ʧڑʔǸ̻̻ɤ˷ʧ˷ʊڑɤ˓ͣɤڑɤʹʔʧ˷ʊ˰̇ͣڑǸ˷ɒڑ̻̇ʹǸ̻˓ڑǸڑ˷̇
headset. Also, most users in the demographic sample 
have used a laptop and know its interaction conventions, 
ȿʹڑɆ̇˰̻ǸͅǸȿ˓ζڑʹ̇˷ڑǸͣڑ˰Ǹ˷ζڑǸͅɤڑʅǸ˰ʧ˓ʧǸͅڑΨʧʹʔڑǅžռ
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Ideation
The ideation stage is focused on discussing how the focus 
areas should be addressed. Through initial interviews 
with students and observations of how simulations 
currently are being done at the start of the project, some 
hypotheses were made. These hypotheses have been 
conceptualised and refined into the following topics:

ǈɤڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ɤɒڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɆʔǸ̻ʹɤͅڑ˷̇ڑ˰Ǹͣʹɤͅζڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʹʔǸʹڑ
in order to create better educational experiences 
you need to take personal needs and progress into 
consideration by monitoring, evaluating and suggesting 
actions. Even though students are placed into groups 
and classes, each educational journey is individual. 

Aζڑʧ˰Ǹʊʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǸڑ˓̇̇ʹڑʹʔǸʹڑɆ̇˓ɒڑʅ̇ͅڑɤαǸ˰̻˓ɤͅڑɤɆ̇ʊ˷ʧύɤڑ
the individual students by name, track the progress and 
present suggestions, the tool would be able to get closer 
to being a “personal tool” for their own education. 

Every student brings their own knowledge, experience 
and goals when learning something new. There are 
differences in how individual students learn most 
ɤʅʅɤɆʹʧΤɤ˓ζڑՄǈʔʧʹʧ˷ʊڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԏԙԙԔւڑA˓̇̇˰ڑԏԙԗԏՅռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑ
learning a skill, my studies suggest some students want 
to practice over and over until they get it right, while 
̇ʹʔɤͣͅڑΨǸ˷ʹ̻ͅڑ̇ʹڑǸɆʹʧɆɤڑȿͅʧɤʅ˓ζڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤ˷ͅڑ̇ʹڑ̻̇ʹͣڑɤʅ˓ɤɆʹռڑAζڑ
keeping this in mind as a core functionality of the system, 
we inch closer towards creating educational software 
that can resemble a mastery-based learning system.
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A key issue with today’s solution is that they are “one-
off” scenarios, built as one-time experiences. However, 
creating several configurations of a scenario can contribute 
to meet the needs of more studentsThrough interviews 
with but students, lecturers and facilitators, we found 
that the experience can be configured by including:

After observing the traditional simulation training and 
talking to teachers and students, the importance of good 
feedback throughout the education cannot be understated. 
The students have two goals throughout their studies: 
Passing exams and becoming the best version of a nurse 
ʹʔɤζڑɆ̇˓ɒ̻ͣͣ̇ڑʧȿ˓ζڑȿɤռڑžɤʊǸͅɒ˓ɤͣͣ̇ڑʅڑΨʔɤͅɤڑʹʔɤζڑǸͅɤڑʧ˷ڑ
their education, the need for good, consistent, and apt 
feedback is high on the priority list for all the students. 

ǅǸͅʧ̇ͣڑɒɤʊͅɤɤͣ̇ڑʅڑǸͣͣʧͣʹǸ˷Ɇɤڑʧ˷ڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑǅž
An introduction and guidance during the procedure
Various degrees of difficulty in cases
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�ʧ˷ɒʧ˷ʊͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑɤαʧͣʹʧ˷ʊڑ�AIT_ՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
showed that only giving feedback on what was correct 
or incorrect is not optimal for learning how to perform 
procedures, even though the feedback is technically 
̻ͅɤɆʧͣɤռڑǈʔɤ˷̇ڑȿͣɤͅΤʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤ̻ڑʔζͣʧɆǸ˓ͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑ
training, the feedback given to the students from 
the supervisor mainly centred around two things:

These educational goals of the student demand different 
educational feedback. To pass the exams, students need 
feedback based on facts, such as whether they are doing 
tasks in the wrong established order or providing the wrong 
dosage of medicine. The other goal is more subjective and 
variable, and therefore difficult to measure and evaluate: 

To become a good nurse, he or she must be able to adapt 
according to the specific patient and setting, such as 
talking to the patient, giving the right amount of attention, 
and adjusting procedures and practises according to 
the patient’s needs. This is often “experience based” 
knowledge, acquired through trial, error and feedback. 

It is difficult to perfectly replicate the kind of feedback 
that is generated by humans. Nevertheless, providing 
any kind of feedback besides the factual “you did 
7/9 tasks right” will likely enrich the experience. The 
question is what non-factual feedback should be given 
to the students, and how could this be generated?

Self reflection
Performance outside the specific 
procedure and theoretical knowledge

The ideal kind of feedback is a combination of these 
two: An overview of what you did factually right or 
wrong, and comments on how one could perform 
the procedure more in-line with “best practises”. 

�3�)2�1&+$�-"/#,/*�+ "
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ǈʔɤ˷ڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑΨʔǸʹڑ˰ǸˋɤͣڑǸڑ˷ͣͅɤժͣ ڑ
performance good or bad, it is of course possible 
to look to the textbooks and experts. However, all 
patients are different, which makes it difficult to 
define a correct or incorrect action for every scenario. 
Therefore, it is helpful to look at a few examples: 

ŶǸʹʧɤ˷ʹͣڑΨʧʹʔڑ�˓ɤύʔɤʧ˰ɤͣͅڑɒʧͣɤǸͣɤڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑʹ̇˷ڑǸ˓ΨǸζͣڑȿɤڑ
okay having someone put their hand on their chests to 
measure their respiratory rate. In these cases, nurses 
act as if they are taking the patient’s pulse by holding 
their wrists, while actually counting their breaths. This 
example highlights the importance of knowing how to 
ǸɒǸ̻ʹڑɆ˓ʧ˷ʧɆǸ˓̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤͣڑ̇ʹڑʧ˷ɒʧΤʧɒǸ˓̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹͣռڑAζڑʊɤʹʹʧ˷ʊڑ
to know the patient through their journal, procedures can 
be adapted to increase the comfort level of the patent. 

The next step is to figure out how the system can 
collect the data in order to properly draw a conclusion 
on the nurse’s performance. In the case of the patient 
Ψʧʹʔڑ�˓ύʔɤʧ˰ɤͅլͣڑɒʧͣɤǸͣɤջڑʹʔɤͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑɆ̇˓ɒͅڑɤʊʧͣʹɤͅڑ
whether the student is putting his/her hand on the 
patient's chest to take the respiratory rate. This makes 
it a binary case of “did the student know that he/she 
should not put his/her hand on the patient’s chest? yes/
no”, which is possible for the program to respond to.
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After gathering all this data, the system needs to 
present it somehow. Even though the system evaluates 
the student asking binary questions, it is not that 
ΤǸ˓Ǹȿ˓ɤڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑ̇ʹڑˋ˷̇ΨڑʹʔǸʹڑծ�˓ύʔɤʧ˰ɤͅժͣ ڑ
+ hand on chest = false”. The feedback needs to 
be wrapped up and presented in the right way. 

I was inspired by a strategy used by teacher students. 
ǈʔɤ˷̻̇ͅڑΤʧɒʧ˷ʊڑʅɤɤɒȿǸɆˋڑ̇ʹڑʹʔɤʧ̻ͅڑ̻ʧ˓ͣ̇ڑ˷ɤڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒڑ
is to start with highlighting two positives, followed 
by pointing out one thing that could be improved. 
Aζڑʔʧʊʔ˓ʧʊʔʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʊ̇̇ɒ̻ڑǸͅʹͣջڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑΨʧ˓˓ڑȿɤڑ
confident about their performance, making the critique 
less devastating. Following this, the feedback in 
this concept will be framed in three categories:

ǈʔǸʹڑζ̇ڑɒʧɒڑʊͅɤǸʹ
ǈʔǸʹڑζ̇ڑɒʧɒ̻ͅڑɤʹʹζڑʊ̇̇ɒ
ǈʔǸʹڑζ̇ڑɆǸ˷ڑΨ̇ͅˋڑ˷̇ڑ˷ʹʧ˓ڑ˷ɤαʹڑʹʧ˰ɤ
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Log in Select prosedure
6HOHFW�W\SH�RIb

WUDLQLQJb

6HW�SHUVRQDO�DQGb
HGXFDWLRQDOb
SUHIHUHQFHVb

(QWHU�WKH�$%&'(b
VR application

([LW�95�DQG�JHWb
IHHGEDFN�IURPb

application

Prototyping
The prototype for this concept was created 
and tested in the graphics tool Figma.
Aɤʅ̇ͅɤڑɆͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ˓̇̇ʹڑʧʹͣɤ˓ʅջڑǸ̇ͅڑʊʔ̇ڑʹ˓ʧ˷ɤ̇ڑʅڑ
the steps in the user journey was created 

The steps were created to evaluat specific aspects of 
the prototype. To better understand what information 
and interactions needed to be tested, each step was 
accompanied by hypotheses. These hypotheses were 
˰Ǹɒɤڑ̇ʹڑʅͅʹʔɤͅڑɆ̇˷ɆͅɤʹʧύɤڑΨʔǸʹڑͣɤͅͅڑɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑΨɤͅɤڑ
included, and what part of the journey they relate to. 

The frist page presents the student with an overview of 
possible learning material, sorted by prosedures and theory. 

ǈʔɤ˷ͣڑɤ˓ɤɆʹʧ˷ʊڑ�AIT_ջڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑ˰̇Τɤͣڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑʹʔǸʹ̻ڑɤͅʹʧɆ˓Ǹͅڑ
topic where they find spesific matieral for the selected topic.
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Ƌɤ˓ɤɆʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑǅž̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤͅڑɤ˷ɒɤͣͅڑʹʔʧ̻ͣڑǸʊɤջڑΨʔɤͅɤڑʹʔɤζڑɆǸ˷ͣڑɤɤڑǸڑ
snippet of what is to come, as well configure the simulatiuon to their liking. 

�ʅʹɤͅڑʔǸΤʧ˷ʊڑɒ̇˷ɤڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰լͣڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑʹǸˋɤͣ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹڑ
and is greeted with this page that presents a summary of their performance.

Testing
The testing of the prototype was done in controlled 
ɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑǅžՑ˓ǸȿڑǸʹڑŃζǸڑ¡ɤ˓ͣɤʔͣڑΨʧʹʔڑԗڑ
students from the target user group. The user test followed 
Ǹͣڑɤ˰ʧՑͣʹͅɆʹͅɤɒ̻̇ͅڑʹ̇Ɇ̇˓ڑԻͣɤɤ̻̻�ڑɤ˷ɒʧαڑ¡Յռڑ�ɒʧ̇ڑ
recordings taken done for later recollection and evaluation. 

An important note is that this round of testing 
focused on understanding what the users think 
about the defined areas of focus, not as much 
about the layout, aesthetichs and such. 
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All the tests were performed of the same format. First, 
the student was asked to perform the given tasks on 
Ǹڑ˓Ǹ̻ʹ̻̻̇̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžռڑƋɤɆ̇˷ɒջڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑ
was asked to put on the headset and perform VirSam’s 
�AIT_ڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑǈʔʧ˓ɤڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑΨǸͣڑΨɤǸͅʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ
headset and performed the tasks, the observer (me) was 
looking for remarks to comment on. These remarks were 
ʹζ̻ɤɒڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑʹʔɤڑ˓Ǹ̻ʹ̻̻̇̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤڑʧ˷ڑǸڑΨʧύǸͅɒՑ̇ʅՑ̇ύͣڑʹζ˓ɤڑ
of prototyping. Third, when the student had completed 
the tasks in the application, they were asked to take off 
the headset and complete the prototype on the laptop. 

Findings from testing
The user-test was immediately followed by an 
individual debrief, where findings were summed up 
as single quotes and remarks using post-it’s. The 
post-it’s were later sorted into topics of interest 
using the Affinity Diagramming method. Here we 
will look at the major topics and their results.

As we have learned in the previous chapter, the 
education of nurses is made up of many different 
educational tools, methods and approaches. The 
students who tested this all felt that there are too few 
opportunities on campus to simply practice on skills 
Ǹ˷ɒڑˋ˷̇Ψ˓ɤɒʊɤռڑAɤɆǸͣɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔʧͣջڑʹʔɤζڑʅ̇˷ɒڑʹʔǸʹڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑ
offered a new platform for practising was very valuable 
for the educational choice in the study program.

However, some concern about how the content is 
presented was addressed. The students in the later 
years of the education showed some concern for 
the platform being controlled and developed by 
the university, as they have had good experiences 
with external tools like MedEasy and YouTube. 

P�,/"�,--,/12+&1&"0�1,�
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As the students progress in their studies, their 
expectations change accordingly. The first year students 
are aiming to be better at the knowledge and skills 
that will help them pass the exams. Therefore, a sense 
of progression and knowing specifically what to work 
on to pass the exam is key. However, the students in 
the later years are more aware of the knowledge and 
training they don’t yet have. Their goals are therefore 
more targeted towards feeling they know enough to be 
ͣɤʅ˓ڑΨʔɤ˷ڑΨ̇ͅˋʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑʅʧɤ˓ɒռڑAɤʧ˷ʊڑǸȿ˓ɤڑ̇ʹڑǸɒ˃ͣʹڑʹʔɤڑ
level of difficulty has been received by all students with 
a mixture of interest and excitement. For the younger 
(in terms of years as a student) students, it meant they 
could “grow” into the application and see how they 
were progressing. For the older students, this gave 
them the opportunity to tailor the training to what they 
felt they needed, not what was expected of them. 

However, the majority of the students felt that more 
transparency in what specifically is changed when altering 
for example the difficulty was needed to be useful. 

M��)&("�1%�1��L*���)"�1,�0")" 1��+!�
�!'201�1%"�-/,$/�*�1,�ţ1�*"T�
�1�*�("0�*"�#"")�&+ )2!"!M An opinion shared across all the students is that they 

have too little simulation and procedure training, and 
when they do get feedback it is often aimed at larger 
groups of students. “You all did well” is a common one. 

All the students show positive interest towards getting 
more detailed feedback on how they performed. The 
first year students in particular liked the mixture of 
binary and non-binary feedback because it gave them 
a safe estimate they could use to practice towards their 
exams. The later years students were particularly fond 
of the more “humane” feedback that was structured 
in sentences. The content of the sentences were 
experienced as relevant, well structured and motivational. 
One of the first year students summed it up nicely 
by saying “This kind of feedback makes me aware of 
the things I didn’t know I was supposed to know.”

Overall, the concept received a lot of positive 
feedback, but that should be taken with a grain of 
ͣǸ˓ʹռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑɒ̇ʧ˷ʊ́ڑǸ˓ʧʹǸʹʧΤɤڑɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ͣ̇ڑʅڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ջڑ
one should always keep in mind that there are social 
reasons to why a design would do better in testing 
than in real life. More on this in the next section.
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Evaluation of the 
prototype

This first prototype proved to be a very useful way 
of trying out ideas and testing the reactions. 
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ƙ̇ڑȿɤڑʔ̇˷ɤͣʹջڑǸʹڑʅʧͣͅʹڑÅڑʹʔ̇ʊʔʹڑʹ̇˷ڑʊ̇ʧ˷ʊڑɒʧͅɤɆʹ˓ζڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑǅžڑ
might have negatively impacted the results of the user test. 
In hindsight, I think it might have greatly benefited it. As 
mentioned several times in this report, there is a general 
ǸΨɤڑǸ˷ɒڑɤαɆʧʹɤ˰ɤ˷ʹڑǸ̇ͅ˷ɒڑǅžڑǸͣڑǸڑʹ̇̇˓ջڑǸ˷ɒڑʧʅڑÅڑΨɤͅɤڑ̇ʹڑʊ̇ڑ
ͣʹͅǸʧʊʔʹڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑǅžջ̇ͣڑ˰ɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑʔ̇˷ɤͣʹڑɤα̻ɤɆʹǸʹʧ̇˷ͣջ̻̇ڑʧ˷ʧ̇˷ͣڑ
and feedback regarding the areas of interest might have 
ȿɤɤ˷̇ڑΤɤͣͅʔǸɒ̇ΨɤɒռڑAζڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑǸͅɤǸͣ̇ڑʅڑʧ˷ʹɤͅɤͣʹڑʧ˷ڑ
isolation, we can say with confidence that the end-user 
ɤʅʅɤɆʹͣڑΨɤͅɤڑǸɆʔʧɤΤɤɒͅڑɤʊǸͅɒ˓ɤͣͣ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷Τ̇˓Τɤ˰ɤ˷ʹ̇ڑʅڑǅžռ

As mentioned in the last paragraph in the previous 
section, the prototype received overall really good 
feedback. The students thought the prototype looked 
nice, had a logical layout and was easy to use. The 
content felt appropriate, and the subsequent feedback 
was useful and motivated them to try again.That is a 
lot of positive feedback, and when a design gets overly 
positive feedback, it might be beneficial to ask “why?”. 

There are a couple of bias-factors that should be 
ǸɒɒͅɤͣͣɤɒڑʅʧͣͅʹռڑAɤʧ˷ʊ̻ڑʹڑʧ˷ڑǸͣڑʧʹǸʹʧ̇˷ڑΨʔɤͅɤڑζ̇ڑǸͅɤڑ
asked face-to-face about your opinion might lead you 
to be more positive to please the recipient (in this case 
˰ɤԼռڑ�˷̇ʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑʧ˷ʹڑʧͣڑʹʔɤͣڑɤʹʹʧ˷ʊ̇ڑʅڑʧʹڑǸ˓˓տڑՄģ̇ͣʹ̇ڑʅԼڑʹʔɤڑ
ͣɤͣͅڑǸͅɤڑǸȿ̇ʹڑ̇ʹڑʹͅζڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤڑʅʧͣͅʹڑʹʧ˰ɤջڑǸ˷ɒڑǅžڑʧͣڑ
exciting. Just the thought of doing something new and 
cool might tint the answers towards one side or the other. 

�,3&+$�1,4�/!0�;���+!���

ƙʔʧͣڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑǸ̻̇ͅڑ˃ɤɆʹڑǸȿ̇ʹڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧ˷ڑǅžջڑʧʹڑʧͣڑɆ˓ɤǸͅڑʹʔǸʹڑ
ͣ̇˰ɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑʹɤͣʹɤɒڑʧ˷ڑǅžռڑƙʔ̇ͅʊʔڑ
the findings from chapter Ԏԓڑ_α̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑڑÅ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣ we 
know how the students experience the current solution, 
and based on what we have constructed in chapter 05 
Analysis, we can conclude that there is room for playing 
around with how procedure training is presented.

žɤʊǸͅɒ˓ɤͣͣ̇ڑʅڑʔ̇Ψڑʹʔɤڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑʔǸΤɤڑȿɤɤ˷ڑ
interpreted, it is my job to dissect their answers and 
extract what is useful for the next iteration. Due 
to these bias-factors I acknowledge that although 
the feedback is generally positive, I must stay 
critical when moving on to the next concept.
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Concept 2: 
���-/,1,16-"�

Introducing the concept
Concept 2 is a continuation of the functionality 
and ideas from concept 1, wrapped in a new suit. 
ǈʔɤͅɤǸͣڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑԏڑǸɆʹɤɒڑǸͣڑǸ˷ڑɤαʹɤͅ˷Ǹ˓ڑ˓̇̇ʹڑʅ̇ͅڑ
ͣɤ˓ɤɆʹʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˷ʅʧʊͅʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤջڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑ
2 puts all this functionality inside the goggles.

ծAʹڑʧʅڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑԏڑΨǸͣ̇ͣڑ˰ɤΨʔǸʹͣڑɆɆɤͣͣʅ˓ջڑΨʔζ̻ڑʹڑʧʹڑʧ˷ڑ
ǅžԵկڑζ̇ڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑǸͣˋռڑƙʔɤͅɤڑǸͅɤͣڑɤΤɤͅǸ˓ͅڑɤǸͣ̇˷ͣڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔʧͣջڑ
but the one I will use is the mindset that is “possibility 
ɒͅʧΤɤ˷ڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷կռڑǈɤڑɒ̇˷ժʹڑˋ˷̇ΨڑΨʔǸʹڑʧͣͣڑʧʹǸȿ˓ɤڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧʅڑ
we don’t try. I might find that concept 1 was the best 
solution all along, but what is “best” is not possible to 
know without knowing what to compare it against. 
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Ideation
Compared to the previous section, this ideation-phase 
is targeted towards finding more tangible solutions 
to the focus areas based on the foundation made 
in concept 1. The ideation-section in the previous 
concept, focusing on ideating within the conceptual 
realm, still applies here, but now we are looking more 
ͣɤڑʔɤʹڑǸ˷ɒڑǅžڑ˷ȿɤʹΨɤɤڑʧʹͣɤ˓ʅڑ˷ʧ˷ʹɤͅǸɆʹʧ̇ڑʔɤʹڑ˷̇ ռͅ

One of the major challenges in any design is making 
sure the user is comfortable in navigating and using 
the solution, especially when using technology and 
interfaces that are totally dissimilar from everything else. 

The act of play is a powerful and intuitive way for sentient 
beings (such as humans) to explore, ask questions, 
ʹͅζڑǸ˷ɒڑʅǸʧ˓ڑǸʹڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑΨ̇ͅ˓ɒڑǸ̇ͅ˷ɒڑζ̇ռڑAζڑ
fooling around with ideas, objects and environments 
humans get a better understanding of how things are put 
together, and we can use this understanding to create 
˷ɤΨڑɆ̇˷˷ɤɆʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ̇ͅڑɤα̻ɤͅʧ˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑՄĎͅʧͣʹʧǸ˷ͣɤ˷ջڑԐԎԐԎՅռڑڑ

There is a difference between “to play a game” (nor: å 
̻ͣʧ˓˓ɤڑɤʹ̻ͣڑʧ˓˓ԼڑǸ˷ɒڑծʹ̻̇ڑ˓ǸζկڑԻ˷̇ͅտڑȓڑ˓ɤˋɤԼռڑǈʔǸʹڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹʧǸʹɤͣڑ
“the act of play” from a game is that play does not have 
Ǹڑʊ̇Ǹ˓ڑɤαɆɤ̻ʹ̻ڑ˓Ǹζڑʧʹͣɤ˓ʅڑՄ�ʧ˷ʊ̇˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑǈʔɤ˷̻ڑ˓Ǹζڑʧͣڑ
restricted with elements such as rules, stories, goals 
Ǹ˷ɒڑǸɆʔʧɤΤɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣջڑʹʔɤͅڑɤͣ˓ʹڑʧͣڑǸڑʊǸ˰ɤڑՄĎͅʧͣʹʧǸ˷ͣɤ˷ջڑ
ԐԎԐԎւڑ�ʧ˷ʊ̇˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑͣ�ڑ˰ɤ˷ʹʧ̇˷ɤɒջ̻ڑ˓ǸζڑʧͣڑǸڑΨǸζڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑ
exposed to and understand the world around you, but put 
in a safe environment. The act of play should be without 
consequence, without inhibitions and without rules. 

The act of play is incorporated into this 
concept in several ways, all presented in the 
Prototyping section of this chapter. 

As discussed in chapter ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤջڑǅžڑʧͣڑԻͣʹʧ˓˓ԼڑǸڑΤɤͅζڑ
new experience for many in the target demographic. 
ƙʔɤڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑʹʔɤͅɤʅ̇ͅɤڑɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅڑǸ˓˓ڑͣɤͣͅڑ
new users, and at the same time keep in mind users who 
ʔǸΤɤڑǸ˓ͅɤǸɒζڑͣɤɒڑʧʹڑȿɤʅ̇ͅɤռڑAζڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑǸڑʅ˓˓ζڑʅ˓ɤɒʊɤɒڑ
ɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹڑʅ̇ͣͅڑɤ˓ɤɆʹʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ɒ̻ͅڑɤʅɤͅɤ˷Ɇʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑ
experience that lives beside all procedure training, the 
student is able to safely try out and get a grasp of how 
the controls and mechanics work - all in their own time. 

“Personalising” is a word that has come up several times 
in this thesis, and this is where we take action upon 
ʹʔʧͣڑΤʧͣʧ̇˷ռڑžɤ˰ɤ˰ȿɤ ջͅڑΨɤڑǸͅɤڑͣʧ˷ʊڑ˰Ǹͣʹɤͅζڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑ
as a core part of the solution, and because of this the 
student should be met as an individual person, not as 
just another user. This can be achieved in several ways, 
but the main strategy is to link the application to the 
ʧ˷ɒʧΤʧɒǸ˓ڑͣɤͅڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤʧ̻ͅڑǸͣʹڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤͣռڑAζͣڑʔ̇Ψʧ˷ʊڑ
the student that the application knows what he/she has 
experienced and provide the main topics for improvement, 
the application is able to get closer to providing a 
personalised learning experience for the students. 

Additionally, the possibility to configure and customise 
the experience is making the experience more student-
Ɇɤ˷ʹͅʧɆռڑƋʧ˰̻˓ɤڑɆͣʹ̇˰ʧύǸʹʧ̇˷ͣͣڑɆʔڑǸͣڑʔǸΤʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑ
pick on what wrist they want their wristwatch to be 
placed might seem small in the grand scheme of things, 
but might impact greatly in how the student feels about 
ʹʔɤڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑՄī̇ʹɤտڑΨɤڑʔǸΤɤڑ˷Ɇ̇ΤɤͅɤɒڑʹʔǸʹڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǸڑ
wristwatch is not practised by nurses due to hygienic 
reasons. This is only an example, and the point still stands).
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The promise of virtual reality is that we can create any 
reality we want. However, even though we can, it does not 
˰ɤǸ˷ڑΨɤͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑՄǈɤͣʹջڑԐԎԐԏւڑĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑƙʔʧͣڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ڑ
educational software for nursing education, the concept 
needs to be somewhat grounded - no flashy, futuristic, 
neon interfaces, or floating screens and ray-casting 
ʧ˷ʹɤͅǸɆʹʧ̇˷ͣռڑAζڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑˋ̇̇˓ڑǸ˷ɒڑʅɤɤ˓ڑǸͣڑʹǸ˷ʊʧȿ˓ɤڑǸͣڑ
possible, the student is better prepared for how to interact 
with the procedure training that is coming. Subsequently, 
by using movement and interactions with objects we are 
ʹʧ˓ʧͣʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤ̻̇ڑʹɤ˷ʹʧǸ˓ڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑ̇ʹڑɆͅɤǸʹɤڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹͣռ

Prototyping
The prototype for concept 2 is both a continuation and 
evolution of the laptop-prototype in concept 1. The 
prototype is an introductory environment that is balancing 
the notion of play and being an interface. However, this 
should neither be in the way of or weaken the experience. 
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The environment facilitates two main functions: To 
be able to learn the mechanics and be able to select 
and configure a selected training. The interface is 
object-based, meaning physical objects are to be 
used to trigger desired functions and navigations.

AɤͣʧɒɤͣڑʹʔǸʹջڑʹʔɤڑɆʔ̇ʧɆɤ̇ڑʅڑɆ̇˓̇ͣͅڑǸ˷ɒڑǸ˰ȿʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑ
was selected to avoid a dull and boring environment, 
encouraging interaction and creating a light-hearted tone. 

�)&-�,�/!0
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The clipboards are the “buttons” of this interface. This is 
how the users select the procedure they want to practise 
on. The content of the clipboard has been through some 
iterations already, going from a quite information-dense 
expression, to being more minimal and focused.
The intention of having the selection of procedure 
being a physical clipboard is to give the user some 
exposure to what is coming in the procedure training.
Also, why not?

The post-its are how the user configures the 
procedure training. Each post-its represent 
a level of difficulty, as well as saying what is 
configured when using that specific post-it.
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The wall is probably the least “realistic” of this entire 
prototype. The wall responds to which clipboard is hung 
on the wall, changing content based on the selected 
procedure. The wall “extends and expands” the content 
behind the clipboard - revealing the student’s past 
experiences, the most recent result and feedback, and 
what configuration the student chose the last time. 
It is the graphical user interface of the clipboard. 

�%"�,�'" 10

On the same table as the clipboards, the student finds a 
set of gloves and a watch. The watch can be picked up 
and put on whatever hand the student wants to put it. On 
the shelf above, there are some relevant objects that the 
user can pick up and look at. There is no other use for the 
objects, only to be familiar with the control and physics.
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Testing
ƙʔɤڑǅž̻̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤڑΨǸͣڑʹɤͣʹɤɒڑ˷̇ڑԔͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑ
the target user group. The tests were conducted in 
the same environment as the previous concept, in 
ʹʔɤڑǅžՑ˓ǸȿڑǸʹڑŃζǸڑ¡ɤ˓ͣɤʔͣռڑŶǸͅʹ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤͅڑɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹڑ
for concept 2 was to test on students who already 
ʔǸɒڑʹͅʧɤɒڑʹʔɤڑʅʧͣͅʹڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑǸ˷ɒڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑ�AIT_ռڑ
More on this in "Evaluating the Prototype" later. 

The testing protocol is more thoroughly explained in 
Appendix I, but here are some of the research questions: 

Aɤʅ̇ͅɤ̻ڑʹʹʧ˷ʊڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹջڑʹʔɤڑͣɤͣͅڑΨɤͅɤڑ
told that they were about to try a separate, 
but connecting experience tying into the 
procedure training they had tried earlier. 

ǈʔǸʹڑǸͅɤڑʹʔɤڑɤα̻ɤɆʹǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑ˓Ǹͣʹڑʹʧ˰ɤԵ
ǈʔǸʹڑʧͣڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹժͣ ɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹԵڑ˷ɤ̻̇ڑ˷Ǹڑ̇ʹڑ˷ɤǸɆʹʧ̇ͅڑ
How are the selection of training and configuration experienced?

Findings from testing

The first impression from almost all users was a feeling 
of overwhelming and chaos. Most users took some time 
to become oriented and understand the environment. 

After the initial confusion and disorientation, all students 
began to familiarise themselves with the environment and 
controls. The clipboards were considered as intuitive and 
fun “buttons” by all students. “I can imagine just a bunch 
of these clipboards hanging on the wall for me to pick and 
choose”. The same sentiment went for the post-it notes. 
Although confusing at first, using the post-its to “build” 
your own experience was described as fun and engaging. 

M�%&0�4�0�3"/6� ,+#20&+$M
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Something that objectively did not work well is having 
a number of objects lying around the environment. 
Ԓ̇ڑʹ̇ڑʅڑԔͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑʹʔ̇ʊʔʹڑʹʔɤζͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿͅʧ˷ʊڑʧʹڑ
into the room with the patient, and all students did 
not understand why the objects were there. 

There is a lot of text in this experience, and that was 
ڑƙʔɤڑǅžռڑ˷ʧڑͣɤڑ̇ʹڑ˷ʧ˷ʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹʹʧ̇ڑʅ̇ͅڑ˓ΤɤͣͣɤڑʹɤǸͣʧɤͣڑʔɤʹڑʹ̇˷
text was somewhat small and often in inconvenient 
placements, which led to a lot of crouching and 
squinting. Most of this was alleviated by the fact that 
clipboards and post-its were grabbable objects that 
could be moved around to better read the text.

Having a preliminary environment for getting ready 
was well received by most students. The students 
in the higher levels of education were generally 
more eager to spend time in the introductory 
environment than the fresh students.
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Evaluation of the 
prototype

A prerequisite of testing concept 2 was to use some of 
the same students who had tried the first concept. This 
made it easier to recruit and put the concept into the 
context of how and where it was being used along-side 
ʹʔɤڑ�AIT_ڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑ¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑʹʔʧͣͅڑɤ˰̇ΤɤɒڑǸ˷ڑ
important and current limitation of any design (especially 
ǅžՅրڑƙʔɤڑʅʧͣͅʹڑʧ˰̻ͅɤͣͣʧ̇˷ռڑƙʔɤڑɤαɆʧʹɤ˰ɤ˷ʹڑǸ̇ͅ˷ɒڑǅžڑ˰ɤǸ˷ͣڑ
that most experiences are new and exciting, and this can 
be “exploited” to increase interest in the application.

Pulling apart and testing steps of a user journey in 
isolation can increase the effectiveness of user testing, 
but might leave out some findings in the transitions 
ȿɤʹΨɤɤ˷ڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɤ̻ͣڑՄģǸͅʹʧ˷ڑڑ¡Ǹ˷ʧ˷ʊʹ̇˷ջڑԐԎԏԐՅռڑİ˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑ
2 is designed as a separate experience, and was thought 
to be a “hub world” where students are  before “entering” 
the selected procedure and after completing it. Leaving 
the procedure training out of the prototype might have 
made the testing more focused, but makes it impossible 
to say how it works in the collected user journey. The 
previous concept, Concept 1, was comparably a more 
complete test of the user journey, and findings from there 
can be considered applicable for this concept as well.
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Common metrics to evaluate design against are how 
efficient and fast the user performs the task. This was 
ڑɤʅͅǸ˰ʧ˷ʊͅڑʔɤʹڑͣʧ˷ʊڑ˷ǈʔɤڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹռڑʔʧͣʹڑʅ̇ͅڑɆǸͣɤڑʔɤʹڑʹ̇˷
methodology we are looking for other end-user effects 
that are less quantifiable such as emotional response, 
subsequent comments and long-term effects. In my case, 
the end-user effect I am aiming for is the feeling of mastery 
through scalability and feedback. This concept is not for 
finding out how efficiently the students can familiarise 
themselves and select a procedure training, but rather 
ڑ˓ȿɤ˷ɤʅʧɆʧǸڑǸ˷ɒڑʧȿ˓ɤ̻ͣͣ̇ڑʧͣڑʹΨʔǸڑʅ̇ڑ˷ʔ̇ͅʧύ̇ڑʔɤʹڑ˷ȿ̇ͅǸɒɤڑ̇ʹ
to include in an educational tool for nursing students. 

ƙʔɤڑǅžڑʔɤǸɒՑ˰̇˷ʹɤɒڑɒʧ̻ͣ˓Ǹζڑͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑʅ̇ͅڑ
this thesis is far from perfect, and a drawback that 
stands out is the portraying of text. Text needs to be 
readable to have any value, and this prototype featured 
a lot of it. However, due to the resolution and how 
ʹʔɤڑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹڑǸ˷ɒڑǅžՑ̻̇ͅʊͅǸ˰ջڑȿζڑɒɤʅǸ˓ʹջڑɤ˰˓Ǹʹɤͣڑ
focal distances, text is only easily readable from a 
set distance from the head. This was not taken into 
account when creating the prototype, and many users 
struggled with reading text, especially the post-its.

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԖ՞ԎԏռڑTɤͣɆͅʧȿʧ˷ʊڑ
ʹʔɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤɒ̻̇ͅڑȿ˓ɤ˰ڑ
̇ʅڑʅ̇Ɇͣڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹͣռڑ

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԖ՞ԎԐռ̇�ڑɆǸ˓ڑǸ˷ɒڑΤɤʧΨʧ˷ʊڑɒʧͣʹǸ˷Ɇɤͣڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑǸ˷ɒڑ
�žڑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹͣڑՄ�ǸȿȿǸͅɒջڑģɤʔǸͅǸڑڑƋΨǸ˷ջڑԐԎԏԙՅڑ
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Side-experiment: 
Peer-to-Peer feedback

As a part of the iteration from concept 1, an alternative 
way of providing feedback was considered, namely 
peer-to-peer, or student-to-student, feedback.

Ideation

As we learned in chapters ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ and 04 
_α̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑڑÅ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣ, nursing education is heavily 
reliant on skill- and simulation training to learn what 
is expected of them in the job. The way they receive 
feedback on performance in these trainings are most 
often from the observers and facilitators who have 
arranged the training, and the feedback is often 
given to groups - not to individual students. 

žɤ˰ɤ˰ȿɤͅʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʧɒɤǸ̇ڑʅڑ˰Ǹͣʹɤͅζڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊջڑʧʹڑʧͣڑɤΤʧɒɤ˷ʹڑ
that it is beneficial to direct the feedback more directly 
towards the recipient, rather than offering general 
ʅɤɤɒȿǸɆˋڑՄ�ͣˋɤζջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑÅ˷̻ͣڑʧʹɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤͅڑɤ̻̇ͅʹɤɒڑɤʅʅɤɆʹͣڑ
of mastery learning , it is way too costly to be practical. 
There are simply not enough teachers and hours in the 
day to make sure that each student gets the appropriate 
amount of feedback. However, there is one available 
resource, and that is the students themselves. 

Using fellow students might have several 
positive effects on the learning outcome:

However, there might be some less 
positive effects to be aware of:

Having another student give you feedback 
might be experienced as less artificial than 
a computer giving you the same feedback
žɤɆɤʧΤʧ˷ʊڑʅɤɤɒȿǸɆˋڑʅ̇ͅ˰̇ͣڑ˰ɤ̇˷ɤڑǸʹ̇ڑͅڑ
own level might feel less like an “evaluation”

ǈʔɤ˷̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧͣʧ˷ʊڑȿζڑʹʔɤ˰ͣɤ˓Τɤͣջڑʧ˷ʹɤͅΤʧɤΨɤɒڑ
students have reported that it is easy to lose 
focus when not in the presence of an educator
Making sure that the feedback given by a fellow 
student is the “correct” feedback is difficult to control 
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Prototype

Testing

This test used a slightly modified version of VirSam’s 
�AIT_ڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑǸ˷ɒڑǸ̻ͅڑʧ˷ʹ̇ʹ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹժͣ ڑ
records alongside some useful hints. The hypothesis 
was that getting feedback from a fellow student 
would be considered as preferred compared to 
getting it from a teacher or a computer program. 

The idea was tested in three groups of two, where 
the two students were from the same class. Group 1 
was in the first grade, group 2 was in 2nd grade, and 
group 3 had just finished their bachelors. The tests 
were done in the same location as the tests of the 
̻ͅɤΤʧ̇ͣڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹͣջڑǸʹڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑ˓ǸȿڑǸʹڑŃζǸڑ¡ɤ˓ͣɤʔͣռڑ

Aɤʅ̇ͅɤͣڑʹǸͅʹʧ˷ʊջڑɤǸɆʔͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑΨǸͣڑȿͅʧɤʅɤɒ̇ڑʅڑɤǸɆʔ̇ڑʹʔɤͅժͣ ڑ
roles, where one student was asked to go through 
ǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑʹ˷ɒɤʹͣڑʔɤͅʹ̇ڑʔɤʹڑΨʔʧ˓ɤڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑ_�AITڑ
was observing. The observant was able to see what 
ʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑʧ˷ڑǅžͣڑǸΨڑͣʧ˷ʊڑŀɆ˓ͣڑŽɤͣʹժͣ ڑɆǸͣʹʧ˷ʊڑ
function to a nearby Apple iPad. After the procedure, 
the student who was observing was then instructed 
to give feedback based on his/hers observations. 
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Findings from testing

First off, this might be some of the most interesting 
findings in this project. From my observational 
standpoint, the level of engagement from both users 
in the test was unexpected. Not only did the users 
fall easily into their role, but the communication 
and collaboration was very interesting.

As we learned in chapter 05 Analysis, students at 
different educational levels have different requirements 
and goals. Some of the findings are more or less 
exclusive to the educational level of the user-group, 
which I will deliberate on in the discussion.

All the user groups reported that getting feedback from a 
fellow student was both enjoyable and useful. A first year 
student uttered the impression that “... at school, teachers 
ʹʔʧ˷ˋڑǸȿ̇ʹڑǸ˓˓̇ڑͣʹ̇ͣͅڑʅͣڑʹʅʅռڑǈɤڑǸͅɤ̇ڑ˷˓ζڑʹʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊڑǸȿ̇ʹڑ
learning”, and that might impact the feedback given. The 
teachers often give feedback to groups, and if a student 
has a question it is asked in a group setting, which can 
be difficult. Having a one-on-one chat with someone 
at your own level might alleviate some of these issues, 
and might be considered preferred by some students.

Group 2 mentioned that “... getting feedback from a 
teacher sometimes feels like an exam, and that you are 
being constantly evaluated”, which is not particularly ideal 
in scenarios where trial and error is highly encouraged. 
In addition to that, they raised some concern that using 
ǅžڑծռռռڑ˰Ǹˋɤͣڑζ̇ڑΤɤͅζڑɤα̻̇ͣɤɒջڑǸ˷ɒڑζ̇ڑɆǸ˷ժʹͣڑɤɤڑΨʔ̇ڑ
is observing you.”, but knowing that a fellow student 
was the one observing you would relieve the concern.
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Group 3 highlighted the benefit of not only getting 
ʅɤɤɒȿǸɆˋջڑȿʹڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤ̇ڑ˷ɤڑʹʔǸʹڑʧͣڑʊʧΤʧ˷ʊڑʧʹռڑAζڑʊʧΤʧ˷ʊڑ
one student the task of observing, the test was able 
to actively engage both participants through one 
prototype. The observing student (who had tried the 
�AIT_ڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʹʔɤ˰ͣɤ˓ΤɤͣԼ̇ڑȿͣɤͅΤɤɒڑǸ˷ɒڑˋ̇̇ʹڑ
mental notes of what the fellow student was doing for 
self comparison and for later feedback. An observing 
student in group 3 said that “when I did the procedure 
I did not notice the details you did. Now I have learned 
that as well.”, exemplifying that the observer does not 
necessarily need to use the program to learn from it. 

A known concern going into the test was that when 
asking two students at the same educational level 
to converse, there might not be a natural flow to 
the conversation. Additionally, a student in group 1 
mentioned that “I don’t want [my fellow student]’s 
learning outcomes to be affected by me knowing 
or not knowing the subject”. Having a printed-out 
“solution-sheet” proved to be overall well-accepted and 
used by the observant. The content of the sheet was 
considered useful, but the students in Group 3 were 
unsure of what content was more relevant than others.  
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ǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˰̻˓ɤʹɤڑǸڑʹ̇˷ڑΨʧ˷ʊ˓ζ̇˷ˋڑʧͣڑ_�AITڑ
accurate simulation. There are several decisions made for 
practical and education reasons, which in turn became 
a discussion topic in the groups. Pointing out what is 
missing or wrong often leads to discussions back and 
ʅ̇ͅʹʔڑ̇ʹڑΨʔζڑʹʔɤڑǅžͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑΨǸͣͣڑɤɤ˰ʧ˷ʊ˓ζڑΨ̇ͅ˷ʊռڑ

ǈʔɤͅɤǸͣڑʊ̻̇ͅڑԏڑɆ̇˰̻Ǹͅɤɒڑʹʔɤڑǅžͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑ̇ʹڑʹʔɤڑ
doll-simulations arranged at the school and what 
they had read in textbooks, group 2 and group 3 
Ψɤͅɤڑ˰̇ͣʹ˓ζڑɆ̇˰̻Ǹͅʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑǅžͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑ̇ʹڑʔ̇Ψڑʹʔɤڑ
procedures are used in practice on real patients. 

An example is how the students in group 2 and group 3 wanted 
to enact measures if they found something to be wrong with 
ʹʔɤ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹռڑծ̻ڑ�Ǹʹʧɤ˷ʹڑΨʧʹʔڑǸڑȿ˓̇̇ɒͣڑʹǸʹͅǸʹͅǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑԙԒٜڑʧͣڑ
not normal and should be treated”. Comparing this behaviour 
to group 1, who were more interested in doing the presented 
tasks right and not asking follow-up questions. Additionally, 
ʹʔɤڑʊ̻̇ͣͅͅڑɤǸɆʹɤɒڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑ̇ʹڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ͣʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑÅƋA�žڑǸ˷ɒڑ
ī_ǈƋڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑƙʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑʧ˷ڑʊ̻̇ͅڑԏڑʔǸɒڑ˓ʧʹʹ˓ɤڑ̇ʹڑ
ڑ˷Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇ڑǅžڑʔɤʹڑͣɤɒڑǸ˷ɒڑɆɤɒͅɤͣջ̻̇ͅڑʔɤʹڑ˷ʧڑΨ˓ɤɒʊɤ̇˷ˋڑ̇˷
to learn about them. Group 2 and 3 on the other hand were 
more sceptical in the inclusion of this, as they found the 
perceived usage disingenuous from how it is used in practice.

An unintended consequence of having two students 
at the same educational level discussing how to do 
procedures was that they began sharing knowledge they 
had obtained from practising the procedures in real life, 
challenges they had met and how they solved them.
All students were keen to share and discuss how they would 
go about it if that scenario were to happen again. Even though 
the members of the group were from the same class, due to 
the nature of the nursing education they had very different 
experiences to share. Some had worked at the emergency 
room, some had worked in domestic care, and they were all 
eager to share their perspective regarding similar scenarios. 
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Evaluation of the experiment
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As we have learned, involving more students in 
ʹʔɤڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤջڑɤΤɤ˷ڑʹʔ̇ʊʔڑʹʔɤζڑǸͅɤڑʹ̇˷ڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑ
themselves, has proven to be an effective way to 
increase engagement in all parties. Additionally, 
having the outside student being the person who 
is observing the performing student has proven to 
be enjoyable and comfortable for both. However, 
involving more students increased the complexity of 
ʹʔɤڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊռڑǈʔɤͅɤǸͣڑʹʔɤ̻ͅڑɤΤʧ̇ͣڑʹɤͣʹͣڑΨɤͅɤڑΨʧʹʔڑ
one student, this test needed to plan for, include and 
evaluate two students’ opinions and conversations. 

This answer-sheet proved to be an effective 
conversation-starter and a help for the observer 
to know what to look for. Additionally, the 
answer-sheet can too act like a “test” for the 
observer, challenging them to know what to look 
for. However, the sheet itself can use some work. 
The look and hierarchy are mere sketches, the 
content is not proof-read by professionals and 
the amount of content needs to be adjusted. 
Nevertheless, the inclusion of such an answer-sheet 
should be included in similar future solutions. 
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Discussion

Evaluating the design
Creating designs for education is a long term project. 
ǈɤڑɆǸ˷ժʹͅڑɤǸ˓˓ζڑڑˋ˷̇Ψڑʔ̇Ψڑʹʔɤ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷̻ͣڑɤͅʅ̇ͅ˰ڑ
˷˓ɤͣͣڑʧʹڑʔǸͣڑȿɤɤ˷ڑͣɤɒڑʅ̇ͅڑǸڑΨʔʧ˓ɤռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹʧ˷ʊڑ
educational software, we need to also evaluate the 
educational and end-user effects of the design. This 
is not something one can evaluate over one session, 
but rather be evaluated over time by looking at the 
individual and overall progress of the students. This is 
ڑ˷ɆǸڑΨɤڑʹǈʔǸڑʔɤͣʧͣռʹڑʧ˷ʊ˓ɤͣڑǸڑ˷ʧڑǸɆʔʧɤΤɤڑ̇ʹڑʧȿ˓ɤ̻ͣͣ̇ڑʹ̇˷
do is create isolated tests and perform isolated usability 
evaluations and this way get first impressions of the 
design. That has been the approach in this project. 

Luckily, the team at VirSam has conducted studies 
comparing some of the educational effects of training 
ʧ˷ڑǅžڑɆ̇˰̻Ǹͅɤɒڑ̇ʹڑʹͅǸɒʧʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒͣڑǸ˷ɒڑʅ̇˷ɒڑǅžڑ
ΨɤΤɤ̇¡ڑԐԎԐԎՅռڑƋʹɤʧ˷ͣȿɤˋˋջڑڑՄAɤͅʊڑՑʧ˷ʅɤͅʧ̇ͅ˷̇˷ڑȿɤڑ̇ʹ ջͅڑ
even though the immediate reactions of the immersive 
training simulations were positive, it does not say anything 
Ǹȿ̇ʹڑʹʔɤڑ˓̇˷ʊՑʹɤͅ˰ڑɤʅʅɤɆʹͣ̇ڑʅڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑǸ̻ͣڑǸͅʹ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑ
educational curriculum. After interviewing one of the 
students who were present in the mentioned study, 
the student could say that even though the application 
they used was interesting and managed to complete 
the tasks, the overall setting and experience was kind 
of weird and laughable. Although impressive and novel 
at first, the novelty factor has later worn off and the 
students are left with their long-term impression. 

Hence, even though the first impressions are positive, 
ͣʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑ˷ɤɤɒͣڑǸڑɆ̇˰ȿʧ˷Ǹʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑ
evaluations to become the best for its users. 

��)&!�1&,+�,#�ţ+!&+$0
Validating the findings is important in science and 
ͅɤͣɤǸͅɆʔռڑǈʧʹʔ̇ʹڑΤǸ˓ʧɒǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑʹʔɤڑʅʧ˷ɒʧ˷ʊͣڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑȿɤڑ
coincidences, flukes or fabricated. Validation in design 
is just as important, especially testing on end-users. The 
effect a design inflicts on a user might be a compound 
of more than the design they are testing. The context 
of which the design is supposedly used, the users past 
experiences and expectations, the presentation of the 
design, eventual bias and even the time of day impacts 
how users experience a solution. In contrast to how 
science strives for eliminating these variables to ensure 
the best possible chance for validation, design embraces 
the variables and includes them as part of the result. 

There are different ways of validating designs, most of 
ʹʔɤ˰ڑʅǸ˓˓ڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑʹΨ̇ڑɆǸʹɤʊ̇ͅʧɤͣտڑŽǸ˷ʹʧʹǸʹʧΤɤڑǸ˷ɒ́ڑǸ˓ʧʹǸʹʧΤɤռڑ
ǈʔɤͅɤǸͣ́ڑǸ˷ʹʧʹǸʹʧΤɤڑΤǸ˓ʧɒǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑ˰̇ͅɤڑȿʧ˷ǸͅζڑǸ˷ɒڑʅ̇Ɇͣɤͣڑ
less on the human behind the results, qualitative validation 
uses what is being said and done by the users to extract 
findings. Throughout the thesis qualitative methods are 
used to validate the designs. Arguably, this is what makes 
ɒɤͣʧʊ˷ڑΤǸ˓ʧɒǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ˰̇ͅɤڑɒʧʅʅʧɆ˓ʹռڑAζڑɤ˰ȿͅǸɆʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤͅڑɤǸ˓ڑ
world limitations in the testing, we are making it inherently 
more difficult to replicate the findings. Testing over longer 
periods of time might gradually uncover the flaws and 
potential of improvement and use this to further develop 
the solution using the build-measure-learn method.

ǈʔɤ˷ڑɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹʧ˷ʊڑɒɤͣʧʊ˷ͣڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹ̇ڑʅڑͣɤջڑʹʔɤͅɤڑʧͣڑ
a degree of caution that needs to be taken into account 
ͅɤʊǸͅɒʧ˷ʊڑɆ̇ͅͅɤ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑɆǸͣǸ˓ʧʹζռڑAɤʧ˷ʊڑʹʔǸʹڑʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑ
is performed in set scenarios, it is difficult to determine 
whether the results of testing the result of the solution 
being tested (correlation), or if the result was impacted 
by something else than the solution, and just happened 
to occur in the context of the solution (causality). As 
mentioned, this project is embracing the real world in 
the testing, and is therefore considering the results to 
be correlated. However, it is worth mentioning that the 
result might be casualty by unremarked influences.

As mentioned in the previous point, in order to 
truly understand the impact of experiences like 
the ones presented in this thesis, the product 
needs to be tested over longer periods of time.
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Comparing the concepts

About using play and playfulness

This chapter has presented two concepts and a side 
experiment. The concepts are, even though presented 
separately, targeting many of the same end-user 
effects. Concept 2 was in many ways a continuation 
̇ʅڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑԏ̻ڑʹڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑǅžռڑ¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑɤΤɤ˷ڑʹʔ̇ʊʔڑʹʔɤζڑ
were quite similar in functionality, testing the ideas of 
scaling the procedure training and getting feedback 
outside helped focusing those effects in ways that would 
̇ʹʔɤͅΨʧͣɤڑȿɤڑɒ̇ͅΨ˷ɤɒڑʧʅ̻ڑʹڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑǅžͣڑʹͅǸʧʊʔʹڑǸΨǸζռڑ

The side experiment is where I believe future concepts 
ͣʔ̇˓ɒڑʅʧ˷ɒڑʧ˷̻ͣʧͅǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑAζڑɤ˷ʊǸʊʧ˷ʊڑ˰̇ͅɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑ
using the tool, some truly interesting and useful 
conversions were sparked between the students. 
Seeing as the student’s educational experience is often 
diverse, having a common platform for conversation 
might be just what the study program needs. 

Personally, I am interested in the effect of play and 
playfulness in digital solutions. I find the effect of having 
users play in order to familiarise themselves deeply 
interesting. However, play is something that should 
be used with intention, and should not dominate the 
entire experience. In concept 2 it did dominate the 
experience, but arguably not to a detrimental degree. 
The created environment was a separate experience 
from the procedure training, and therefore did not have 
to be as linear and effective. Instead the user could use 
the space to familiarise themselves with the controls 
and also figure out what they wanted to select, killing 
two birds with one stone. Playful mechanics should 
be included in future versions of nursing education in 
ǅžջڑǸ˓ʹʔ̇ʊʔڑʹ̇˷ڑ˰ǸζȿɤڑǸͣڑɒ̇˰ʧ˷Ǹ˷ʹڑǸͣڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑԐռ

In this chapter we have taken a journey from using 
the knowledge acquired from ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤջڑԎԓڑ
_α̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑڑÅ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣ and 05 Analysis to create 
ǸɆʹʧ̇˷Ǹȿ˓ɤڑɤ˷ɒՑͣɤͅڑɤʅʅɤɆʹͣڑǸ˷ɒڑǸͅɤǸͣ̇ڑʅڑʅ̇Ɇͣռڑǈɤڑ
have then created several concepts to experiment on 
how to achieve these end-users effects, as well as 
receiving feedback and inspiration from contributors.

Å˷ڑɆ̇˷Ɇ˓ͣʧ̇˷ջڑʹʔɤͅڑɤͣ˓ʹͣڑʔǸΤɤڑȿɤɤ˷̇ڑΤɤͅǸ˓˓ڑʊ̇̇ɒռڑAζڑ
ʹɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑǸڑ˓̇ΨɤͅՑʅʧɒɤ˓ʧʹζ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤՑǅž̻̇ͅڑʹ̇ʹζ̻ɤڑɤǸͅ˓ζ̇ڑ˷ջڑΨɤڑ
learned that there was merit to the chosen areas of focus. 
ƙʔɤͣɤڑΨɤͅɤڑʹʔɤ˷ͅڑɤʧ˰̻˓ɤ˰ɤ˷ʹɤɒڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑǅžջڑǸ˓̇˷ʊՑͣʧɒɤڑǸ˷ڑ
objective to make the experience more playful and utilising 
ʹʔɤڑǅžՑ˰ɤɒʧ˰ڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹ˓ζڑɆ̇˰̻Ǹͅɤɒ̇ڑ̇ʹڑʹʔɤ̇ͣͅڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ͣռڑ

The most surprising result was how successful the 
experiment involving two students were. Having one 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹڑǸͣڑʹʔɤڑʹͅǸʧ˷ɤɤڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʔɤ̇ڑʹʔɤͅڑǸͣڑʹʔɤ̇ڑȿͣɤͅΤǸ˷ʹڑ
proved to spark interesting conversations and motivate 
learning, and should be included in future concepts.

Closing thoughts
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This chapter will present a future concept that 
puts together most of the findings from previous 
chapters. The concept is not developed or tested as 
a whole, but represents a synthesis of the insights, 
learnings, experimentation and visions for how 
ǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑɆ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹɤڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑ˷ͣͅɤͣռڑ
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This chapter will first present the effects the 
concept is striving towards achieving. Second, 
it will present an overview of the mechanics 
introduced in the concept. Third, the concept 
is realised in sketches and storyboards. Finally, 
the chapter concludes with reflections about the 
concept and how it corresponds with the insights 
and experimentation from previous chapters. 

Introduction

Aɤʅ̇ͅɤڑɒʧΤʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹջڑ˓ɤʹڑͣڑʅʧͣͅʹڑˋ̇̇˓ڑ
at the reasons why the concept exists. The sole 
reason for this concept to exist is to answer to 
the findings of what the students feel a lack of 
and need in their education. Therefore, we are 
primarily looking at the end-user effects.

ڑʔ̇˓ɒͣڑͣ˷Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇ڑǅžڑα̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ջ_ڑ˷ʧڑɒʧͣɆͣͣɤɒڑͣ�
be focused and tailored according to their strengths 
and weaknesses. Skill-based education is all about 
gathering knowledge and insights about a skill, and 
then applying it. These steps, knowledge acquisition 
and knowledge application (�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԗ՞Ԏԏ), can be 
viewed as a concentrated version of the skill-based 
education journey presented earlier in chapter 05 
Analysis. The point of distinguishing between these 
two steps is to highlight that these in fact are two 
different mind-sets. Knowledge acquisition is about 
learning, knowledge application is about using what 
ζ̇ڑʔǸΤɤڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ɤɒڑՄŶɤͅɤύՑĘ̻̇ɤύڑڑİ˷ʹɤ̇ͅջڑԐԎԏԒՅռڑ

�+!_20"/�"ʛ" 10

Acquiring vs. applying knowledge
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It is important to distinguish between these because 
it might set a precedence to what is the expected 
̇ʹɆ̇˰ɤ̇ڑʅڑǸ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓ڑǅžڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑǅžڑʧͣڑ˷ɤʧʹʔɤͅڑ
better nor more effective than real life at displaying 
text or video, both demanding passive engagement 
ʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʹʔɤڑͣɤ ռͅڑǈʔǸʹڑǅžڑʧͣڑʊ̇̇ɒڑǸʹڑʧͣڑǸɆʹʧ̇˷ՑȿǸͣɤɒڑ
learning, such as moving objects and interacting with 
ʹʔɤڑɤ˷Τʧ̇ͅ˷˰ɤ˷ʹռڑAǸͣɤɒڑ˷̇ڑʹʔʧͣջڑÅڑȿɤ˓ʧɤΤɤڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžڑʧͣڑ
better at the latter mind-set, namely for applying 
knowledge, rather than acquiring knowledge.

ڑǸڑȿɤڑɆ̇˓ɒڑǅžڑɤɆʹʧ̇˷ջͣڑɤΤʧ̻̇ͣͅڑʔɤʹڑ˷ʧڑɤ˷ʹʧ̇˷ɤɒ˰ڑͣ�
tool for exploring edge-cases and pushing skills to 
ʹʔɤڑ˓ʧ˰ʧʹռڑĘɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_Ց̻̇ͅɆɤɒͅɤڑʧͣ̇˓Ǹʹɤɒڑʧͣڑ
useful, but knowing how to apply it when you have 
numerous other inputs is even more important.

Creating simulations in the real world is time 
consuming and requires a lot of preparation and 
people. The simulations are often staged with dolls 
and in simulation-labs at school, and even then, the 
experience itself is rather limited and artificial. If we 
Ɇ̇˓ɒڑʊ̇ڑȿɤζ̇˷ɒڑʹʔʧͣڑǸ˷ɒڑɆͅɤǸʹɤڑǸڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑ
which puts the nurse in a high-speed environment 
and asks the student to make the right priorities, 
decisions and judgements, we would have a tool that 
truly would be something that is highly relevant, and 
almost impossible to truly replicate in the real world.

Feeling stress and chaos

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԗ՞ԎԏրڑĎ˷̇Ψ˓ɤɒʊɤڑ
Ǹ́ͣʧʹʧ̇˷ڑ̇ʹڑˋ˷̇Ψ˓ɤɒʊɤڑ
Ǹ̻̻˓ɆʧǸʹʧ̇˷

This does not mean the experience should 
actively scare the student away, but rather the 
̻̻̇̇ͣʧʹɤռڑAζڑʔǸΤʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤ̻ڑͣʔɤɒڑ
right up to the limit of what seems possible, 
the experience might speak to the intrinsic 
motivation of completing the presented tasks.  
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As a nurse, you are rarely working on one single 
patient during a shift. Depending on where nurses are 
working (nursing home, hospital, emergency room 
etc.), they need to prioritise based on the patient’s 
needs. Sometimes this process is automatic and 
stress free, but sometimes other inputs and needs 
compete with the attention and may impact the nurse’s 
performance. In such cases the nurse needs to prioritise 
the patients based on their clinical judgement.

Applying prioritisation & 
clinical judgement

ī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žڑǸͅɤͅڑɤ˓ǸʹʧΤɤ˓ζڑ˷ˋ˷̇Ψ˷̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤͣڑʅ̇ͅڑ
many practising and studying nurses. The current version 
̇ʅڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑʔɤʹڑʧ˷ʹɤʊͅǸʹɤɒڑɒɤʊͅɤɤջڑǸڑ̇ʹڑʔǸͣջڑ˷ǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇ڑ
ͅɤɆ̇ͅɒʧ˷ʊ̇ڑʅڑī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žջڑȿʹڑʹ̇˷ڑʹʔɤ̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧɆɤ̇ڑʅڑʧʹռڑAζڑ
using the parts of the procedures as core mechanics of the 
experience, the student might get a better understanding 
of the value of the procedure, not only the theory behind it. 

One of the most surprising findings from the 
experimentation was how two and two students interacted 
ΨʧʹʔڑɤǸɆʔ̇ڑʹʔɤͅڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇˷ʹɤαʹ̇ڑʅڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑǅžڑ
experience. This effect is also to be included here, and 
maybe in a different way. The game Keep Talking and 
Nobody Explodes introduced the mechanic of outsourcing 
ʔǸ˓ʅ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑʊǸ˰ɤ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤջڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑ
ʧʹڑɤͣͣɤ˷ʹʧǸ˓ڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤ̻ڑɤͣ̇ͅ˷ڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑ̇ʹڑɆ̇˰˰˷ʧɆǸʹɤڑǸ˷ɒڑ
collaborate with the person(s) outside. This effect 
can be introduced in the concept in various ways.

Learning new procedures in practice

Collaborating with peers
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As we are constructing a digital experience that has 
no repercussions to what happens in the real world, it 
is useful to think of it as a game. Game mechanics are 
the rules that govern and guide the players actions 
Ǹ˷ɒڑʹʔɤڑʊǸ˰ɤͣͅڑɤ̻ͣ̇˷ͣɤͣڑ̇ʹڑǸʧɒڑǸɆʹʧ̇˷ڑՄƋɆʔɤ˓˓ջڑԐԎԎԘՅռڑ

M
�*"M�*" %�+& 0�
of the concept

Different students want different things, and to 
ensure longevity and relevancy for the experience, 
the concepts adjust difficulty, time in room and 
accessibility aids to as many students as possible.

As we have learned, almost all nurses graduate with 
different educations due to the fact that they have 
had different hands-on experiences. The concept will 
be able to take in students input about where they 
have had supervised clinical practice and/or other 
experiences, and present them with environments 
they previously have not been experienced. 

One of the effects we are striving towards is simulating 
stress and chaos, and, arguably, the best way to do 
that is introducing too much to do and too little time. 
The concept will be task- and time-based, both forcing 
the student to complete the tasks and encouraging 
them to complete before the time runs out. 

� �)"��)"�!&ʜ 2)16U�1&*"��+!��&!0

�&ʛ"/"+1�0 "+"0

�,,�*2 %�1,�!,U�1,,�)&͵)"�1&*"

The student is asked to base prioritisations on clinical 
judgement. In this concept, the clinical judgement will 
be based on patients journals and their last recorded 
ī_ǈƋՑͣɆ̇ͅɤռڑƋ̇˰ɤ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹͣڑʔǸΤɤڑ˰̇ͅɤڑͅʊɤ˷ʹڑī_ǈƋڑ
scores than others, and some have not been checked 
out for some time. It is up to the student to select and 
prioritise the patients that need attending to first.

Only a certain number of journals are visible at the time. 
To make room for more journals, the least pressing 
̻Ǹʹʧɤ˷ʹͣڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑծͣ˷̇̇ύɤɒկڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˰ɤڑȿǸɆˋڑ˓Ǹʹɤ ռͅ

After selecting a journal, the patient appears. Now 
ʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑ˷ɤɤɒ̻ͣڑ̇ʹڑɤͅʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʹʔɤڑ�AIT_Ց̻̇ͅɆɤɒͅɤڑ
using the available tools, and use the data to establish 
Ǹڑ˷ɤΨڑī_ǈƋՑͣɆ̇ͅɤռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑʹʔɤڑī_ǈƋՑͣɆ̇ͅɤڑʧͣڑ
recorded and the patient is okay, the task is complete 
and the student moves on to the next patient. 

If the patient seems to have symptoms or conditions 
that need specialist care, the student can call 
additional personnel and refer the patient.

Aɤʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤɆ̇˰ɤ̇ڑΤɤͅΨʔɤ˓˰ʧ˷ʊջڑǸ˷ɒڑ
that is the point. However, if a game was unnecessarily 
overwhelming the player might exit the simulation 
altogether. To combat this, the concept also includes a 
“pause mode” where the student can collect themselves 
and assess the situation in a calmer environment. This 
aid can be configured to whatever level the student 
feels comfortable in performing or be challenged.

Prioritise, judge and take action

Survey and progress

Press pause
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The concept is a single-player experience 
ʧ˷ͣʧɒɤڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑʔɤǸɒͣɤʹջڑȿʹڑʧͣڑʹʔ̇ʊʔʹڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑǸڑ
collaborative experience as a whole. This means 
including eventual peers outside the headset. 

To make the experience engaging for both, it is thought 
that the person outside can play one or several roles.

The first role is, similar to Keep Talking and Nobody 
Explodes, to have the peer sit with information that 
is crucial for completing the tasks. In this case, 
Ǹ˓˓ڑʹʔɤڑʹǸȿ˓ɤͣڑǸ˷ɒڑʧ˷ʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹʹʧ̇˷ͅڑɤʊǸͅɒʧ˷ʊڑ�AIT_ջڑ
ī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žռڑƙʔɤڑʊ̇Ǹ˓ڑʧͣڑʹʔɤ˷ڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑ
ʧ˷ڑǸ˷ɒ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤڑǅžڑ̇ʹڑɆ̇˰˰˷ʧɆǸʹɤڑɤʅʅɤɆʹʧΤɤ˓ζռڑ

The second role could be one of a moderator. The student 
outside could either help their peer by organising the 
incoming journals or add additional information about the 
patient. Similarly, this can be turned on its head and let the 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžͣڑǸȿ̇ʹǸʊɤڑʹʔɤʧ̻ͅڑɤɤͅڑȿζڑʧ˷ʹ̇ͅɒɆʧ˷ʊڑ
other stressful elements like sirens or a talkative colleague. 

After completing the “shift”, the student is presented with 
a summary of his/hers performance. The feedback is a 
combination of facts and figures, as well as remarks on 
habits and things to keep in mind for the next session.

Collaborate and use outside help

Feedback and progression

To get an overview over what the future concept could 
ڑʅ̇ڑɆʹͅɤͅʹͣڑƙʔɤڑͣɤɒռڑΨǸͣڑIǸ˷ΤǸͣڑ�Ǹ˰ɤڑǅžڑǸڑʧˋɤջ˓ڑˋ̇̇˓
ʹʔɤڑɆǸ˷ΤǸͣڑʧͣڑ˰Ǹɒɤڑȿζͅ�ڑʧɒʔɤʧ˰ڑǸ˷ɒڑƋʹ̊ɤ˷ڑՄԐԎԐԏՅջڑǸ˷ɒڑ
is a combination of related and accessible examples.

Ideation

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԗ՞ԎԐռڑǅžڑʊǸ˰ɤڑɆǸ˷ΤǸͣ̇ڑʅڑ
ʹʔɤͣڑʊʊɤͣʹɤɒڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹռ
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The concept is to take place in an open room. A table is in 
front of you, and a board hangs above the table. On one 
side of the table there is a curtain obscuring a patient

The journals are in the shape of clipboards, and 
act like the primary “buttons” of the system. 
The current patient is selected by placing a 
clipboard on a designated area on the table. 

The journal itself presents a patient with their condition, 
˓Ǹͣʹڑī_ǈƋͣڑɆ̇ͅɤڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʧ˰ɤͣʹǸ˰̻ڑΨʔɤ˷ڑ˓Ǹͣʹͣڑɤɤ˷ڑʹ̇ռڑ

Ƌʧ˰ʧ˓Ǹͅڑ̇ʹڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑʧͣڑ˰ɤɆʔǸ˷ʧͣ˰ڑʹʧ˷̻ڑʔɤʹڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑ
the shape of an in-game tablet. This is where the student 
inputs relevant data. However, the student is not asked to 
input the patient data, as with VirSam’s application. This 
ʹǸȿ˓ɤʹڑʧͣ̇ͣڑ˓ɤ˓ζڑʅ̇ͅڑʧ˷̻ʹʹʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʅʧ˷Ǹ˓ڑī_ǈƋՑͣɆ̇ͅɤջڑǸͣڑΨɤ˓˓ڑ
as look up information about procedures (if playing alone).  

Elements

The environment

Journals

Input mechanisms

Slots in the wall are made to have the student take action 
upon the journals. There are three kinds of actions:

Over the board there are two digital displays. One 
displays the total number of journals left, and the 
other displays the time left of the session. The 
session is meant to be a sped up version of a shift. 
The number of journals left can fluctuate throughout 
the day based on the scene the student is playing.

Completing the journal. After the journal 
has been updated through a clinical 
survey, it can be marked as done.
Ƌ˷̇̇ύʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑ˃̇ͅ˷Ǹ˓ռڑÅʅڑʹʔɤ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹڑʔǸͣڑ˃ͣʹڑȿɤɤ˷ڑʹɤ˷ɒɤɒڑ
ʹ̇ջڑʹʔɤڑ˃̇ͅ˷Ǹ˓ڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤͣڑ˷̇̇ύɤɒڑǸ˷ɒڑȿ̇ͅʊʔʹڑȿǸɆˋڑ˓Ǹʹɤ ռͅڑ
žɤʅɤͅͅʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹռڑÅʅڑʹʔɤ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹڑʔǸͣڑ
symptoms or conditions that need attention by 
someone else, the patient can be referred. 

The curtain is there to rapidly show and hide patients. 
ǈʔɤ˷ͣڑɤ˓ɤɆʹʧ˷ʊڑǸڑ˃̇ͅ˷Ǹ˓ջڑʹʔɤڑɆͅʹǸʧ˷̻̇ڑɤ˷ͣڑǸ˷ɒڑǸ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹڑʧͣڑ
ͅɤΤɤǸ˓ɤɒռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ˃̇ͅ˷Ǹ˓ڑʧͣͅڑɤ˰̇ΤɤɒջڑʹʔɤڑɆͅʹǸʧ˷ڑɆ˓̇ͣɤͣռ

Slots for snoozing, completing 
and referring journal

Clock and counter

Curtain
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Concept 
presentation

�ʧʊͅɤڑԎԗ՞ԎԒռڑİ˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑ˃̇ͅ˷ɤζռ

Pre-configuration of the simulation is 
ɒ̇˷ɤڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑ̇ʹڑʔɤ˓̻ڑʹʔɤڑͣɤͅڑʊɤʹڑʅǸ˰ʧ˓ʧǸͅڑ
with the controls and mechanics.

A collaborative experience. One 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹڑʧ˷ڑǅžջ̇ڑ˷ɤ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤڑΨʧʹʔڑǸڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑ
device with selected information.

After configuration, the student 
ʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧͣڑ˰ɤʹڑΨʧʹʔڑǸڑΨǸ˓˓̇ڑʅ̻ڑǸʹʧɤ˷ʹڑ
journals and a closed curtain.
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Å˷ڑǅžջڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑͣˋ̇̇˓ڑǸʹڑʹʔɤڑΨǸ˓˓ͣڑ
and picks a journal to be surveyed. 

The student says out loud the 
˓Ǹͣʹڑī_ǈƋՑͣɆ̇ͅɤڑǸ˷ɒڑʹʧ˰ɤɆ̇ɒɤռڑ

The student outside decides if 
the patient should be checked, 
ͣ˷̇̇ύɤɒͅڑ̇ͅڑɤʅɤͅͅɤɒռ

The journal they decide to check 
is placed on the designated area 
on the table, and the curtain 
opens to reveal the patient.

The student prepares to 
perform a clinical survey.

The clincial survey is 
performed, and the 
values are said aloud.

The outside student uses 
the values to create a 
˷ɤΨڑī_ǈƋͣڑɆ̇ͅɤռ
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The updated journal is put 
through the "Completed" slot.

ƙʔɤڑ˷ɤΨڑī_ǈƋͣڑɆ̇ͅɤڑʧͣڑ
recorded on the journal on the 
ʹǸȿ˓ɤʹڑȿζڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹڑʧ˷ڑǅžռ

Time is ticking, and all the 
patients needs to be checked or 
referred before the time runs out.
The curtain opens and closes 
as new journals are placed.

ǈʔɤ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɆɤڑʧͣڑɤ˰̻ʹζڑ
or the simulated shift is 
done, the simulation ends.

As the simualtion ends, the 
student outside recieves the 
result from the similation.

The outside student 
provide the feedback, 
and the students 
discuss the results.
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Evaluating the concept

Learning outcome

��)&!�1&,+�,#�1%"� ,+ "-1

The desired learning outcome of this concept is deeply 
tied into the desired end-user effects presented earlier. 

The presented concept is untested on users. However, 
most of the components, elements and mechanics have 
already been explored throughout this thesis. Each part 
has been validated separately, but that does not mean this 
concept will float. Future validation is needed to figure out 
if the concept as a whole is doable, feasible and desirable. 

This kind of scenario teaches the student that clinical 
procedures rarely are done in isolation, and needs to be 
adapted to a workflow. The concept is meant to render 
different arenas based on where nursing is practised, 
meaning the student will have different kinds of patients 
to evaluate and survey, further adapting the procedures.   

Through the simulation explained above, the student 
is taught how to apply their knowledge in a stressful, 
but safe environment. They are asked to assess, 
prioritise and judge the scenario based on facts, visual 
and auditory clues. Moreover, the patient’s diagnosis 
and the number of distractions at the hospital can be 
adjusted in order to adapt to the different users’ levels. 

Put the student at the edge of what is possible to do in a timeframe
Prioritise and judge tasks
Use and adapt procedures in practice
Collaborate with peers

Including the outside world

ǈʔɤ˷ڑɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤڑʹǸͅʊɤʹڑͣɤͣͅڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔʧͣڑʹʔɤͣʧͣջڑ
the closest “stakeholder” to the individual student 
is the fellow student. To not include the fellow 
student into the concept would be an omission, 
and the question is how they could be included.

As discovered in Exploration, the inclusion of peers in 
ʹʔɤ̻ͣڑʔɤͅɤڑǸ̇ͅ˷ɒڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžͅڑɤ˷ɒɤͅɤɒڑʊ̇̇ɒͅڑɤͣ˓ʹͣջڑǸ˷ɒڑ
analysing games like Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes 
strengthens that notion. As learned in chapter ԎԒڑ
ĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤջڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑʹʔɤ̻ͣͣ̇ڑʧȿʧ˓ʧʹζڑ̇ʹڑʹͅǸ˷̻ͣ̇ͅʹڑʹʔɤڑͣɤͅڑ̇ʹڑ
whole new worlds where anything is possible. However, 
even though we can, does not mean we automatically 
should. VirSam has already created some applications 
ΨʔɤͅɤͣڑɤΤɤͅǸ˓ͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑǸ˷ɒڑʹɤǸɆʔɤͣͅڑǸͅɤڑʹ̇ʊɤʹʔɤͅڑʧ˷ڑǅžջڑ̇ͣڑ
that could be a possibility. In chapter 06 Experimentation, 
Ψɤڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ɤɒڑʹʔǸʹ̻ڑʹʹʧ˷ʊڑǸ̻ڑɤɤ̇ͅڑʹͣʧɒɤ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑǸ˷ɒڑʔǸΤʧ˷ʊڑ
them be part of the experience made for “double learning” 
ڑɆ̇˰ʅ̇ͅʹǸȿ˓ɤڑɤ̇ͅ˰ڑʹ˓ʅɤڑǅžڑ˷ʧڑʹ˷ɒɤʹͣڑʔɤʹڑǸ˷ɒڑɒɤʊͅɤɤջڑǸڑ̇ʹ
having a peer observing and providing feedback.  

Aζͅڑɤ˰̇Τʧ˷ʊ̇ͣڑ˰ɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷ʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʹʔɤڑǅž՞
part of the application, the two students become 
dependent on each other to solve the scenario. 
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Is it real enough?
In Exploration I found that some students 
Ɇ̇˰˰ɤ˷ʹɤɒڑ˷̇ڑʹʔɤڑʅǸɆʹڑʹʔǸʹڑī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žڑ
ʧͣڑɒʧͣʧ˷ʊɤ˷̇ͣ˓ζͅڑɤ̻ͅɤͣɤ˷ʹɤɒڑʧ˷ڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ǅž՞ڑ
Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑɤα̻˓Ǹʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʹʔǸʹڑī_ǈƋڑɤ̻ͣɤɆʧǸ˓˓ζڑʧͣڑǸڑ
tool used in certain scenarios and use-cases. 

In that regard, how will this concept fare under similar 
comparisons? The concept would most likely undergo 
several evaluations, among them if the renditions of 
the procedures are accurate. That being said, the 
intention of this concept is not to emulate the textbook 
̻ͅǸɆʹʧɆɤ̇ڑʅڑɤʧʹʔɤͅڑ�AIT_ջڑī_ǈƋڑ̇ͅڑÅƋA�žռڑžǸʹʔɤ ջͅڑʹʔɤڑ
methods are instead used as mechanics to achieve the 
end-user effects and subsequent learning outcomes. 
A discussion needs to be had regarding what should 
be accurate and real, and what can be loosely based 
in reality is a trade-off to simulate the experience. 

Going beyond what can be 
done in the real world

In chapter 05 Analysis it was mentioned that for 
ǅžڑ̇ʹڑɆ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹɤڑ̇ʹڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ջڑʧʹڑ˷ɤɤɒɤɒڑ̇ʹڑ
either solve a problem better than the solutions that 
are already there, solve a problem that does not 
yet have a solution or create new opportunities.

The presented concept fulfils all three requirements to 
varying degrees. First, the concept suggests putting 
students in a high-paced environment where moving 
from patient to patient might prepare students for 
similar situations in real life. This effect is something the 
students experience when in supervised clinical practice, 
only this concept implements it in the education.

Second, the concept suggests implementing the clinical 
̻̇ͅɆɤɒͅɤͣڑ�AIT_ջڑī_ǈƋڑǸ˷ɒڑÅƋA�žڑʧ˷ڑǸڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹڑǸ˷ɒڑ
˰̇ͅɤڑծʊǸ˰ʧʅʧɤɒڑΨǸζկռڑAζڑɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅʧ˷ʊ̇ͣڑ˰ɤ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɤ̻ͣڑ˓ʧˋɤڑ
catalysts for interaction mechanics, the concept is able to 
ɤ˷ʊǸʊɤڑȿ̇ʹʔͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑʧ˷ͣʧɒɤڑǸ˷ɒ̇ڑʹͣʧɒɤڑʹʔɤڑǅž̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ռڑ

Third, the concept opens up for several ways of 
ɤα̻Ǹ˷ͣʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑɆͣʹ̇˰ʧύǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʅ̇ͅڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷ʹͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣլڑ
˷ɤɤɒͣռڑAζڑɒʧʊʧʹʧͣʧ˷ʊڑʹʔɤͣڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅ̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤڑ
practice, the concept opens of for individual follow-up 
of students to help them become better nurses. 
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08 
Discussion
This chapter reflects and discusses opon some of the 
findings and decisions made in the previous chapters, as 
Ψɤ˓˓ڑǸͣڑɆ̇˷ʹɤ˰̻˓Ǹʹɤͣڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑ
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Science project versus 
consumer product
Explained in the Design Theory part of this thesis, 
we are using the reframing method of thinking about 
problems. This means thinking of solutions as products, 
or tools in a context. Hence, in this thesis we are 
˓̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڑǸʹڑǅžڑʅ̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑǸͣڑǸڑɆ̇˷ͣ˰ɤ̻̇ͅͅڑɒɆʹջڑ
and not a science project. In this case, “consumer” 
does not refer to the user's buying power or eventual 
marketing that might be needed down the road, but 
rather the association the user has to the product.

Science projects and their reports are immensely valuable 
for gathering, crunching, and presenting large amounts 
of complex and important information. However, they 
are poorly fitted to build delightful, usable, and desirable 
products. Arguably, VirSam needs both, which is why 
I would call the VirSam project a “science product” – a 
consumer product derived from and backed up by 
scientific research and methods. This kind of product is 
not afraid to experiment with less tangible metrics for 
evaluating whether an experience is meeting requirements 
ڑɆ̇˷ͣ˰ɤͣͅڑΤǸɆ˰ւڑǸڑ˷ʧڑʹɤαʧͣڑʹ̇˷ڑɒ̇ڑͣʹŶ̇ͅɒɆڑռʹ̇˷ڑ̇ͅ
are continuously evaluating products against each 
other to find the one that fits their need the best. 

That being said, in the education of medical 
professionals there is not a surplus of solutions, 
making it even more important that the end-users' 
needs and requirements are met. Even though a given 
solution is the only solution available to the user, it 
does not give it the right to be a bad solution.

�"ţ+&+$�1%"�
problem
Going into this project, there was a notion that the 
̻̇ͅȿ˓ɤ˰ڑΨǸͣڑˋ˷̇Ψ˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑΨɤ˓˓ڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤɒջڑǸ˷ɒڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑ
might solve that problem. Skill- and procedure training 
are fundamental parts of the education of nurses, and 
ʧͣ̇ͣڑʹ̇˷ڑ˰ɤʹʔʧ˷ʊڑζ̇ڑɆǸ˷ڑʊɤʹڑɤ˷̇ʊʔ̇ڑʅռڑǅžڑʔǸͣڑʹʔɤڑ
potential to focus the training on specific fields based 
ΨɤΤɤ̇¡ڑɤ́ʧͅɤ˰ɤ˷ʹͣռͅڑ˓ɤͣ̇ͅ˷Ǹ̻ڑ˷̇ ջͅڑȿζڑύ̇̇˰ʧ˷ʊ̇ڑʹڑǸ˷ɒڑ
looking at nursing education from more angles, we also 
get a greater understanding of the problem space. 

There are numerous solutions to any given problem, 
and creating solutions is just as much about defining 
ʹʔɤ̻̇ͅڑȿ˓ɤ˰ڑǸͣڑʧʹڑʧͣ̇ͣڑ˓Τʧ˷ʊڑʧʹռڑAζڑɆ̇˷ʹʧ˷̇ͣ˓ζڑǸͣˋʧ˷ʊڑ
if we are solving the right problem, we get closer to 
the right solution. This thesis has both been  about 
delivering understanding about the problem area and 
presenting experiments and concepts. Designers 
alternate between “solving the problem right” and 
“solving the right problem”, and by doing experiments 
we inch closer towards understanding the problem that 
we want to solve. The experiments in this thesis have 
been largely focusing on the students, and switching 
focus to other stakeholders might render entirely 
different understandings of the problem and context.
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Rethinking realism

Considering simulation 
versus emulation

ǅžڑʧͣڑǸڑɆ̇˰̻˓ɤαڑɤ́Ǹʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅͅڑɤͣ̇ͅɆɤͣռڑÅʹڑʹǸˋɤͣڑʹʧ˰ɤڑ̇ʹڑ
create something digital, especially in a non-mature 
ʅʧɤ˓ɒͣڑɆʔڑǸͣڑǅžռڑƋ̇˰ɤڑǸ̻ͣɤɆʹͣ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑ
should understandably be realistic, but others must 
˷̇ʹռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑɆͅɤǸʹʧ˷ʊڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷Ǹ˓̇ͣڑʅʹΨǸͅɤڑʅ̇ͅڑ˷ͣͅʧ˷ʊջڑ
some things need to be more realistic than others 
in order to create the level of immersion that is 
necessary for both comfort and learning effect.

Looking back at the findings from ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ and 04 
_α̻˓̇ͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑڑÅ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣջڑΨɤڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ɤɒڑʹʔǸʹڑʊ̇̇ɒڑǅžڑɒ̇ɤͣڑʹ̇˷ڑ
equal high fidelity. It is more important that the experience 
ʅɤɤ˓ͣͅڑʧʊʔʹڑʹʔǸ˷ڑʧʹ̻ڑͣˋ̇̇˓ڑʔ̇ʹ̇ͅɤǸ˓ʧͣʹʧɆڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖւڑ
ĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗւڑǈɤͣʹջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑ�ʧɒɤ˓ʧʹζڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑȿɤ˷ɤʅʧʹڑ
from being played down and kept simple for the benefit 
̇ʅڑǸΤ̇ʧɒʧ˷ʊڑծ˷ɆǸ˷˷ζڑΤǸ˓˓ɤζկڑՄĎǸΤǸ˷ǸʊʔڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԏԗւڑǈɤͣʹջڑ
ԐԎԐԏՅռڑ�ͅʹʔɤͅ˰̇ͅɤջڑʹʔɤͅڑɤǸ˓ڑΨ̇ͅ˓ɒڑɆ̇˷ͣʹͅǸʧ˷ʹͣڑɒ̇˷ժʹڑ˷ɤɤɒڑ
ڑɤͣ˷̇ڑɤΨ˷ڑɆͅɤǸʹɤڑǸʹʔɤͅͅڑ˷ɆǸڑζ̇ڑΨ̇ͅ˓ɒջڑǅžڑʔɤʹڑ̇ʹ˷ʧڑʅ̇˓˓̇Ψڑ̇ʹ
ՄǈɤͣʹջڑԐԎԐԏՅռڑƙʔɤ̇ڑΤɤͅǸ˓˓ڑʊ̇Ǹ˓̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑ
be to achieve an end-user effect. Although it might be 
the case that certain end-user effects are achieved by 
improving the visual fidelity, it should never come at the 
Ɇ̇ͣʹ̇ڑʅ̇ڑʹʔɤ́ͅڑǸ˓ʧʹʧɤͣ̇ڑʅڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤڑՄǈɤͣʹջڑԐԎԐԏՅռ

Considering these points, it is natural that the act 
̇ʅڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ɒ̻ͅڑǸɆʹʧͣʧ˷ʊ̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤͣڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧͣڑʹʔɤڑ
focus for this thesis, rather than purely the usage 
̇ʅڑǅžռڑÅʹͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤͣڑǸʧɒڑʹʔǸʹڑʹʔɤڑɒɤʊͅɤɤ̇ڑʅڑʅʧɒɤ˓ʧʹζڑ
ʔǸͣڑǸ˷ڑʧ˰̻ǸɆʹڑ˷̇ڑʧ˰˰ɤͣͅʧ̇˷ڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖւڑ�ʹʧɤͅͅɤύڑ
ɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑԐԎԎԗՅջڑȿʹڑʧʅڑʹʔɤڑɆ̇ͅɤڑ˰ɤɆʔǸ˷ʧɆͣڑɒ̇ڑʹ̇˷ڑʅɤɤ˓ڑ
good, making it look real or pretty will not mend it. 

Understanding what are the possible outcomes of using 
virtual reality technology is important to understand how 
we can design a system that best meets the established 
needs of the students and their education. Part of 
ʹʔʧͣڑ˷ɒɤͣͅʹǸ˷ɒʧ˷ʊڑʧͣڑʔ̇Ψջڑʧ˷ڑ˰̇ͅɤڑǸȿͣʹͅǸɆʹڑʹɤͅ˰ͣջڑǅžڑ
can be valueable for the context. In computer science 
and software developers, the words simulation and 

emulation is often used when describing the recreation 
of functionality. There are numerous explorations, 
comparisons and concepts surrounding this topic, none 
of actually which compare simulation and emulation. 
However, I find the thought of differentiating between 
simulation and emulation interesting and important 
ʅ̇ͅڑʹʔɤڑɆͅɤǸʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑʅ̇ͅڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑ

ƙʔɤ̇ڑ˷˓ʧ˷ɤڑɒʧɆʹʧ̇˷ǸͅζڑģɤͅͅʧǸ˰ՑǈɤȿͣʹɤͅڑՄԐԎԐԏՅڑɒɤʅʧ˷ɤͣڑ
a simulation as “the imitative representation of the 
functioning of one system or process by means 
of the functioning of another”, and emulation as a 
synonym of imitation and “ambition or endeavour 
to equal or excel others (as in achievement)”.

I offer this explanation: Emulation is a reproduction or 
duplication of the functions of another device or system, 
amining to be as close to reality as possible. Simulation is 
“giving the appearance”, an imitation, of the functions of 
another system at a more abstract and less precise level.

AζڑɆʔ̇̇ͣʧ˷ʊͣڑ̇ʹڑʧ˰˓Ǹʹɤ̇ͣڑ˰ɤʹʔʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑǅžջڑΨɤڑǸͅɤڑ
setting the expectations of what could and should 
be represented. Simulation can deliberately include 
and exclude certain functions from what it is trying to 
simulate, and cultivate certain qualities at will. Emulation, 
on the other hand, is comparing its results directly to 
what is being emulated, and could possibly replace it.  

This is important to keep in mind, because recreating 
(emulating) certain practises or parts of nursing 
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧͣڑ˷ɤǸͅ˓ζڑʧ˰̻̇ͣͣʧȿ˓ɤռڑ¡̇ΨɤΤɤ ջͅڑȿζڑ
using the medium for what it is good for, we can create 
a simulation that encourages certain effects that 
the real world might only scratch the surface of.
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Re-evaluating how to use 
���&+�"!2 �1&,+�,#�+2/0"0
Through this thesis, we have gotten a pretty good 
understanding of the problem space through the 
ɤζɤͣ̇ڑʅͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑǸ˷ɒͣڑʹǸˋɤʔ̇˓ɒɤͣͅռڑǈɤڑʔǸΤɤڑʅ̇˷ɒڑ
ʹʔǸʹڑǸ˓ʹʔ̇ʊʔ̻̇ͅڑɆɤɒͅɤڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊڑʧ˷ڑǅž̇ͣڑ˷ɒͣڑ
simple, when seen in the context of the entire 
education it becomes much more complex. 

A part of this thesis has been about the context in 
ΨʔʧɆʔڑǅžڑʧͣͣڑ̻̻̇ͣɤɒڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑͣɤɒռڑƙʔǸʹڑʔǸͣڑ˰ɤǸ˷ʹڑ
hours of interviews and reading about how nursing 
education is structured. There are some unsolved 
issues in education that need to be considered 
when placing new tools and technologies into the 
mix and looking beyond procedure training. 

First of all, someone will always think that there 
are deficiencies in the study program. There will be 
opinions from students, educators and stakeholders 
saying there is too much or too little of something. 
žʧʊʔʹڑ˷̇Ψջڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷ɆɤڑǸڑ˓ǸɆˋ̇ڑʅͣڑˋʧ˓˓ڑǸ˷ɒڑ
ͣʧ˰˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ڑʹͅǸʧ˷ʧ˷ʊջڑǸ˷ɒڑǅžڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑȿɤڑǸ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ڑ̇ʹڑʹʔǸʹռڑ
AʹڑΨʧ˓˓ڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤͣڑʹɒζ̻̇ͅڑʊͅǸ˰ڑǸ˓˓ɤΤʧǸʹɤڑ
some of the deficiencies, or will it create new ones? 

Secondly, current and past students have a general 
feeling that the development of the study program is not 
structured by actual nurses. Although this might not be 
the case (and in fact, my research suggests that some 
courses are closely developed with practising nurses), 
they still experience that the curriculum is not necessarily 
preparing them to become professional nurses. This 
is exemplified by the fact that the simulation lab at 
the students' campus is (knowingly by the educators) 
rarely used, and mostly for research purposes. There 

What problems remain unsolved 
in nursing education?

ƙʔɤڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹڑ�AIT_ڑǅžՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑǸڑɒʧʊʧʹǸ˓ڑʹɤαʹȿ̇̇ˋռڑ
You are going from page to page on a linear experience, 
and in the end you are presented with green check-
marks and stars. Even though it is an interactive and 
novel experience, it quickly becomes old. You are 
learning how to perform tasks in the correct order in a 
3D-environment, which already offers more compared 
to a textbook or YouTube video could, but not much 
more compared to a physical doll-simulation.

ƙʔɤڑΨʔ̇˓ɤ̻̇ڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑʧͣڑ̇ʹڑȿɤ̻ڑ˓ǸɆɤɒڑʧ˷ʹ̇ڑ˷ɤΨڑ
environments that can be whatever we want, not simply 
replicating a lesser version of the ones we already 
ʔǸΤɤڑՄĉɤͅǸ˓ɒջڑԐԎԏԖՅռڑƋʹɒɤ˷ʹͣͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑʔǸΤɤڑǸ˓˓ڑʹʔɤʧͅڑ
“bad” experiences in safe environments. These “bad” 
ͣɆɤ˷Ǹͅʧ̇ͣͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑʹʔɤڑʊ̇Ǹ˓̇ڑʅڑΨʔʧɆʔڑ̇ʹڑ˰̇ɒɤ˓ڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑ
experience. It should explore edge-cases and push skills 
to the limit, only for the student to fail and try again.

���0%,2)!��&*�%&$%"/

is great potential in using the simulation lab for more 
extensive simulation training on a bigger scale. 

Thirdly, there are great differences between graduated 
nurses. This is not necessarily a problem - diversity is 
a great asset in teams. However, there is an ongoing 
nation-wide process trying to make the study program 
˰̇ͅɤͣڑʹǸ˷ɒǸͅɒʧͣɤɒڑՄĎ˷˷ͣˋǸ̻ͣɒɤ̻Ǹͅʹɤ˰ɤ˷ʹɤʹջڑԐԎԏԙՅڑ
ΨʧʹʔڑΤǸͅζʧ˷ʊڑɒɤʊͅɤɤͣ̇ڑʅͣڑɆɆɤͣͣڑՄ�˰˷ɒͣɤ˷ڑɤʹڑǸ˓ռջڑ
ԐԎԐԏՅռڑڑŀ˷ڑǸڑ˓̇ɆǸ˓ڑ˓ɤΤɤ˓ջڑʹʔɤڑɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷Ɇɤͣڑʧ˷ڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
become a problem when students return to school 
after attending supervised clinical practice. In these 
cases they might have vastly different experiences and 
ʅ̇˷ɒǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑ̇ʹڑȿʧ˓ɒڑ˰̇ͅɤڑˋ˷̇Ψ˓ɤɒʊɤ̇ڑ̻̇ʹڑ˷̇ڑʅռڑAɤɆǸͣɤڑ
of this, some students feel less prepared for what is 
to come as professional nurses compared to others.
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_Τɤ˷ڑʹʔ̇ʊʔڑÅڑɆ˓Ǹʧ˰ɤɒڑʹʔǸʹڑǅžͣڑʔ̇˓ɒڑǸʧ˰ڑʔʧʊʔɤ ջͅڑ
there is value in using it for isolated procedure training 
ͣɆʔڑǸͣڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɆǸͣɤ̇ڑʅڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ժͣ ڑʔɤʹڑʅ̇ڑģǸ˷ζڑ�AIT_ռڑ
target users have said they wanted to be able to train 
on selected procedures in larger quantities, and the 
�AIT_ՑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑʊͅɤǸʹڑʅ̇ͅڑʹʔǸʹڑԻǸ˓ʹʔ̇ʊʔڑʧʹڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑ
improved on some aspects, as mentioned in 04 Exploration 
and Insights ). This kind of application is perfect for 
ͣʹɒɤ˷ʹͣڑ̇ʹڑ˓ɤǸͅ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ˰ɤɆʔǸ˷ʧɆͣڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˷ʹ̇ͅ˓ͣ̇ڑʅڑǅžڑ
and to exercise a certain procedure. My opinion is that 
having isolated procedure training be a part of a larger 
ͣζͣʹɤ˰̇ڑʅڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʧ˷ڑǅžڑʧͣڑɒɤʅʧ˷ʧʹɤ˓ζڑʹʔɤڑΨǸζڑ̇ʹڑʊ̇ռڑ

�"_"3�)2�1&+$�1%"�20"�,#����
for procedure training
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technologies 
Closing this chapter, there is one opportunity that I 
think deserves more attention, namely the possibility 
̇ʅͅڑ˷˷ʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑǸڑΨɤȿڑȿ̇ͅΨͣɤ ռͅڑž˷˷ʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʹʔ̇ͅʊʔڑǸڑ
web browser might sound trivial, but I believe it opens 
̻ڑǸڑΨʔ̇˓ɤڑ˷ɤΨڑΨǸζ̇ڑʅڑʹʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊڑǸȿ̇ʹڑǅžڑǸ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ͣռڑ
Mentioned in chapter ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ, theThree.js 
Javascript-framework more easily enables the creation 
of 3D environments on the web. This framework has 
ǸڑǅžՑɆ̇˰̻̇˷ɤ˷ʹջڑɤ˷Ǹȿ˓ʧ˷ʊڑΨɤȿͣʧʹɤͣڑ̇ʹڑȿɤͅڑɤ˷ɒɤͅɤɒڑ
in supported head-mounted displays with ease. 

There are of course advantages and disadvantages 
with this approach. On one hand, the end-users do not 
have to bother with installing, updating or maintaining 
Ǹ˷ζڑǅž̇ͣڑʅʹΨǸͅɤռڑƙʔɤζͣڑʧ˰̻˓ζڑ˷ɤɤɒ̻ڑ̇ʹڑ˓ʊڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑ
ʔɤǸɒͣɤʹڑǸ˷ɒڑʊ̇ռڑ�˓ͣ̇ջڑʹʔɤڑʅǸɆʹڑʹʔǸʹڑʹʔɤڑǅžڑɤα̻ɤͅʧɤ˷Ɇɤڑ
is accessed through a website means it can more easily 
integrate with other web-based platforms and behave 
as a component in a system, instead of a separate 
experience. On the other hand, a web browser would 
not have access to the same rendering pipeline as a 
program made in Unity, and is therefore somewhat 
limited in terms of technical and visual performance.  

Arguably, I would say the advantages far outweigh the 
disadvantages, and therefore I believe that this approach 
should be considered and utilised in future prototypes. 
�ͅʹʔɤͅ˰̇ͅɤջڑǅžڑȿɤʧ˷ʊڑǸ˷ڑʧ˷ɆͅɤǸͣʧ˷ʊ˓ζ̻̻̇ڑ˓Ǹͅڑ˰ɤɒʧ˰ջڑ
̇˷ɤڑ˰ʧʊʔʹڑʧ˰Ǹʊʧ˷ɤڑʹʔǸʹڑʅͅǸ˰ɤΨ̇ͅˋͣڑʅ̇ͅڑʧ˷Ɇ˓ɒʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʧ˷ڑ
web browsers will advance and increase in numbers.
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09 
Conclusion
This concluding chapter rounds of the thesis by reflecting 
upon the process itself, as well as presenting some 
thoughts on the designer's role in a project like this.
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Project pivot
This thesis is an exploration of how newer technology 
can be used to improve the current and future of nursing 
ɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ռڑǈʔɤ˷ڑʅʧͣͅʹͣڑʹǸͅʹʧ˷ʊڑ̇ʹڑΨ̇ͅˋڑ˷̇ڑʹʔʧ̻ͣ̇ͅڑ˃ɤɆʹջڑ
ʹʔɤڑʧ˷ʧʹʧǸ˓ͣڑɆ̻̇ɤڑΨǸͣڑ̇ʹڑծȿʧ˓ɒڑ̻̇˷ڑʹʔɤڑɤαʧͣʹʧ˷ʊڑǅž՞
Ǹ̻̻˓ʧɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ�AIT_կڑΨʧʹʔڑʹʔɤڑʧ˷ʹɤ˷ʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑ˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڑʧʹڑǸڑ
better educational vessel for the target demographic. 
In spite of that, early secondary and primary insights 
suggested that the existing solution was lacking both 
functional and conceptual elements, which a design 
perspective would consider fundamental. On account 
of this, the scope pivoted towards experimenting 
˰̇ͅɤڑȿ̇ͅǸɒ˓ζڑ˷̇ڑʔ̇ΨڑǅžڑɆ̇˓ɒڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɆʔ̇ͣɤ˷ڑ
domain, hence the inclusion of the reframing method. 

�"Ť" 1&+$�2-,+��
the process
The reframing method has been central in this thesis, as 
the project uses an already established solution, domain 
and target demographic. The process has centred around 
using the target demographic as an important source of 
ʧ˷ͣʧʊʔʹڑǸ˷ɒڑɤΤǸ˓Ǹʹ̇̇ͅڑʅڑʔ̇ΨڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑ̇ʹڑȿɤʹʹɤͅڑʹʔɤڑ
education of nurses. Additionally, external contributors with 
ʧ˷ͣʧʊʔʹͣڑʧ˷ڑǅžջڑʔɤǸ˓ʹʔڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑɆ̇˷Ɇɤ̻ʹڑɒɤΤɤ˓̻̇˰ɤ˷ʹڑ
have been used to further reflect upon insights. 

ǈʔǸʹڑ˰ǸˋɤͣڑʹʔɤͅڑɤʅͅǸ˰ʧ˷ʊڑ˰ɤʹʔ̇ɒڑǸڑΤǸ˓Ǹȿ˓ɤڑǸͣͣɤʹڑʧ˷ڑ
the process is how it encourages the deconstruction 
of an existing product in an existing domain, looking 
at these with individual mindsets, for them to be 
put together to craft new understanding and ideas. 
The product and domain has been deconstructed 
in ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ and 04 Exploration and Insights, 
reconstructed in 05 Analysis and 06 Experimentation. 

Central to the reframing method is the synthesis, 
construction and usage of measurable end-user 
effects to design and evaluate solutions. The concept 
presented in 07 Imagining presents a different way of 
using procedures for pedagogical gain by challenging 
ʹʔɤ̻ڑɤͅɆɤ̻ʹʧ̇˷̇ڑʅڑʔ̇ΨڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑͣɤɒڑʧ˷ڑʹʔɤڑɤɒɆǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
of nurses, guided by the desired end-user effect. 
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Thesis contributions
As discovered in ԎԒڑĘʧʹɤͅǸʹͅɤ and through my own 
research, a big challenge for VirSam and other research 
̻̇ͅ˃ɤɆʹͣڑͣʧ˷ʊڑǅžڑʧͣڑʹʔɤڑ˓ǸɆˋ̇ڑʅڑʅ̇Ɇͣڑ˷̇ڑɤ˷ɒՑͣɤͅڑɆɤ˷ʹͅʧɆڑ
design, both in terms of usability and the concepts. 
Even if a solution is made for research purposes only 
there should be someone on the team who understands 
the relationship between technology and humans, both 
theoretically and empirically. This is especially important if 
the research depends on the usability and comprehension 
̇ʅڑʹʔɤ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ջڑǸͣڑΨʧʹʔڑʹʔɤڑɆǸͣɤ̇ڑʅڑǅʧͅƋǸ˰ռڑAͅʧ˷ʊʧ˷ʊڑʹʔʧͣڑ
perspective to the table is the most important contribution 
of this thesis. Solutions could be viewed and filtered 
through numerous different perspectives, and with each 
perspective new value and knowledge is added to the 
result. Human-centred design is yet another perspective to 
add to the mix of researchers, developers, technologists, 
educators, investors, governing bodies and other 
ͣʹǸˋɤʔ̇˓ɒɤͣͅռڑžɤʊǸͅɒ˓ɤͣͣջڑʧʅڑʹʔɤ̇ͣڑ˓ʹʧ̇˷ڑʧͣڑʧ˷ʹɤ˷ɒɤɒڑ̇ʹڑȿɤڑ
used by people, design should be a fundamental inclusion. 

Final thoughts
The idea of virtual reality has almost endless possibilities, 
grounded in the digital tools that allow these ideas to 
exist. It is when the tools meet the intended target users 
that the ideas are put to the test. Numerous criteria need 
have to be met, conditions need to be understood, and 
needs to be considered in order to pair the idea with 
ʹʔɤڑʹ̇̇˓ռڑǅžڑɆǸ˷ڑȿɤڑɤΤɤͅڑ̇ͣڑɆ̇̇˓ջڑȿʹڑʧʅڑʧʹڑɒ̇ɤͣڑʹ̇˷ڑ˰ɤɤʹڑ
current or future needs of the people who are supposed 
to use it, the ideas will remain just that - ideas. 
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Consent form, contributors

Consent form, taget user

"Answer sheet", peer-to-peer experiment

Early feedback to VirSam regarding the application

Protocol, concept 2

Protocol, concept 1

Protocol, concept peer-to-peer

Master's protocol for NSD

NSD application
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MISTANKE OM SEPSIS:

TEGN PÅ HJERNESLAG?

Tidlig oppdagelse av
forverret helsetilstand

 
Kommune helsetjenesten

            ISBAR  KOMMUNIKASJON

I
IDENTIFIKASJON
Ditt navn, funksjon og arbeidssted
Pasientens navn, fødselsnummer og adresse

S
SITUASJONEN
Hva er det akutte problemet / årsaken til kontakt?
"Jeg ringer fordi...."

B
BAKGRUNN
Kortfattet og relevant sykehistorie
Aktuell diagnose og/eller tidligere diagnoser
Evt. smitte / allergier og behandlingsreservasjoner

A
AKTUELL TILSTAND
Aktuelle målinger etter ABCDE observasjoner, evt. NEWS skår 
 
"Jeg er bekymret fordi …"
"Jeg tror årsaken er ..."

R
RÅD/RESPONS
"Hva synes du jeg skal gjøre?"
"Da gjør jeg følgende ..."
"Når vil du at jeg skal ta kontakt igjen?"
Bli enige om felles plan for videre oppfølging

            ABCDE  OBSERVASJON OG TILTAK

A
AIRWAYS / Luftveier
Sørg for frie luftveier

  Hakeløft/kjevetak, sideleie, fjerne fremmedlegme

B
BREATHING / Respirasjon
Pustebesvær/taledyspne, respirasjonsfrekvens, respirasjons- 
lyder, rytme/dybde, hjelpemuskulatur, cyanose, SpO2  

 Kroppsleie, berolige, pusteveiledning, oksygen

C
CIRCULATION / Sirkulasjon
Hud (farge/temp, kald/klam), kapillær fyllingstid, puls (rytme/
fylde), BT 

 Perifer venekanyle (PVK), evt. væske, heve bena

D
DISABILITY / Bevissthet
Bevissthetsnivå (ACVPU), tegn på hjerneslag (PSL/andre sympt.)
sjekk pupiller og evt. blodsukker

 Frie luftveier, evt. sideleie, regulere blodsukker

E
EXPOSURE / Kroppsundersøkelse / Omgivelser
Hudforandringer (utslett, sår ol.), kateter/dren, temperatur, 
feilstilling/brudd, smerter etc. Endring i hjemmeforhold?

  Tiltak avhenger av funn

KlinObsKommune - v. 2.8 - 2020

quick SOFA (qSOFA)
- Respirasjonsfrekvens > 22

- Endret mental status

- Systolisk BT < 100 mm Hg

MISTANKE OM KLINISK INFEKSJON OG 
MINST TO AV KRITERIENE TIL VENSTRE, 

OG/ELLER NEWS >5:

Varsle lege og/eller ring113

NEWS >5

Andre symptomer
• Akutt oppstått ensidig  

koordinasjonssvikt  
(akutte gangvansker)

൬ ൬ �

 
• Halvsidig synsfeltutfall
• Hyperakutt hodepine
• Nedsatt sensibilitet

NB! Dette kortet kan desinfiseres med sprit

A ������f�������1��)"0

NATIONAL EARLY WARNING SCORE (NEWS2)

FYSIOLOGISKE PARAMETERE 3 2 1 0 1 2 3

Respirasjonsfrekvens (pr. minutt) <_   8 9–11 12–20 21–24 >_   25

SpO2 Skala 1 (%) <_   91 92–93 94–95 >_   96

SpO2 Skala 2 (%)* <_   83 84–85 86–87 88–92
>_   93 på luft

93–94
på oksygen

95–96
på oksygen

>_   97
på oksygen

Luft eller oksygen Oksygen Luft

Systolisk blodtrykk (mmHg) <_   90 91–100 101–110 111–219 >_   220

Pulsfrekvens (pr. minutt) <_   40 41–50 51–90 91–110 111–130 >_   131

Bevissthetsnivå** A C, V, P, U

Temperatur (0C) <_   35,0 35,1–36,0 36,1–38,0 38,1–39,0 >_   39,1

** Bevissthetsnivå:
A = Alert (Våken)
C = Confusion (Nyoppstått forvirring)
V = Voice (Reagerer på tiltale)
P = Pain (Reagerer på smertestimulering)
U = Unresponsive (reagerer ikke på tale- eller smertestimulering)

* Skala 2:
Lege skal dokumentere i journal når skala 2 skal brukes.  
Ved alle andre tilfeller brukes Skala 1

������������
���
���������������	�

NEWS SKÅR OVERVÅKNINGSFREKVENS KLINISK RESPONS* FARE FOR 
MORTALITET

0 Minimum hver 12. time • Følg rutinene for NEWS2 overvåkning ved ditt arbeidssted Lav

Totalt 1-4 Minimum hver 4.–6. time
• Informer ansvarlig sykepleier/helsepersonell på vakt om NEWS2 skår
• Ansvarlig sykepleier/helsepersonell tar stilling til økt overvåknings-

frekvens, behov for kliniske tiltak og/eller legevurdering
Lav

Skår 3 i ett parameter Minst én gang per time
• Ansvarlig sykepleier/helsepersonell skal kontakte lege umiddelbart 

for vurdering
• Vurdere behov for tettere overvåkning eller høyere behandlingsnivå

Lav-Middels

Totalt 5 eller høyere 
Grenseverdi for rask 
respons

Minimum 1 gang i timen • Ansvarlig sykepleier/helsepersonell skal umiddelbart kontakte lege
• Lege vurderer behov for overflytting til høyere behandlingsnivå Middels

Totalt 7 eller høyere 
Øyeblikkelig respons

Kontinuerlig overvåkning av vitale 
funksjoner

• Ansvarlig sykepleier/helsepersonell skal umiddelbart kontakte 
ansvarlig lege, legevakt og/eller113

• Videre behandling på riktig behandlingsnivå med kontinuerlig 
overvåkning vurderes. Dette må vurderes opp mot behandlings- 
begrensede hensyn.

Høy

D
enne versjonen er oversatt etter ©

 Royal College of Physicians 

TILTAK ETTER NEWSSKÅR  Lav poengsum utelukker IKKE alvorlig sykdom

NEWS2 er et supplerende hjelpemiddel for å bedømme vitale funksjoner hos voksne og må alltid brukes i kombinasjon med helsepersonellets kompetanse og kliniske skjønn. 
*Kolonnen KLINISK RESPONS er tilpasset kommunehelsetjenesten gjennom utvikling av dette lommekortet.                                                                      KlinObsKommune - v.2.8 - 2020

 ©
 Royal College of Physicians 

�����1��)"0B
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Informasjon om og samtykke til deltagelse i masteroppgaven:

Optimalisere, utforske og forestille bruk
av VR i prosedyretrening av sykepleiere
%DNJUXQQ�RJ�IRUPnO
Masteroppgaven skrives av Henrik Martin Kristiansen ved Institutt for Design i samarbeid med
VirSam ved Institutt for Samfunnsmedisin og Sykepleie, NTNU. Hensikten med oppgaven er å
gi Virsam tydelige strategier, idéer og/eller funksjonalitet som vil bidra til å gjøre løsningene i VR
mer effektiv som pedagogiske fartøy for målgruppen. Dette utforskes gjennom intervjuer,
observasjoner, prototyping og brukertesting med målgruppen.

2P�LQWHUYMXHW
For å samle innsikt ønsker jeg å utføre intervjuer med personer som kan ha relevant kunnskap
eller erfaring innen utdanning av sykepleiere og/eller VR-teknologi. Data blir samlet via notater
og bilder.

2P�LQIRUPDVMRQ�GX�JLU�IUD�GHJ
Innholdet fra intervjuet vil kunne publiseres i studentens masteroppgave. Ditt navn, din stilling
og eventuelle bilder kan bli brukt til å henvise til intervjuet i masteroppgaven.

)ULYLOOLJ�GHOWDJHOVH
Det er frivillig å delta, og du kan når som helst trekke ditt samtykke uten å oppgi grunn.

.RQWDNWLQIRUPDVMRQ
Dersom du har spørsmål om oppgaven eller intervjuet, ha lav terskel for å ta kontakt med
masterstudenten:
Henrik Martin Kristiansen – henrkri@stud.ntnu.no
Eller veilederne:
Ashis Jalote Parmar (ID) – ashis.jalote.parmar@ntnu.no
Aslak Steinsbekk (ISM) – aslak.steinsbekk@ntnu.no

__________________________________________________________________________

Jeg har mottatt informasjon om intervjuet og samtykker å delta:

'DWR�VWHG 6LJQDWXU

_____________ _______________________

D �,+0"+1�#,/*U� ,+1/&�21,/0
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Fasit til ABCDE

Pasientjournal

Identifikasjon Situasjon Bakgrunn Aktuelt Råd

Jens Andersen 

f.11.10.45

Er vanskelig å få 

kontakt med

Demens. Bruker 

psykofarmaka og 

sovemedisin. Får 

oxycontin 5 mg 

ved behov.

Fått Oxycotin 5 

mg kapsel x 2 i 

natt

Gjennomf�r 

ABCDE 

unders�kelse og 

ta en NEWS 

score

Fasitverdier

Frie luftveier� Ja

Respirasjonsfrekvens 10

O2 metning 93%

Tilf�rt oksygen 0

Puls 45

Blodtrykk 90/45

Bevissthestnivå Ubevisst

Temperatur 36.9

Normal hud� Ja

Ting å være oppmerksom på

Demens er en tilstand som påvirker pasientens adferd.

For sykepleiere er kjennskap til pasienten, kunnskap om demens og forståelse for atferd som 

kommunikasjonsuttrykk grunnleggende elementer for å kunne tilpasse tilnærmingen til utfordrende atferd 

hos personer med demens. 

Hvordan oppfører sykepleieren seg rundt pasienten?

Kjappe og tilfeldige bevegelser er ikke å foretrekke rundt demenspasienter

Hvordan tar sykepleieren på pasienten?

Ikke alle liker å bli tatt på brystet når man sjekker respirasjonsfrekvensen. Jobber studenter rundt 
dette�

Leser sykepleieren journalen?

Å gj�re seg kjent med pasienten er en sentral rolle ved behandling av personer med demens

Snakker sykepleieren med pasienten?

F M�+04"/�0%""1MU�-""/_1,_-""/�"5-"/&*"+1

Funksjonelle tilbakemeldinger etter test av ABCDE + NEWS + ISBAR

Onboarding

Introduksjonen med ballen og pr�vedukka oppleves som noe uoversiktilg.

Videoen tar for seg informasjon som brude vært kommunisert f�r pr�vedukka.

“Pek på B og C” er feil. Brukere peker på bokstavene, men er for langt unna. Burde byttes til “Trykk”. 

Andre forslag:

Presenter noe informasjon om at dette er en introduksjon, og at den virkelige simulasjonen skjer etter.

Pluss mulighet for å hoppe over

ABCDE

Tabletten må visalusere informasjonshirearkiet.

Videoen er veldig lett å overse.

At man må trykke på en knapp på den svarte skjermen for å få opp verdier oppleves som forvirrende. 

Andre forslag:

Breadcrumbs som indikterer hvor man er 

Hjem > A > Airways > Registrer resultat

Skjul video under en “hjelp” knapp, og la den ta hele synsfeltet (som i onboardingen) ved behov

Svart skjerm: gi tilbakemelding til brukeren at instrumentet er festet på riktig sted (kanskje en “-“ strek 
der verdien skal komme). 
Gj�r det tydeligere at verdien kommer når man trykker på knappene.

Knappene bruder for�verig redesignes til å lettere virke som knapper

NEWS

Å gå fra ABCDE til NEWS oppleves som rotete og forvirrende. Det er ingen audio- eller visuelle cues som 

indikerer at nå er det en ny oppgave som skjer.

Tabletten har spesielle utfordringer her. Når man blir servert en oppgave, så er det en del av brukerne som 

trykker seg inn på input-feltet, blir overrasket over at oppgaven blir bort og sliter med å komme seg tilbake 

for å lese oppgaven.

I tillegg brukes tabellen og tabletten om hverandre, og mange brukere lener seg mot tabellen for å lese det 

klarere. Flere har i trykket seg inn på input-feltet med et uhell og blit forvirret over hvor oppgaven har blitt 

av.

Andre forslag:

Vibrasjon i kontroller ved knappetrykk

ISBAR

Samme problem som ved ABCDE til NEWS, det er få indikasjoner på at man jobber med en ny oppgave. 

G ��/)6�#""!�� (�1,��&/��*�/"$�/!&+$�1%"��--)& �1&,+
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Intervju- og brukertest

For-intervju

Fortell litt om deg

Klasse, hvor du har vært på praksis, osv. 

Om utdanningen (til nå)

Hvordan opplever/ opplevde du utdanningen�

Hvordan er/var balansen mellom teori og praktisk�

Fortell om et emne du synes er veldig bra på studiet

Hvordan f�ler du at du mestrer noe i studiet�

Simulasjonstrening på skolen

Fortell om hvordan du har opplevd simulasjonstrening på skolen

Hvordan gjennomf�res det i dag�

Hvor mye tid brukes på simulasjons/ferdighetstrening�

Om bruk av digitale verkt�y på skolen

Hva bruker dere av digitale verkt�y på skolen i dag�

Hva f�ler du om balansen mellom fysisk / digital (inkluder gjerne erfaringer fra korona-tiden)

Kan du se for deg noen muligheter for digitalisering i utdanningen�

Fortell litt om hvordan du opplevde prosedyretrening i studiet

Hvordan lærte dere f.eks. ABCDE�

Hvordan trente / �vde dere på f.eks ABCDE�

Kan du si noe om hvordan dere fikk tilbakemeldinger på hva dere kunne gj�re bedre�

Figma-test

Jeg har forberedt en liten prototype av en nettside som skal kunne brukes av studenter som både er i 

bachelor, men også dere som er ferdig med utdannelsen og har lyst til å terpe litt ekstra. 

I f�rste omgang skal vi se på den, og så skal vi gå videre til test av VR-applikasjonen.

I denne nettsiden heter du Anders Larsen, og du er ute etter å trene litt ekstra på en prosedyretrening med 

ABCDE + NEWS + ISBAR. Du har ikke pr�vd VR f�r, men nettsiden vet at du har gjennomf�rt studiet og vet 

hva metodene er.

Log inn med feide

Velg ABCDE i menyen med prosedyrer

Velg ABCDE + NEWS + ISBAR i simulasjonsoversikten

Inne på ABCDE + NEWS + ISBAR - siden

Hva ser du her�

Hva tenker du om informasjonsboksen du ser�

Er det andre ting du kunne tenke deg å justere på�

Gå inn i VR

ABCDE test

Kan du fortelle meg stegene i ABCDE�

Gå inn programmet og bli kjent med hendene dine

Les journalen til pasienten

Kan du sjekke luftveiene til pasienten�

Registrer svaret

Gjennomf�r resten av ABCDE prosedyren

NEWS

Alle svarene dine er nå satt til fasitsavar, gjennomf�r NEWS

ISBAR

Du vil nå bli presentert en rekke caser hvor du skal vurdere i hendhold til ISBAR-rammeverket hvor 
informasjonen passer inn

Gjennomf�r oppgavene

Tilbake i Figma

Hva ser du på skjermen nå�

Hva tenker du om tilbakemeldingene du får her�

Etter test

Hva er dine f�rsteintrykk

Fortell om hvordan du opplevede oppgavene i VR.

Logikk

Flow

Fortell om hvordan det var å ta av og på headsettet (laptop - VR - laptop)

Hvordan var opplevelsen av å bruke VR til prosedyretrening�

Hva funket bra, hva fungerte dårlig�

H �/,1, ,)U� ,+ "-1�9
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Concept 2 - Onboarding, skalering og digital tilbakemelding

Hypoteser

Studentene har et behov for et milj� hvor man kan bli komfortabel i VR mekanikker, grensesnitt og milj�

Valg av scenarier, teori og prosedyrer er viktig for å lage en læringsarena som oppfattes som 
inkluderende og responsiv til induviduelle behov

Å få mer konstruktive tilbakemeldinger er mer verdifult i en læringssammenheng sammenlignet med 
statistiske tilbakemeldinger

“Top 3 ting du kan gj�re bedre” vs. “65% riktig”

Observasjonspunkter

Hvordan oppleves et milj� uten mye veiledning�

Hvordan leker studenten med objektene i milj�et�

Hvordan er opplevelsen omkring valg og tilpasning av programmer�

Protokoll

Introduksjon

Hva forventer / håper du har endret seg siden sist�

Fortell meg om hvordan du ser for deg et milj� hvor du kan velge prosedyrer og bli kjent med 
kontrollere

I Clipboard

F�rsteinntrykk: hva ser du her�

Hva tror du at du kan gj�re her�

Ta på hanskene

Ta på klokken

Bli kjent med utstyret på hylla.

Bli kjent med hvilke programmer du kan velge

Juster programmet etter hvordan du vil ha det

Hva tror du endrer seg i programmet�

Etter test

Hva tenker du om det du fikk se her�

Hvorfor tror du at du blir bedt om å ta på hansker�

Hvordan opplevde du det å velge disse ulike treningene på denne måten�

Hva skulle du �nske var annerledes�

I �/,1, ,)�#,/� ,+ "-1�:

Peer-to-peer feedback

Hypoteser

Studenter som gir tilbakemelding til hverandre gir �kt læringseffekt av flere faktorer

Studenten som spiller ekspert lærer av å lære bort

Studenten som gjennomf�rer prosedyren vil f�le seg mindre iaktatt, overvåket og trygg

Å få tilbakemelding på “samme språk” vil oppleves som lettere å aksjonere på

Å kunne adaptere en prosedyre til virkelige pasienter gir bedre uttelling og variasjon på utdannelsen

Observasjonspunkter

Hvordan leser medstudenten fasiten�

Hvordan ser medstudenten etter intersesseområdene i fasiten�

Hvordan kommuniserer studentene sammen�

Protokoll

Introduksjon

Har dere noen forventnigner til hva som skal skje

Det vi skal teste i dag er samspill mellom studenter hvor én er i VR, og en er utenfor

Studenten i VR skal gjennomf�re simulasjonen som vanlig

Studeten som ikke er i VR kommer til å få oppgave som observat�r

Når prosedyren er ferdig, så skal studenten som ikke var i VR gi tilbakemeldinger til personen som 
var i VR.

Student i VR, medstudent utenfor

Studenten i VR blir bedt om å f�lge ABCDE applikasjonen som vanlig

Studenten utenfor VR vil bli gitt en oversikt over ting som er viktig at studenten i VR overholder. 

Etter VR:

Studenten som ikke var i VR blir bedt om å gi tilbakemelding til studenten i VR på bagrunn av 
pasientjournalen

Debreif:

Hva tenker dere om opplevelsen�

Til student i VR

Hvordan var det å få tilbakemeldinger fra en medstudent�

Kan du si noe om hvordan det f�ltes å gj�re VR og bli observert�

Til student utenfor VR

Hvordan var det å være observat�r�

Hva lærte du av å sitte på fasiten�

J �/,1, ,)�#,/�-""/_1,_-""/
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+YLONH�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU�VNDO�GX�EHKDQGOH"

%LOGHU�HOOHU�YLGHRRSSWDN�DY�SHUVRQHU
/\GRSSWDN�DY�SHUVRQHU

7\SH�RSSO\VQLQJHU

6NDO�GX�EHKDQGOH�V UOLJH�NDWHJRULHU�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU�HOOHU�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU�RP�VWUDIIHGRPPHU
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3URVMHNWLQIRUPDVMRQ

3URVMHNWWLWWHO

8WIRUVNLQJ�DY�EUXNHUUHLVHQ�IRU�95�EDVHUW�VLPXODWRUWUHQLQJ�IRU�KHOVHSHUVRQHOO

3URVMHNWEHVNULYHOVH

'HQQH�PDVWHURSSJDYHQ�VNDO�XWIRUVNH�RJ�GHVLJQH�O¡VQLQJHU�IRU�EUXNHUUHLVHQ�IRU�KHOVHSHUVRQHOO�RJ�VWXGHQWHU
VRP�EUXNHU�95�WLO�O ULQJ�

'HUVRP�RSSO\VQLQJHQH�VNDO�EHKDQGOHV�WLO�DQGUH�IRUPnO�HQQ�EHKDQGOLQJHQ�IRU�GHWWH�SURVMHNWHW��EHVNULY
KYLONH

1R�

%HJUXQQ�EHKRYHW�IRU�n�EHKDQGOH�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHQH

,QJHQ�SHUVRQGDWD�YLO�EOL�VDPOHW��
9LGHRSSWDN�YLO�Sn�LQJHQ�PnWH�NXQQH�LGHQWLÀVHUH�SHUVRQHQ�VRP�EOLU�ÀOPHW��'HWWH�HU�EDUH�JMRUW�IRU�n�IRUVWn
KYRUGDQ�EUXNHUHQH�EUXNHU�WHNQRORJLHQ�

(NVWHUQ�ÀQDQVLHULQJ

1RUJHV�IRUVNQLQJVUnG��1)5�

L �����--)& �1&,+

����������������� 0HOGHVNMHPD�IRU�EHKDQGOLQJ�DY�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU

KWWSV���PHOGHVNMHPD�QVG�QR�HNVSRUW�����DF���FF���������E�I����I��EFID�E ���

%HKDQGOLQJ

+YRU�EHKDQGOHV�RSSO\VQLQJHQH"

0DVNLQYDUH�WLOK¡UHQGH�EHKDQGOLQJVDQVYDUOLJ�LQVWLWXVMRQ

+YHP�EHKDQGOHU�KDU�WLOJDQJ�WLO�RSSO\VQLQJHQH"

3URVMHNWDQVYDUOLJ
6WXGHQW��VWXGHQWSURVMHNW�

7LOJMHQJHOLJJM¡UHV�RSSO\VQLQJHQH�XWHQIRU�(8�(�6�WLO�HQ�WUHGMHVWDW�HOOHU�LQWHUQDVMRQDO�RUJDQLVDVMRQ"

1HL

6LNNHUKHW

2SSEHYDUHV�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHQH�DWVNLOW�IUD�¡YULJH�GDWD��NREOLQJVQ¡NNHO�"

1HL

%HJUXQQ�KYRUIRU�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHQH�RSSEHYDUHV�VDPPHQ�PHG�GH�¡YULJH�RSSO\VQLQJHQH

'HW�HU�LQJHQ�GLUHNWH�LGHQWLÀVHUEDU�GDWD�L�SURVMHNWHW�

+YLONH�WHNQLVNH�RJ�I\VLVNH�WLOWDN�VLNUHU�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHQH"

2SSO\VQLQJHQH�DQRQ\PLVHUHV�IRUWO¡SHQGH
$GJDQJVEHJUHQVQLQJ
)OHUIDNWRUDXWHQWLVHULQJ

9DULJKHW

3URVMHNWSHULRGH

�����������������������

6NDO�GDWD�PHG�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU�RSSEHYDUHV�XWRYHU�SURVMHNWSHULRGHQ"

1HL��DOOH�GDWD�VOHWWHV�LQQHQ�SURVMHNWVOXWW

9LO�GH�UHJLVWUHUWH�NXQQH�LGHQWLÀVHUHV��GLUHNWH�HOOHU�LQGLUHNWH��L�RSSJDYH�DYKDQGOLQJ�¡YULJH
SXEOLNDVMRQHU�IUD�SURVMHNWHW"

1HL

7LOOHJJVRSSO\VQLQJHU
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����������������� 0HOGHVNMHPD�IRU�EHKDQGOLQJ�DY�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU

KWWSV���PHOGHVNMHPD�QVG�QR�HNVSRUW�����DF���FF���������E�I����I��EFID�E ���

'HOWDNHQGH�REVHUYDVMRQ

*UXQQODJ�IRU�n�EHKDQGOH�DOPLQQHOLJH�NDWHJRULHU�DY�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU

6DPW\NNH��DUW����QU����ERNVWDY�D�

*UXSSHLQWHUYMX

*UXQQODJ�IRU�n�EHKDQGOH�DOPLQQHOLJH�NDWHJRULHU�DY�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU

6DPW\NNH��DUW����QU����ERNVWDY�D�

,QIRUPDVMRQ�IRU�XWYDOJ��

,QIRUPHUHU�GX�XWYDOJHW�RP�EHKDQGOLQJHQ�DY�RSSO\VQLQJHQH"

-D

+YRUGDQ"

6NULIWOLJ�LQIRUPDVMRQ��SDSLU�HOOHU�HOHNWURQLVN�

7UHGMHSHUVRQHU

6NDO�GX�EHKDQGOH�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU�RP�WUHGMHSHUVRQHU"

1HL

'RNXPHQWDVMRQ

+YRUGDQ�GRNXPHQWHUHV�VDPW\NNHQH"

(OHNWURQLVN��H�SRVW��H�VNMHPD��GLJLWDO�VLJQDWXU�

+YRUGDQ�NDQ�VDPW\NNHW�WUHNNHV�WLOEDNH"

*MHQQRP�HSRVW�

+YRUGDQ�NDQ�GH�UHJLVWUHUWH�In�LQQV\Q��UHWWHW�HOOHU�VOHWWHW�RSSO\VQLQJHU�RP�VHJ�VHOY"

*MHQQRP�HSRVW�NDQ�GH�EH�RVV�RJ�YL�YLO�VOHWWH�GHW�IUD�GHQ�VLNUH�GDWDEDQNHQ�YnU�

7RWDOW�DQWDOO�UHJLVWUHUWH�L�SURVMHNWHW

����

7LOODWHOVHU

6NDO�GX�LQQKHQWH�I¡OJHQGH�JRGNMHQQLQJHU�HOOHU�WLOODWHOVHU�IRU�SURVMHNWHW"

����������������� 0HOGHVNMHPD�IRU�EHKDQGOLQJ�DY�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU

KWWSV���PHOGHVNMHPD�QVG�QR�HNVSRUW�����DF���FF���������E�I����I��EFID�E ���

7\SH�SURVMHNW

6WXGHQWSURVMHNW��PDVWHUVWXGLXP

.RQWDNWLQIRUPDVMRQ��VWXGHQW

+HQULN�0DUWLQ�.ULVWLDQVHQ��KHQUNUL#VWXG�QWQX�QR��WOI����������

%HKDQGOLQJVDQVYDU

%HKDQGOLQJVDQVYDUOLJ�LQVWLWXVMRQ

1RUJHV�WHNQLVN�QDWXUYLWHQVNDSHOLJH�XQLYHUVLWHW���)DNXOWHW�IRU�PHGLVLQ�RJ�KHOVHYLWHQVNDS��0+����,QVWLWXWW�IRU
VDPIXQQVPHGLVLQ�RJ�V\NHSOHLH

3URVMHNWDQVYDUOLJ��YLWHQVNDSHOLJ�DQVDWW�YHLOHGHU�HOOHU�VWLSHQGLDW�

$VODN�6WHLQVEHNN��DVODN�VWHLQVEHNN#QWQX�QR��WOI����������

6NDO�EHKDQGOLQJVDQVYDUHW�GHOHV�PHG�DQGUH�LQVWLWXVMRQHU��IHOOHV�EHKDQGOLQJVDQVYDUOLJH�"

1HL

8WYDOJ��

%HVNULY�XWYDOJHW

+HOVHSHUVRQHOO�RJ�VWXGHQWHU

5HNUXWWHULQJ�HOOHU�WUHNNLQJ�DY�XWYDOJHW

+HOVHSHUVRQHOO�RJ�VWXGHQWHU�IUD�,QVWLWXWW�IRU�VDPIXQQVPHGLVLQ�RJ�V\NHSOHLH��

$OGHU

�������

,QQJnU�GHW�YRNVQH�����nU����L�XWYDOJHW�VRP�LNNH�NDQ�VDPW\NNH�VHOY"

1HL

3HUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU�IRU�XWYDOJ��

%LOGHU�HOOHU�YLGHRRSSWDN�DY�SHUVRQHU
/\GRSSWDN�DY�SHUVRQHU

+YRUGDQ�VDPOHU�GX�LQQ�GDWD�IUD�XWYDOJ��"

3HUVRQOLJ�LQWHUYMX

*UXQQODJ�IRU�n�EHKDQGOH�DOPLQQHOLJH�NDWHJRULHU�DY�SHUVRQRSSO\VQLQJHU

6DPW\NNH��DUW����QU����ERNVWDY�D�
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9LUWXDO�UHDOLW\�IRU�QXUVLQJ�HGXFDWLRQ

2SWLPLVLQJ��H[SORULQJ��DQG�LPDJLQLQJ�WKH�XVH�RI
YLUWXDO�UHDOLW\�LQ�HGXFDWLRQ�RI�SURFHGXUHV�IRU
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